


INDRA MOHAN SINGH

Mr Aakash Kumar Pradip Kumar Jain (Complainant)

V/s

LIC of India (Respondent)

COMPLAINT No: BHP-L-029-2223-0421 ORDER No: lo/BHPtNLU t2022-29

1. Tq-EFrTil{-AT ?fi',t;tTTt qE TkTT s[T 3ilrfiTeT s{R T{IC TqR q{
siRlRirr frq-ft
s{{ ts, q"nqr( (<rRql
frcr- <rqS< (q.rr.)

2. qiffi riqr:
ciRrft?FTs=fiR:
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81xx9325
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qT 3ilrftsT qq
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4. T TMil-T ?fi'T;TTTT : T((I{T qTfiq| TFF|-IT

5. Date of Repudiation/ Rejection

6. Reason for Repudiation/ ejection

7. tsF{t-{K sTfs {'r ldTet : 26.07.2022

8. TSFfit-rril EfiT Ffi',R : crrrsTr ilq-I rfi q<r{kr $Tt [rl-ffa qrTil

9. Amount of Claim

10. Date of Partial Settlement

11. T|-|-{n rrq (|-{<t {TeT : Rs.1,00,000/-

12. m{q fi. il{il Tq Tql"Frikr: Rule No. 13(1Xb) Ins. Ombudsman Rule 2017
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over WebEx App
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over WebEx App

15. fhfl-{f,wftwrwr: Allowed

16.
3il-ESr ?h',t dfitq , 

n 28.12.2022
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COMPLAINT NO: BHP-L-029-2223-0421 ORDER NO: IO/BHptNLtt t2022-23
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I
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I
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fqrtrrilrili ar<r ftt+q $_rr.r+r t fr st ftqrerr q{ fr{q EF"r \rkn"r, qrq vFil fr,q|-sn}ft fr{r ffi * mffifr +1 s{+ sTrddrtui q€R + ftq *h fuE tlfqr$ fi qr} 
I

(ol yffi ftqr ztmt ar<r frw derr Kd fr.,t rrg :
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qiffir encd ft qftw-dr qrg 35 E{ + frq qrt ft.rt fr I
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*' qsrf, Ef-{T tr{qrrr frsr rrqr 
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COMPLAINT NO: BHP-L-029-2223-0421 ORDER NO: lO/BHPlNLal 12022-23

T{ wFd-trr- 34 qf ft w*|s + ftq qrft fi ,r€ fr, er(' 34 q{ 6l $nT fr{F {. 19000.00

(z60.25000/1ooo) qiRrfi errrn fr iq t t
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qTRrft enc+ fr ++, fiqid 229436 Rqifi 28.03.2009 fr r. 5015.00 +r vrcftft Fnrr fr
rrrTg;qR *q rrq q< qrft ftqr rrqr rr I

erqfrq.$ ft +wa t qiRrfi Ets t qiRrft w{ft 35 Ef Btfrd d.r€ I

qt{q t Br{-frE t ft w aqt q< rruxfr T{-{ fr{r< ftqr wr 
I
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t
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F+r <rflr tl q"fieFT +< vr'tr t t ft*n ffi i +-6r ft qtRrft 6r fiqrem 25oool- F-d t,
qsi oa.zole irt ftftqq frq,rq t, qi qiffi 28.0s.2o20 fr wf d Tfr t I sd+ rq fr
EtrTt-{TT ft f,'qfrr+ilrili +1trq+nidr E{qr,T <qt sots/- s-r {rrdFt, i+ +qr 0229436 6r<I
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ORDER NO: lO/BHptNLU t2022-23
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OMBUDSMAN -RAVINDRA MOHAN SINGH

Mr. Basudev Jha.......... Complainant

vls
Reliance Nippon Life Insurance Co. Ltd ............. .,...........Respondent

coMPlAf NT No: BHp-L-036-2223-og2o ORDER No: tolBHp lRlLtl l2oz2_2o2g

t7' Mr' Basudev Jha (complainant) has filed a complaint against Reliance Nippon Life Insurance

Co. Ltd (Respondent) alleging mis-selling.

18. Brief facts of the Case -
a) contention of the complainant (Facts of the complaint)- complainant has stated that he

took a loan of Rs. 10 Lakhs from SBI after completing all formalities he waited for the loan

amount to be processed' Within a few days he started getting phone calls from agents to

.. rectifysome errors in the procedure. Agents asked him to payvarious processingfees and

was later asked to buy insurance policies, after some investments he realised that a fraud
has been committed by them. 2 tl/ |

t(Ah

2.

1. Name & Address of the Complainant Mr. Basudev Jha
Ward No.05, Pratap Nijamour, Magroni
Shivpuri, (MP)- 473865

Policy No:
Type of Policy
Duration of policy/policy period

53XX7696
Reliance Nippon Life Guaranteed Money Back plan
L2.O3.2020

3. Name of the insured
Name of the policyholder

Mr. Jugal Kishore Jha
Mr. Basudeo Prasad Jha

4.

5.

Name of the insurer Reliance NipponLife Insurance Co. Ltd
Date of Repudiation/ Rejection LO.06.2022

6.

7.
!E!qn for Repudiationl Rejection Beyond free look period
Date of receipt of the Complaint 24.LL.2022

8.

9.

10.

Nature of complaint Mis-selling
Amount of Claim Refund of Entire premium Amount Rs. 50,000/-
Date of Partial Settlement

tL. Amount of relief sought Refund of Entire premium nmount ni SOpOOT

L2. Complaint registered under Rule Rule No. 13(1)(d)tns. Ombudsman Rule 2017
13.
L4.

lqte of hearing/place 22.t2,2O22 throughWebex Meet App. (Virtual)
Representation at the hearing

15.

t6.

a) For the Complainant Mr. Basudev Jha (Complainant)
b) For the insurer Mr. Animesh Mishra (Reliance Nippon Life Ins. Co.)
Complaint how disposed Recommendation
Date of Award/Order 22.L2.2022
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20.

b) contention of the respondent - The respondent in their scN have stated that after going
through the key benefits and terms of the products, the comprainant chose to avair the
said policy of the company on crystal clear terms and conditions of the said policy as
envisaged in the application cum proposal form which was duly signed and submitted by
the complainant to the company for availing the policy No. 53xx76g6. As per track
proposal policy was delivered on 23-03-2020 via (speed post) poD No. EA6574g2434rN.
The complainant approached the company with a request to cancer the captioned poricy
after 2 years of issuance of policy i.e. on 27/L2/2o2talreging mis-selling. The complainant
was contacted telephonically, and his grievances were resolved. After the grievance was
resolved' the complainant decided to continue with the policy and even went ahead and
paid the second renewal premium. That the customer was informed about his right to
cancel the said policy within the free-look period i.e., 15 days vide the wercome letter
couriered along with the Policy. Hence, it is humbly requested before the Ld. ombudsman
to dismiss the present compraint based on the facts as stated above.

I have heard both the parties at length and perused papers filed on behalf of the comprainant
as well as the lnsurance Company.

observation and conclusion - During the hearing, the complainant submitted that he took a
loan of Rs' 10 Lakhs from sBl after completing all formalities he waited for the loan amount to
be processed' within a few days he started getting phone calls from agents to rectify some
errors in the procedure. Agents asked him to pay various processing fees and was later askedto buy insurance policies, after some investments he realised that a fraud has been
committed by them.

During their turn' the respondent company submitted that after going through the key
benefits and terms of the products, the complainant chose to avail the said policy of the
company on crystal clear terms and conditions of the said policy as envisaged in the
application cum proposal form which was duly signed and submitted by the complainant tothe company for availing the Policy No. 53xx7696. As per track proposal policy was
delivered on 23-03-2020 via (speed Post) poD No. EA657482434rN. The comprainant
approached the company with a request to cancel the captioned policy after 2 years of
is.suance of policy i.e. on 27/1, Complainant was contacted



2t.

telephonically, and his grievances were resolved. After the grievance was resolved, the
complainant decided to continue with the policy and even went ahead and paid the second
renewal premium' That the customer was informed about his right to cancel the said policy
within the free-look period i.e', 15 days vide the welcome letter couriered along with the
Policy.

I have heard both the parties and carefully examined the documents available in the file. on
arguments and counter arguments, the respondent company finally agreed to cancel the said
Policy and issue a Single premium policy for Rs.75,000/_ after receipt of Balance Amount of
Rs'25000/- from the complainant. The Fresh single premium policy will be issued with a lock
in period of Five years and without free look option. The offer was accepted by the
complainant' Thus, the complaint is resolved by mutual agreement between both the parties.

AWARD

The matter between the parties has been resolved mutually, hence the complaint is decided
in terms of mediation/mutual agreement with directions to the respondent company to
cancel the Policy bearing No. 53xx7696 and issue a fresh Single premium policy for
Rs'75'000/- with a lock in period of Five years and without free look option, after receipt of
Balance Amount of Rs'25000/-from the complainant and the complainant is also directed
to make the Balance payment of Rs.25000/- to the Respondent company, within 30 days
from the date of receipt of the Award.

Let copies of the order be given to both the

Forum.

parties. Compliance shall be intimated to this
23.

Place :

Date :

Bhopal

22.12.2022

(RAV|NDRA MOHAN STNGH)

INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN
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18.

OMBUDSMAN - RAVTNDRA MOHAN SINGH

Mr Syed Altaf Husain .............. Complainant

vls
BhartiAxa Life Insurance Co. Ltd ........Respondent

COMPLAINTNo: BHP-L-008-2223-0873 ORDERNo:lo/BHp/R/Ltl 12022-2023

Mr Syed Altaf Husain Complainant) has filed a complaint against Bharti Axa Life lnsurance

Co. Ltd. (Respondent) alleging Mis-selling of policy.

Brief facts of the Case -
a) Contention of the complainant (Facts of the Complaint)- The complainant has

stated that he had been cheated by the above insurance company by giving insurance policy.

He received a telephone callfrom an unknown person informingvarious benefits of the policy

like Car Loan with zero percent intenest etc. After some time he was told that his loan amount

had be,en approved, now he has to purchase a policy for collateral security. After that people

1. Name & Address of the
Complainant

Mr Syed Altaf Husain
H.No. t8lt4, Green Valey, Air port Road
Bhopaf, (MP), 462030

2. Policy No:
Type of Policy
Duration of policy/Policy period

50x-xxx3221
Elite Advantage
30.11.2019

3. Name of the insured
Name of the policyholder

Mr Syed Altaf Husain Peerzada
Mr Syed Altaf Husain Peerzada

4. Name of the insurer BhartiAxa Life Insurance Co. Ltd
5. Date of Repudiation/ Rejection 22.09.2022, 3L.LO.2O22
6. Beggon for Repudiation/ Rejection Beyond Freelook Period
7 Date of receipt of the Complaint L4.tL.2022
8. Nature of complaint Mis-selling
9. Amount of Claim
10. Date of Partial Settlement
LL. Amount of relief sought Refund of Premiums

t2. Complaint registered under Rule Rule No. 13(1Xd) Ins. Ombudsman Rule 2017
13. Date of hearing/place 23.L2.2O22 at OIO Bhopal
L4. Representation at the hearing

a) For the Complainant Mr Syed Altaf Hussain, in person at Bhopal
b) For the insurer Mr Ayan Chakraborty, in person at Bhopal

15. Complaint how disposed Recommendation
16. Date of Award/Order 23.L2.2022

he policy for Rs.33,332.33 will have to pay, so
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20.

was told by the unknown person thatLS% GST of car loan of Rs.72000/- will have to pay more

then car loan will be provided. Then he suspected that probably he was being cheated then

he did not pay the amount. He has requested to the forum for refund of premium after

cancellation of policy.

b) Contention of the respondent (Facts of SCN) - The respondent in their SCN have stated

that after understanding the key features of the policy, policyholder had signed and

submitted the proposal form for insurance after which above policy was issued on

30.LI.2o19, dispatched with option of free look period of 15 days to the registered address of

the complainant on 04.12.20!9 vide POD No.37093207933 and delivered. The Company

states that the policyholder retained the policy documents and did not invoke the free look

option and did not revert within 15 days alleging any discrepancies, thereby implying that the

policyholder had agreed to whatever information was provided in the proposal form and was

-also in agreement with the policy terms and conditions mentioned in the policy documents.

In the instant case, after the expiry of the free-look period, the Company had received a

complaint raised through letter/ email received dated L2.O9.2O22 which is beyond free look

period with respect to subject policy alleging that the policy was mis-sold to him with false

assurances of loan. Thereby, demanding cancellation of policy and refund of premium paid.

That after evaluating the documents and records for the subject policy, the company was

unable to consider the request of the complainant as there was no mis-selling involved and

policy documents were duly sent and received by the policyholder. Further, the complainant

approached the insurance company beyond the free look period. However, the complainant

was apprised that the company would relook into the matter if mandatory documents are

submitted for further investigation. Accordingly, the complaints were resolved to vide

com munication dated 22.O9.2022.

The complainant has filed complaint letter, Annex. Vl A and correspondence with respondent,

while respondent have filed SCN with enclosures.

I have heard both the parties in person at length and perused papers filed on behalf of the

complainant as well as the Insurance Company

Observation and Conclusion - During hearing the complainant submitted the above policy

was mis sold to him assuring hinl of various benefits like car loan with zero percent interest

t) Il/ 'UL'/ 4

2L.
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etc' He further submitted that he was told that the loan amount has been approved and that
he has to purchase a policy for collateral security and therefore he purchased above policy

against payment of premium of Rs.33,332.33. Later when he did not get any car loan as

promised he realized that he has been cheated and approached respondent company for
cancellation of policy and refund of premium, but the same was rejected. He therefore
appealed to this forum for redressal of his grievance.

On theirturn, the respondent company submitted that Policy No.Sox-xxx322Lwas issued to
the complainant on 30.11.2019 dispatched on o4.L2.2o19 and delivered to the complainant
They further submitted that the PIVC call was clear and the complainant did not raise any
issue or concern during the PIVC call. First complaint alleging mis-selling was received from
the complainant on L2.o9.2022 and the same was rejected as complainant had approached

them much after the expiry of free look period. At this juncture, they expressed their inability

-- 
to cancelthe policy and refund the premium.

on arguments and counter arguments, the respondent company agreed to cancel the above
policy and issue a Single Premium Policy in the name of his daughter for an amount of Rs.1

Lakh with a lock in period of 5 years and without free look option and refund the balance

amount received under the policy to the comptainant. This offer was accepted by the
complainant. Thus, the complaint is resolved by mutual agreement between both the parties.

AWARD

The matter between the parties has been resolved mutually, hence the complaint is decided
in terms of mediation/mutual agreement with directions to the respondent company to
cancel the Policy bearing Nos. 50x-xxx322L and issue a Single premium poticy in the name of
his daughter for Rs.1,00,ooo/- with lock in period of five years & without free look option
and refund the balance amount received under the policy to the complainant within 30 days
from the date of receipt of this Award. Both the parties are directed to complete all the
necessary formalities for issuance of new policy.

23. Let copies of the order

Forum.

Bhopal
23.n.2022

be grven both

Place :

Date : INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN



OMBUDSMAN. RAVINDRA MOHAN SINGH
Mr Ram Prakash 

..... Complainant

vls
BhartiAxa Life Insurance Co. Ltd ........Respondent

COMPLATNT NO: BH'-L-OO8-2223_0878 ORDER NO: .O/BH,/R/LU 12022-2023

Prakash Complainant) has fil.d 
.

(Respondent) alleging Mis-selling of policy.

18. Brief facts of the Case -
a)(FactsoftheComp|aint)-Thecomp|ainanthas
stated that in the year 2004, he purchased a policy of N4ax Life insurance and paid all the
premium amount of policy till 10 years. suddenly in the year 201g, company contacted
stating that if he want his Bonus amount Rs.54000/- then he will have to purchase a policy of
Bharti Axa of Rs'30000/- and this amount will be refunded to him with bonus amount of
Rs'84000/-' After one & half month they called to purchase a new poricy of Bharti Axa
otherwise his bonus amount and first policy will be lapsed. Therefore he purchased another
policy of Bharti Axa for Rs.69000/_. After 3

tr
,

1. Name & Address of the
Complainant

-

Policy No:
Type of Policy
Duration of policyleolicy period

Mr Ram prakash

Bhanesar, Jairam Nagar
Bilaspur, (CG)-495550

2. )ux-xxxx5u64, 5ox-xxx4125
BhartiAxa Life Elite Advantage plan
19.03.2018, 11.01.2018
Mr Ram Prakash
Mr Ram Prakash

Bharti Avr I ifa r^ll-^ll]]l--.1.-

3. Name of the insured
Name of the policyholder

4. Name of the insurer
5. Date of Repudiation/ Rejection
6. Reason for Repudiation/ Rejection
7. Date of receipt of the Complaini !5.71-.2rl2)
8. Nature of complaint Mis-sellinE
9. Amount of Claim

Date of Partial Settlement

Totalpremium paid

10.

tt. Amount of relief sought

L2. Complaint registered under Rule
oate of he"ring7pl"."---------

23.L2.2022 

-

13.

L4. Representation at the hearing
a) For the Complainant
b) For the insurer

15. Complaint how disposed
16. Date of Award/Order



threatened him that because of his income, Income tax can raid on his house and they mightask him the question that from where he was purchasing the poticy and what are the sourcesto purchase the policy and that he will have to purchase another poricy from HDFC LifeInsurance. Therefore he purchased policy for Rs.99000/_ after that company of HDFC peoplethreatened to purchase another policy of HDFC of Rs. g[O[O/_after that they did not pick upphone' Hence he has requested to the forum for refund of premium of Rs. 99000/_ aftercancellation of both the above policies.

b) 
- The respondent in their scN have statedthat after understanding the key features of the policy, poticyhorder had signed andsubmitted the proposal form for insurance after which poricies were issued on 19.03 .2oLg,LL'01'21LB dispatched with option of free look period of 15 days to the registered address ofthe complainant on L8'0i"2018, 21'.og.2or8 vide poD EA4o39516o7rN, EA175367564,N anddelivered' The company states that the policyhorder retained the poricy documents and did

thereby implying that the policyholder had agreed to whatever information was provided inthe proposat form and was also in agreement with the poricy terms and conditions mentionedin the policy documents' In the instant case, after the expiry of the free-rook period, thecompany had received a complaint raised through tetter / email received dated 04.0g.2022which is beyond free look period with respect to subject poricies aileging that the poricy wasmis-sold to him with false assurances of loan, Thereby, demanding cancellation of poticy andrefund of premium paid' That after evaluating the documents and records for the subjectpolicy' the company was unable to consider the request of the comprainant as there was nomis-selling involved and poticy documents were dury sent and received by the poricyhorder.
Further' the complainant approached the insurance company beyond the free rook period.19' The complainant has filed complaint letter, Annex. VrA and correspondence with respondent,while respondent have filed SCN with enclosures.

20' I have heard both the parties over webEx App at length and perused papers fired on beharf ofthe complainant as well as the Insurance Company.
21" observation and conclusion - During hearing the comprainant submitted that he was mis sordto":: two policies of respondent companv onrpavment of Rs.3o0o0/_ and Rs.69 ,ooo/_in the

JU
'l,,u I,



22.

pretext of getting him bonus amount of Rs.54,00o/- of his earlier policy of Max Life Insurance.
Later the telecaller threatened him in the name of income tax raid in his house and asked him
to take another policy of HDFC for Rs.99,000/- and he refused to take the same. He therefore
appealed to this forum for cancellation of above two policies of respondent company.
on their turn, the respondent company informed that policy Nos.50x-xxx3g64, 50x-xxx4125
were issued to the complainant on 11.01.2078, 19.03.201g dispatched on 1g.01.201g,
2L'o3'20L8 and delivered to the complainant rhey further submitted that the plVC and
welcome call was clear and the complainant did not raise any issue or concern during the
PIVC call' First complaint alleging mis-selling was received from the complainant on
o4'o8'2o22 and the same was rejected as complainant had approached them much afterthe
expiry of free look period. At this juncture, they expressed their inability to cancel the policies
and refund the premium.

on arguments and counter arguments, the respondent company agreed to cancel both the
above policies and issue a single Premium Policy for an amount of Rs.1 Lakh with a lock in
period of 5 years and without free look option after receipt of balance amount of Rs.1,000/-
from the complainant' This offer was accepted by the complainant. Thus, the complaint is
resolved by mutual agreement between both the parties.

AWARD

The matter between the parties has been resolved mutually, hence the complaint is decided
in terms of mediation/mutual agreement with directions to the respondent company to
cancelthe Policies bearing Nos. 50x-xxx3864, 50x-xxx4L25 and issue a single premium policy
for Rs'1,00,00o/- with lock in period of five years & without free look option after receipt of
balance amount of Rs.1,000/-fromthe complainant. complainant is also directed to deposit
balance amount of Rs.1,000/- to the respondent company within 30 days from the date of
receipt of the Award' Both the parties are directed to complete all the necessary formatities
for issuance of new policy.

23. Let copies of the order

Forum.

Place : Bhopal

Date : 23.72.2022

be given to both the parties.

INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN
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PROCEEDINGS BEFORE 
THE INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN,  
(States of Tamil Nadu & Puducherry) 

(UNDER RULE NO: 17(1) OF THE INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN RULES, 2017) 
OMBUDSMAN – Mr. Segar Sampathkumar 

Case of: Mr T P Kothandapani Vs Canara HSBC Oriental Bank of Commerce 
Life Insurance Co. Ltd 

Ref No: CHN-L-010-2223-0676 

Award No.IO/CHN/A/LI/0260/2022-2023 

1. Name & Address of the 
Complainant 

Mr T P Kothandapani 

No.3/76 Alagathamman Kovil Street, 

Sembulivaram, Chennai 

Tamil Nadu – 600067 

2. Policy No 

Date of Commencement of risk 

Plan 

 

Sum Assured  

Instalment Premium/Mode  

Term / Premium paying Term 

0033434514 

29.06.2012 

Canara HSBC OBC Life Insurance Insure 

Smart Plan 

Rs 20,00,000/- 

Rs 2,00,000/Annual  

10 Years / 05 Years       

3. Name of the Life assured  Mr T P Kothandapani 

4. Name of the Insurer Canara HSBC OBC Life Insurance Co. Ltd 

5. Date of receipt of the complaint 19.10.2022 

6. Nature of complaint Dispute Over Maturity Amount settled  

7. Amount  of  (admissible) Claim Fund Value  on Maturity Date 

8. Amount Settled by the Insurer Rs.8,16,710.71 

9. Amount of relief sought Rs.7,00,000/- 

10. Complaint registered under  Rule No.13 (1) (b) of  the Insurance 

Ombudsman Rules, 2017 

11. Date of hearing & Place of hearing Through  Video Conferencing on 
09.12.2022 

12. Representation at the hearing  

a) For the complainant Mr  T P Kothandapani 

b) For the Insurer Mr  Arindam Mishra 

13. Complaint how disposed By Award 

14. Date of Award 21.12.2022 
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15. Brief Facts of the Case:  

Mr T P Kothandapani, Life Assured hereinafter - the Complainant had subscribed 

for a policy numbered 0033434514 under the - Insure Smart Plan from Canara 

HSBC Oriental Bank of Commerce Life Insurance Co.Ltd, hereinafter the Insurer. 

 
16. Contention of the complainant: 

The Complainant submitted that he was made to believe (at the time of taking the 

policy) that he could get Rs.20,00,000/- as maturity benefit. But he had received only 

Rs. 8,16,710/- as maturity benefit for which he had paid premium for Rs.10,00,000/-. 

He was not aware of the deduction of various charges under the policy. He has also 

alleged that his signature was forged in the documents and the Insurer has not 

provided the call recordings regarding the communication of applicable policy 

charges. He requested the Forum to get the assured benefits. 

 17. Contention of the Respondent Insurer: 

The Insurer submitted that the Complainant had opted for this Unit linked policy and 

for Investment in Balance Plus Funds.  As per Clause 2.2 of the policy conditions, 

the fund value as on the maturity date is processed as Maturity Benefit.  The maturity 

amount is as per the Sales Illustration provided to the Complainant at the Proposal 

Stage. As per clause 6 of the policy terms and conditions, the Company has 

categorically disclosed deduction of charges. The Complainant has not raised any 

objection during the free look cancellation period. The Insurer had provided life cover 

for Rs.20,00,000/- for 10 years. 

As the Company has acted strictly in accordance with the terms and conditions of 

the policy, the Insurer prayed for the dismissal of the Complaint. 

18. Documents submitted to the Forum: 

 Complaint letter dated 19-10-2022 addressed to the Forum  

 Annexure VI-A (consent) submitted by the complainant 

 Self-Contained Note (SCN) dated 30.11.2022 from the Insurer  

 Policy schedule no.  0033434514, Proposal/ Sales Illustration 

 Correspondence between the Complainant & the Insurer regarding  the maturity 

value  
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19. Result of hearing (Observations and Conclusion): 

The hearing was held by Video Conferencing on 09.12.2022 with the consent and 

participation of both the Complainant and the Insurer. 

 

The Complainant reiterated what was stated in the Complaint. He added that he was 

not aware of the policy details.  If he had invested this amount in the Savings Bank 

account, he could not have incurred any loss. Further he stated that he has not 

signed in the page no.34, 40 & 41 of the proposal.  

The Complainant mainly sought for refund of charges deducted under the policy. 

The Insurer reiterated the facts mentioned in the Self Contained Note and submitted   

that misselling in 2012   could not be alleged in 2022 after a period of 10 years. 

  

Insurer further submitted that policy charges are higher due to Complainant’s higher 

age. The returns in Unit Linked policies are subject to market performance and risk 

was covered for the full sum assured for the entire term of the policy. 

 

The proposed returns are shown in the Benefit Illustration which is duly signed by the 

Complainant at the time of proposal and the actual returns are higher than the 

returns illustrated.  

 
Regarding allegation of signature in the proposal, the Insurer shared the documents 

which appeared to have been signed by the Complainant. However, the Complainant 

denied that the signature was his. 

 

The following points are noted. 
 
1. Policy Clause 6.1 Charges states 

 
“Subject to the other terms and conditions mentioned herein, during the Policy 

Term, the Company shall levy the Charges as detailed in Annexure 1. The 

Company reserves the right to revise the Charges...” 

 

The charges are deducted as per the terms and conditions of the policy. 
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2. Policy Clause 2.2.1 Maturity Benefit states 
 

 “Amount equivalent to the Fund Value computed on the basis of the closing NAV 

of the Maturity Date”. 

 

The Fund Value on the date of maturity i.e. on 29.06.2022 is Rs.8,16,710.71 and the 

Insurer has settled the same. 

Hence, the maturity value settled by the Insurer is in order. 

From the above, The Forum is of the view that the Complainant’s allegation on 

maturity value and request for refund of charges has no merit and the complaint is 

not allowed. 

AWARD 

Considering the facts and circumstances of the case and the submissions 

made by both parties, the Forum concludes that the Complaint is devoid of 

merits and therefore, NOT allowed. 

 

20. In the event the Complainant disagreeing with the Award, he may, if 

deemed fit and proper, move a fresh application at any other Forum/Court that 

may be considered by him  as appropriate against the insurer. 

.Dated at  Chennai   on this 21st   day of   December, 2022. 

 

(Segar Sampathkumar)                                                                                                                         
Insurance Ombudsman  

                                                                      State of Tamil Nadu and Puducherry 
 
Copy to: 
 

1.  Mr. T.P.Kothandapani 

             No.3/76 Alagathamman Kovil Street,  

             Sembulivaram, Chennai   – 600067 

2.   Canara HSBC Life Insurance Company Ltd, 

      Plot 139-P, Sector -44, Gurugram, Haryana - 122003      



OFFICE OF INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN
Jeevan Nivesh, Sft floor, S.S.Road

Panbazar, Guwahati 781 001
E-mail :bimalokpal.guwahati@cioins.co. in,

03 6l -2632204,2602205 Fax: 03 6 I -27 32937 .

Note to Honorable Ombudsman
Re-Case No:GUW-L-029-2223-0212 ( Policy No:577115974)

Mrs Sultana Ahmed Vs LIC of India KMDO -1.

We received above noted complaint onl6.ll.2022 and the case was
registered on 16.11.2022. It was claim of non receipt of maturity
Benefit due on 20.08.2022. After registration, notice served to
Insurance Company on 16.11.2022.

The Insurance company vide their mail dt 22.11.2022 informed us
that through NEFT they settled the claim amounting Rs.78,250.00 on
17 .11.2022 ( credited to Bank A/c No : 30421764964 with SBI )

At the same we also confirmed with the complainant over
telephone. She expressed her satisfaction about the settlement of claim.

In view of the above, we feel there is no need of having hearing and
we propose to close the case subject to your approval.

Put up to Honorable ombudsman Sir, to allow us to close the
case.

D \'-,4 f*ys*
Date .Lt.20w



l-

OFFICE OF INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN
Jeevan Nivesh, sft floor, S.S.Road

Panbazar, Guwahati 781 001
E-mail :bimalokpal.guwahati@cioins.co.in,

03 6l-2632204,2602205 Fax: 03 6 I -27 32937 .

Note to Honorable Ombudsman

Re-case No GUW-L-029-2223-0200 ( Policy No: 482275363)

Mr Utpal Sarma Vs LIC of India Guwahati Divisional office.

We received above noted complaint on 09.11.2022 and the case was registered on

09.11.2022. It was claim of non payment of annuity installment due since

1.5.03.2022 . After registration of the complaint , notice served to Insurance

company and the hearing was proposed to be held on 09.12.2022. The

complainant could not attend the hearing on 09.12.2022.

The complainant vide e-mail dt 12.t2.2022 informed us that the Insurance

Company have released all pending annuity installment ( 5 installment) . The

complainant also mentioned the he has refunded the excess amount of
commutation vale received by his for Rs. 30,631.00 on 07 .12.2022 .

The complainant requested this forum to dropped the complaint as the issue is

resolved to his satisfaction .

In view of the above, we feel there is no need of having hearing and we

propose to close the case subject to your approval.

Put up to Honorable ombudsman Sir, to allow us to close the case.

OrrrM
Date 12.12.2022 \- 

o't (**'J



PROCEEDINGS BEFORE TIm INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN,Ko c hi
(States of Kerala and Union Territory of (a) Lakshadweep (b) Mahe- a part of Union Territory of

Puducherry)
(UNDER RLILE NO.16/17 OF Tm INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN RULES, 2017)

Ombudsman Name : Girish Radhakrishnan
CASE OF COMPLAINANT - RosliyJoseph

VS
RESPONDENT: LIC of India

COMPLAINT REF: NO: KOC-L029-2223-0057 t 
'AWARD No: J-o I Xoc ) nl yalotka lAoa&-a-3

1. Name & Address of rhe complainan, l;.r'1ui[]ill,,r, Nandhiyod post 678534

Tlpe Of Policy: iire

2. Policy Details:
Policy Nunter SurnAssurtd FromDate To Date DOC Prenium Policy Term Payirg Term
778540548 100000 28-Mar-201 | 28-Mu-2022 28-Mar-2011 1225 lliQ ll

3. Name of insured Rosily Joseph

4. Name of the insurer/broker LIC of India

5. Date of receipt of the Complaint O4-Apr-2022

6. Nafure of Complaint Short payment of maturity claim in Jeevan Saral policy

7. Amount of Claim 0.00

8. Date of Partial Settlement

g. Amount of relief sought 52800

Complaint registered under Insurance Rule l3(l)(b) - any partial or total repudiation of claims10' ;-tfi;n Rules 2ot7

r i Date of hearingrr' 
Place of hearing

12. ;Representation at the hearing

by an rrsurer

l9-Oct-2022
Kochi

,")aorthe 
Complainant

,b)For 
the Ilsurer

13. :Cornplaint how disposed

14. Date of Award

Rosily Jopseph

Sheela K V

In favour of Comptainant

ot 3 iJ.aDa.l



COMPLAINT REF : NO : KOC-I-029-2223-0057
Brief Facts of the Case:
The Complainant at the age of 54 years, purchased the policy styled "LIC Jeevan Saral (With Profits)" on
28.3.2011. The premium payable was Rs. 1225 on quarterly basis. All premfums have been paid in a timely fashion.
The date of maturity of the policy wx 28.3.2022.The dispute in the matter is regarding how much is the benefit due
to the Complainant/Life Assured upon mahrity of the policy and the dispute has arisen when the Complainant
received a communication from the RI informing her that the Maturity Sum payable to her is Rs. 38,270l-. The
Complainant would have it that the policy ought to pay the Sum Assured promised to her by the Agent ie, Rs.
100,000 or at least the amount of premium she paid, namely Rs. 52,800/-. The RI contends that the policy having
maflred, they can only pay what the policy allows as the Maturity Benefit which is Rs. 28,348/- phrs the Loyalty
Additions accrued to the Complainant amounting to P.s.9,9221-, in all a total of Rs.38,270l-. The policy in question
is a Jeevan Saral policy which has a Death Benefit component and a Maflrity Benefit component, the latter being
dependent on the retums the Insurer can eiln by investing that part of the premium that has been set aside for the
investnent pupose. The RI has taken pains to explain how Jeevan Saral is markedly different from conventional life
products. Based on the RI's explanation and from my own reading of the policy, it is found that (a) in a Jeevan

Saral policy, the insurer is committed to pay a Death Benefit of 250 times the monthly premium amount; (b) the
premium amount is divided into two parts: the first one, the Death Benefit premium is worked out presumably on
the basis of approved actuarial tables depending on the age of the life-asstred; and the balance prunium is allocated
to the Maturity Barefit, which benefit the Insurer has to generate over the policy term period by investing that
portion of the premiurn It is significant to note here that the premium is worked out based on the age of the
proposer and that it is allocated between Death Benefit premium and Maturity Benefit premium. It of course natural
that this premium split will incline more towards Death Benefit premium in case of older persons. In respect of a

younger person, Death Benefit premium will be lower and more money will be available towards premium for
Maturity Benefit. Ergo, because the Death Benefit is pre-fixed at policy commencement (in this case, Rs.1,00,000/-
based on the proposer's request), the Mahrity Benefit will "suffet'' in case of an older person. The younger the
policy buyer is, the narrower the gap between the Death Benefit and Maturity Benefit. For a very yorurg man, the
Maturity Benefit would be higher amount than the Death Benefit - for the simple reason that very little portion of the
premium amount is needed for paying the Death Benefit and consequently, more premium is available for
investrnent.

Contention of the complainant:
At the time ofjoining the policy the complainant was made to believe the premium accumulated will be retumed with
bonus which will come to Rs.1,00,000.She has paid premium amounting to Rs. 52,800/-.On maturity she has

approached RI and she was told that she is entitled for Rs.28,3481- and loyalty addition of F.s.9,9221- amounting to
Rs.38,270l-.At the time ofjoining the policy the ofiicials and agent never told her that she will be eligible for a lesser

amount than the premiumpaid. Requested to direct RI to pay the premium with bonus

Contention of the Respondent:
The complainant had taken a Jeevan Saral Policy bearing number 778540548 with date of commencernent28.3.2017
and date of maturiry 28.03.2022 under Quarterly mode of payment of premium of Rs 1225l- for a terrn of ll years.

The age of the Complainant at the time of proposalwas 55 years. The Death Benefit SumAssured is Rs. 1,00,000/-
and Maturity Sum Assured is Rs.28,348/-. The total premium remitted by the Life assured for the term of the policy
is Rs. 52,800/-. Unlike regular insurance plans wherein higher premium is charged for proponent higher in age, under
this plan the pronium amount is decided, irrespective of age of proponent, at start of policy and the death Sum
Assured is equal to 250 times of monthly premium amount. As such for the proponents higher in age will get same

insurance cover in same premium amount as of the proponent lower in age, but, the Maturity Value would differ
according to the age at enIy of the insured. The higher the age at entry of insured, lower will be the Maturity amount

and vice -versa. In the Proposal Fornr, the Complainant in response to question 'Have you understood fully the
Terms and conditions of the plan you propose to take?' has given zmswer as 'Yes', and thereby assured to us that
he is well understood all the benefits available and terms and conditions of the Plan. The Complainant has enjoyed
the benefit of insurance coverage for Sum Assured of Rs.1,00,000/- with Accident Benefit cover for Rs.1,00,000/-
throughout the term of policy along with other features of plan and therefore the Corporation is entitled to collect /
retain the premium amount for death cover provided corresponding to age of the policy holder. In case of
unfortunate occwrence of death of the policy holder during term of policy, the LIC would have paid all the benefits
payable for death cover, ie. SumAssured, Loyalty additions and refund of premiurn, as stated herein above. Thus



the claim by Complainant for higher maturity benefit is illegal against the provisions of law, beyond the terms &
conditions of contract and against the settled principles of insurance. These mortality charges go on increases as the
age of the insured during term of policy and due to which the surplus remains for invesfnent gets reduced. As such
premium collected from the policy holder are first applied for covering the risk and the ranaining amount of
premium is used towards investment for retums. . The amount settled on Maturity is the Maturity Sum Assured of
Rs. 28,348/- and Loyalty Addition of Rs. 9,922/-. Total amount payable on Maturity is Rs. 38,270l- and the same is

settled to the complainant on l8l04l2022vn NEFT .The Maturity Sum Assured and Death Benefit Sum Assured
have been correctly printed on the policy document. RI has settled the eligible maturity amount under the above
mentioned policy and no further amount is payable as per the terms and conditions of the Policy

Observation and conclusions :

The Complainant would have it that the details of the policy were not explained to her and that she was only told
that at the end of the policy period she would get Rs.l Lakh. Jeevan Saral is certainly a complex and sophisticated
product compared to a standard endowment, moneyback or term policy and a reasonable, unprejudiced observer
would defuitely want to consider whether the policy holder knew what he/she was buying. What is most strking
when one considers this aspect is the fact that the Complainant is not educated, is a tailor by profession. It is

difficuh for any reasonable person to acce,pt that she purchased an insurance product of this level of complexity
with even the slightest awareness of what she was buying. The common perception among even educated people of
life insurance is that one pays a periodic premium and if the buyer strvives at the end of the policy period, he/she is
paid an attractive lumpsum. I cannot accept that the Complainant would knowingly and willingty buy an insurance
product that is basically a term insurance with a tiny investrnent-based padding. She had no idea what she was

buymg. I am therefore of the finn view that a clear case of mis-selling has occurred here. I do not believe that an
organization with the proven credentials of LIC would normally even allow, let alone encourage the kind of
predatory and opportunistic selling that the Agent concemed has effected in this case and I would prefer to assume
that this is a rare unfortunate occurrence; suffice it to say that the Complainant is not a fit customer for this product.
Even assuming that this was an aberration occurring at the level of an Agent and a junior underwriter - which it may
well have been - the fact remains that a gross mis-selling has occurred and it is only fair and reasonable that the RI
as a responsible entity compensate the Complainant. Though a case may be made out for compensation for mental
agony, I am consfrained by the limited remit that the Insurance Ombudsman Rules 2017 impose on me and hence

shall confne myself to ordering refund of the premiums paid by the Complainant in full.

AWARD
Con pmrNT R-EF: No: Koc-r-t) 29-2223-00s7

The Respondent Insurer shall refund to the Complainant in full, the total premium amount of Rs. 52,800/-
remitted by her under policy no. 778540548. If any payrnent has been received by the Complainant as on
date, the same may be set ofr from the amount due to her per this Order. No cosL As prescribed in Rule
17(6) of Insurance Ombudsman Rules, 2017, the Insurer shall comply with the award within 30 days of
receipt of the award and intimate compliance of the sarne to the Ombudsrnan.

,.,rffi#il,,,,
INSURANCE OMBI]DSMAN

Dated 
".E.lonal*[qr, 

thr* ...aU.g"v or....D& craa,,r'bE"l &n ra
Copy to: 1) Complainant:

2)Company
3)
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PROCEEDINGS BEFORE TIIE INSLIRANCE OMBUDSMAN,Kochi
(States of I(erala and Union Teritory of (a) Lakshadweep @) Mahe- a part of Union Teritory of

Puducherry)
(UNDER RULE NO.16/17 OF TrIE TNSURANCE OMBIIDSMAN RIILES, 2017)

Ombudsman Name : Girish Radhakrishnan
CASE OF COMPLAINAI\T - Cherian P

vs
RESPONDENT: LIC of India

COMPLAINT REF: NO: KOC-IJ29-22234131
AWARD No: Trtl Koz17 I ulf o t5 +l aoa.a-a_3

1. N"rr" & Address Of rhe comprainan, 3Tffiril Karkode p o, peruva 686610

Type Of Policy: Life

- Policv Details:
,J

Policy Nurnber SumAssured FhomDate To Date DOC Prenium Policy Term Payirg Term
395572568 200000 C('-Mau-2012 0GMar-2022 O6-N,1N-2012 4852 l0/FfV l0

5. iDate of receiptof the Complaint ,2GMay-2022

6. Nature of Complaint

7. Amount of Claim

8. Date of Partial Settlement

9. Amount of relief sought

I o Complaint registered under Insurance Rule l3(l)(b) - any partial or total repudiation of claims
Ombudsman Rules 2017 by an insurer

I I Date of hearing 07-Dec-2022
Place of hearing Emakulam

12. Representation at the hearing

a)For the Complainant Cherian P

b)For the Insurer ShaniMathew

13. Complaint how disposed Dismissed

14. Date of Award 'Z o - t z - >a z>

3. lNarne of insured

4. Narne of the insurer/broker

Cherian P

LIC;iInJ;

Short payment of mahnity claim in Jeevan Saral policy

0.00

0



- - - -

COMPLAINT REF : NO : KOC-L-029 -2223-0131

Brief Facb of the Case:
The policy in question is a Jeevan Saral policy availed by the Complainant for a l0-year terms and which matured

on 06.3.2022. The premium for the entire term amounting to Rs.97,040/- had been paid in timety fashion. On
maturity, the Maturity Sum Assured amounting to Rs.24,472l- phrs Loyalty Addition Rs.8,810/- thus totaling

Rs.33,287- was paid to him by the RI. The Complainant is aggrieved that his policy has retumed a benefit that is

much less than even te premium amount he paid. This is the basis of the dispute herein.

Contention of the complainant:
JeevanSaral Policy No. 3955725678 was availed on 6.3.2012.The Insurance coverage was for Rs. 2,00,000/- with

half yearly premium of Rs. 48521-. Total premiums remitted under the policy was Rs. 97M0L. Last premium due

was deducted from the maturity amount. However, the amount received was Rs. 28158L only. This has caused

great monetary loss and mental agony. JeevanSaral Policy document is shown as "With Profits", but the claim

amount received is very minimat He does not have any other income and is aged 7l years. Being an EPFO
Pensioner, the amourt received is very less and the policy proceeds were the hope for the medical needs of self and

wife in the old age. Leave alone profit, even the remitted premium amount is not received on mahrity. Grievance

letter did not yield any result. Hence approaching this Honourable Forum for refund of remitted premiums with
profit.

Contention of the Respondent:
The complainant had taken a JeevanSaral Policy bearing number 395572568with date of commencement 6.03.2012

and date of maturity 6.3.2022 under half-yearly mode of payment of premium of Rs 4852/- for a term of l0 years.

The age of the Complainant at the time of proposal was 60 years. The Death Benefit Sum Assured is Rs. 2,00,N0/-
and Mahrrity Sum Assured 1s Rs.24,4721-.Unlike regular insurance plans wherein higher premium is charged for
proponent higher in age, under this plan the premium amount is decided, irrespective of age of proponent, at start of
policy and the death Sum Assured is equal to 250 times of monthly premium amount. As such for the proponents

higher in age will get same insurance cover in same premium amount as of the proponent lower in age, but, the

Maturity Value would differ according to the age at entry of the insured. The higher the age at en0ry of instred,
lower will be the Maturity amount and vice -versa. In the Proposal Fom! the Complainant in response to question

'Have you understood fully the Terms and conditions of the plan you propose to take?' has given answer as 'Yes',
and thereby assured to us that he is well understood all the benefits available and terms and conditions of the Plan.

The Complainant has enjoyed the benefit of insurance coverage for Sum Assured of Rs.2,00,000/- with Accident
Benefit cover for Rs.2,00,000/- tlroughout the term of policy along with other features of plan and therefore the

Corporation is entitled to collect I retamthe premium amount for death cover provided corresponding to age of the

policy holder. In case of unfortunate occrrrrence of death of the policy holder during term of policy, the LIC would

have paid all the benefits payable for death cover, i.e. SumAssured, Loyalty additions and ref,urd of premium, as

stated herein above. Thus the claim by Complainant for higher maturity benefit is illega[ against the provisions of
law, beyond the terms & conditions of contract and against the settled princfiles of insurance. These mortality

charges go on increases as the age of the insured dwing term of policy and due to which the surplus remains for
invesfinent gets reduced. As such premium collected from the policy holder are fost applied for covering the risk
and the remaining amount of premium is used towards investnent for returns. . The amount settled on Maturity on

6.3.2022 is the Maturity Sum Assured of Rs. 24,4721- and Loyalty Addition of Rs. 8,810/-. Total amount paid on

Maturity is Rs. 28,158/-( After deduction of 912021due premium and interest thereon Rs.5,124l-) and the same is

settled to the complainant on 6.3.2022 via NEFT .The Maturity Sum Assured and Death Benefit Sum Assured have

been correctly printed on the policy document. RI has settled the eligible maturity amount under the above

mentioned policy and no frrther amount is payable as per the terms and conditions of the Policy.

Obseruation and conclusions :

I fmd that the policy not only clearly mentions the terms and conditions of cover and the benefits, it expressly

shows the Maturity Benefit Amount and the Death Benefit Amount separately.The former amount is shown as Rs.

24,472 and the latter as Rs. 2,00,000. Also, admittedty, the policy document was prcpared and given to the

Complainant in a timely fashion per due procedure and the Complainant had not raised any issue with the RI
throughout the term of the policy.The Complainant said during the Hearing that he approached the Ombudsman

when he did not receive any repty to his grievance petition to LIC. Policy document could not be read as it was in

very small print. I do not feel a case for mis-selling is indicated because the Complainant's above contention has to



be assessed in the light of the fact that the policy document mentions the various benefit amounts very clearly and
expressly and the Complainant can hardly be considered uneducated or unaware person, being apensioner retired
from Hindustan Newsprint, and could be reasonably expected to at least cursorily read through a document
invohing a significant amount of money, even if it is only the Schedule of the policy where the specifics including
the amounts, dates etc are mentioned. That he does not seem to have done so, erodes the very foundation of his
case. In view of the above, I cannot find any defect in the decision/action taken by the RI who have evidently acted
as per the policy terms and conditions and common standards of reasonableness and fairness.

AWARD
COMPI-AINT REF : NO: KOC-L029-2223 -013 I

In the result, this Award is passed upholding the decision of the Respondent Insurer and dis[rissing thecomprainl 
W\rr^r/t"

(Girish Radhakris hnan)
INSI]RANCE OMBI]DSMAN

Dated at(?rr*ah.*{o.o , this 34.!lt. day of..Q*9**,nl"r,}o>a
Copy to: 1) Complainant:

Z)Company
3)





PROCEEDINGS BEFORE TIm INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN,Kochi
(States of Kerala and Union Territory of (a) Lakshadweep (b) Mahe- a part of Union Territory of

Puducherry)
(IINDER RULE NO.16/17 OF Trm INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN RULES, 2017)

Ombudsman Name : Girish Radhakrishnan
CASE OF COMPLAINANT - P M Philipose

vs
RESPONDENT: LIC of India

COMPLAINT REF: NO: KOC-L029-2223-0133 . ,

AWARDNo: Joilr c. f A i LL ir- \'tb ,]l -r -r-i 3
P M Philipose

l. Name & Address Of The Complainant Pulickatharayil House, Cherukole P O, Kozhenchery
689650

Type Of Policy: Life

2. Policy Details:
Policy Nunber SurnAssurcd trYomDate To Date DOC henium Policy Term Payirg Term
395219237 1000000 l2-Apr-2011 12-Apr-2022 l2-Apr-2011 13505 lllQ ll

3. Name of insured P M Philipose

4. Name of the insurer/broker LIC of India

5. Date of receipt of the Complaint 26-Apr-2022

6. Nafure of Complaint Short payment of maturity claim in Jeevan Saral policy

7. Amount of Claim 0.00

8. Date of Partial Settlement

9. Amount of relief sought

I o Complaint registered under Insurance Rule l3(l)(b) - any partial or total repudiation of claims
Ombudsman Rules 2017 by an insurer

I r Date of hearing 07-Dec-2022
Place of hearing Ernakulam

12. Representation at the hearing

a)For the Complainant Son Amn Mathew Philip (on authorisation)

b)For the Insurer Shani Mathew

13. Complaint how disposed Dismissed

14. Date of Award 3c2 '( 2- 2rJ>2-



- - - - -

COMPLAINT REF : NO : KOC-L-029-2223-0133
Brief Facts of the Case:
The policy in question is a JeevanSaral policy taken for a ll year term under which all the premiums totaling
Rs.5,94,220 were paid up in timely fashion. The policymatured on 12.4.2022 lupon which the RI paid him Maturity
Sum Assured of Rs.3,06,880/- plus Loyalty Addition of Rs.1,45,768/- thus amounting in all to Rs.4,52,648/-.This
retum on the policy was much less than even the total premium paid. This is the basis of the dispute herein.

Contention of the cornplainant:
JeevanSaralPolicyNo.3952l9237was availed onl2.4.20ll.Maturityamoun(Rs. 4,52,&81-) is Rs. 1,41,5721-less

than the remitted amount (Rs. 5,94,420/-). Hence, not claimed the same till date. Common man trusts LIC more
than Banls. Self and family mernbers are anxious about the maturity amount. LIC Agent and Development Officer
has put me in a fix. Grievance to LIC did not yeld any satisfactory reply. Hence approaching this Honourable
Forum for refrrnd of remifted premiums with profit.

Contention of the Respondent:
The complainant had taken a JeevanSaral Policy bearing number 395219237wrh date of commencement
12.04.2011and date of maturity I2.M.2022 under quarterly mode of payment of premium of Rs 13,505/- for a term
of I I years. The age of the Complainant at the time of proposal was 54 years. The Death Benefit Sum Assured is

Rs. 10,00,000/- and Maturity Sum Assured is Rs.3,06,880/-.Unlike regular insurance plans wherein htgher premium
is charged for proponent higher rt age, under this plan the premium amount is decided, irrespective of age of
proponent, at start of policy and the death Sum Assured is equal to 250 times of monthly premium amount. As
such for the proponents higher in age will get same insurance cover in same premium amount as of the proponent
lower in age, but the Maturity Value would differ according to the age at entry of the insured. The higher ttre age at

entry of insured, lower will be the Maturity amount and vice -versa. In the Proposal Forrn, the Complainant in
response to question 'Have you understood fully the Terms and conditions of the plan you propose to take?' has

given answer as 'Yes', and thereby assured to us that he is well understood all the benefits available and terms and

conditions of the Plan. The Complainant has enjoyed the benefit of insurance coverage for Sum Assured of
Rs.10,00,000/- with Accident Benefit cover for Rs.10,00,000/- throughout the term of policy along with other
featwes of plan and therefore the Corporation is entitled to collect I retam the premium amount for death cover
provided corresponding to age of the policy holder. In case of unfortunate occurrence of death of the policy holder
during term of policy, the LIC would have paid all the benefits payable for death cover, ie. Sum Assured, Loyalty
additions and refund of premium, as stated herein above. Thus the claim by Complainant for highe. maturity benefit
is illega[ against the provisions of law, beyond the terms & conditions of confact and against the settled principles
of insurance. These mortality charges go on increases as the age of the insured during term of policy and due to
which the surplus remains for investrnent gets reduced. As such premium collected from the policy holder are first
applied for covering the risk and the remaining amount of premium is used towards investnent for retums. . The
amount on Maturityis the Maturity Sum Assured of Rs. 3,06,880/- and Loyalty Addition of Rs. 1,45,7681-. Totaling
Rs. 4,52,6481-.The Maturity Sum Assured and Death Benefit Sum Assured have been correctly printed on the

policy document. RI will settle the eligfule maturity amount under the above mentioned policy on receipt of
discharge form and policy document from the Complainant.

Obseruation and conclusions :

I find that the policy not only clearly mentions the terms and conditions of cover and the benefits, it expressly

shows the Maturity Benefit Amount and the Death Benefit Amount separately. The former amount is shown as Rs.
3,06,880/- and the latter as Rs. 10,00,000. Also admittedty, the policy documents were prepared and given to the

Complainant in a timely fashion per due procedure and the Complainant had not raised any issue with the policy
terms and conditions throughout the term of the policy. The son of the Complainant said during the Hearing that his
father is not very proficient in English language and was shocked to receive the lesser amount than the Sum Assured
of Rs. l0 lakhs . I do not feel a case for mis-selling is indicated because the Complainant's above contention has to
be assessed in the light of the fact that the policy document mentions the various benefit amounts very clearly and

expressly and the Complainant can hardly be considered uneducated or unaware person, being a B.Com graduate

running a Non-banking Financial Company business as revealed during the Hearing. He can be reasonably expected

to at least cursorily read through a document involving a significant amount of money, even if it is only the Schedule
of the policy where the specifics inctuding the amounts, dates etc are mentioned. That he does not seem to have



done so erodes the very foundation of his case. In view of the above, I cannot frrd any defect in the decision/action
taken by the RI who have evidently acted as per the policy terms and conditions and common standards of
reasonableness and faimess.

4,,WABP
COMPLAINT REF: NO: KOC-IJ 29-2223-0133

In the result, this Award is passed upholding the decision of the Respondent Insurer and dismissing the
Complaint

INST]RANCE OMBUDSMAN

Dated ^rMh, this ..*Y a^vor..,)*.:9d Y | 2-tirr
Copy to: 1) Complainant:

2)Company
3)

(Girish





PROCEEDINGS BEFORE TIm INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN,Kochi
(States of Kerala and Union Territory of (a) Lakshadweep (b) Mahe- a part of Union Territory of

Puducherry)
(IINDER RULE NO.16/17 OF Trm INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN RULES, 2017)

Ombudsman Name : Girish Radhakrishnan
CASE OF COMPLAINANT - P M Philipose

vs
RESPONDENT: LIC of India

COMPLAINT REF: NO: KOC-L029-2223-0133 . ,

AWARDNo: Joilr c. f A i LL ir- \'tb ,]l -r -r-i 3
P M Philipose

l. Name & Address Of The Complainant Pulickatharayil House, Cherukole P O, Kozhenchery
689650

Type Of Policy: Life

2. Policy Details:
Policy Nunber SurnAssurcd trYomDate To Date DOC henium Policy Term Payirg Term
395219237 1000000 l2-Apr-2011 12-Apr-2022 l2-Apr-2011 13505 lllQ ll

3. Name of insured P M Philipose

4. Name of the insurer/broker LIC of India

5. Date of receipt of the Complaint 26-Apr-2022

6. Nafure of Complaint Short payment of maturity claim in Jeevan Saral policy

7. Amount of Claim 0.00

8. Date of Partial Settlement

9. Amount of relief sought

I o Complaint registered under Insurance Rule l3(l)(b) - any partial or total repudiation of claims
Ombudsman Rules 2017 by an insurer

I r Date of hearing 07-Dec-2022
Place of hearing Ernakulam

12. Representation at the hearing

a)For the Complainant Son Amn Mathew Philip (on authorisation)

b)For the Insurer Shani Mathew

13. Complaint how disposed Dismissed

14. Date of Award 3c2 '( 2- 2rJ>2-



- - - - -

COMPLAINT REF : NO : KOC-L-029-2223-0133
Brief Facts of the Case:
The policy in question is a JeevanSaral policy taken for a ll year term under which all the premiums totaling
Rs.5,94,220 were paid up in timely fashion. The policymatured on 12.4.2022 lupon which the RI paid him Maturity
Sum Assured of Rs.3,06,880/- plus Loyalty Addition of Rs.1,45,768/- thus amounting in all to Rs.4,52,648/-.This
retum on the policy was much less than even the total premium paid. This is the basis of the dispute herein.

Contention of the cornplainant:
JeevanSaralPolicyNo.3952l9237was availed onl2.4.20ll.Maturityamoun(Rs. 4,52,&81-) is Rs. 1,41,5721-less

than the remitted amount (Rs. 5,94,420/-). Hence, not claimed the same till date. Common man trusts LIC more
than Banls. Self and family mernbers are anxious about the maturity amount. LIC Agent and Development Officer
has put me in a fix. Grievance to LIC did not yeld any satisfactory reply. Hence approaching this Honourable
Forum for refrrnd of remifted premiums with profit.

Contention of the Respondent:
The complainant had taken a JeevanSaral Policy bearing number 395219237wrh date of commencement
12.04.2011and date of maturity I2.M.2022 under quarterly mode of payment of premium of Rs 13,505/- for a term
of I I years. The age of the Complainant at the time of proposal was 54 years. The Death Benefit Sum Assured is

Rs. 10,00,000/- and Maturity Sum Assured is Rs.3,06,880/-.Unlike regular insurance plans wherein htgher premium
is charged for proponent higher rt age, under this plan the premium amount is decided, irrespective of age of
proponent, at start of policy and the death Sum Assured is equal to 250 times of monthly premium amount. As
such for the proponents higher in age will get same insurance cover in same premium amount as of the proponent
lower in age, but the Maturity Value would differ according to the age at entry of the insured. The higher ttre age at

entry of insured, lower will be the Maturity amount and vice -versa. In the Proposal Forrn, the Complainant in
response to question 'Have you understood fully the Terms and conditions of the plan you propose to take?' has

given answer as 'Yes', and thereby assured to us that he is well understood all the benefits available and terms and

conditions of the Plan. The Complainant has enjoyed the benefit of insurance coverage for Sum Assured of
Rs.10,00,000/- with Accident Benefit cover for Rs.10,00,000/- throughout the term of policy along with other
featwes of plan and therefore the Corporation is entitled to collect I retam the premium amount for death cover
provided corresponding to age of the policy holder. In case of unfortunate occurrence of death of the policy holder
during term of policy, the LIC would have paid all the benefits payable for death cover, ie. Sum Assured, Loyalty
additions and refund of premium, as stated herein above. Thus the claim by Complainant for highe. maturity benefit
is illega[ against the provisions of law, beyond the terms & conditions of confact and against the settled principles
of insurance. These mortality charges go on increases as the age of the insured during term of policy and due to
which the surplus remains for investrnent gets reduced. As such premium collected from the policy holder are first
applied for covering the risk and the remaining amount of premium is used towards investnent for retums. . The
amount on Maturityis the Maturity Sum Assured of Rs. 3,06,880/- and Loyalty Addition of Rs. 1,45,7681-. Totaling
Rs. 4,52,6481-.The Maturity Sum Assured and Death Benefit Sum Assured have been correctly printed on the

policy document. RI will settle the eligfule maturity amount under the above mentioned policy on receipt of
discharge form and policy document from the Complainant.

Obseruation and conclusions :

I find that the policy not only clearly mentions the terms and conditions of cover and the benefits, it expressly

shows the Maturity Benefit Amount and the Death Benefit Amount separately. The former amount is shown as Rs.
3,06,880/- and the latter as Rs. 10,00,000. Also admittedty, the policy documents were prepared and given to the

Complainant in a timely fashion per due procedure and the Complainant had not raised any issue with the policy
terms and conditions throughout the term of the policy. The son of the Complainant said during the Hearing that his
father is not very proficient in English language and was shocked to receive the lesser amount than the Sum Assured
of Rs. l0 lakhs . I do not feel a case for mis-selling is indicated because the Complainant's above contention has to
be assessed in the light of the fact that the policy document mentions the various benefit amounts very clearly and

expressly and the Complainant can hardly be considered uneducated or unaware person, being a B.Com graduate

running a Non-banking Financial Company business as revealed during the Hearing. He can be reasonably expected

to at least cursorily read through a document involving a significant amount of money, even if it is only the Schedule
of the policy where the specifics inctuding the amounts, dates etc are mentioned. That he does not seem to have



done so erodes the very foundation of his case. In view of the above, I cannot frrd any defect in the decision/action
taken by the RI who have evidently acted as per the policy terms and conditions and common standards of
reasonableness and faimess.

4,,WABP
COMPLAINT REF: NO: KOC-IJ 29-2223-0133

In the result, this Award is passed upholding the decision of the Respondent Insurer and dismissing the
Complaint

INST]RANCE OMBUDSMAN

Dated ^rMh, this ..*Y a^vor..,)*.:9d Y | 2-tirr
Copy to: 1) Complainant:

2)Company
3)

(Girish





PROCEEDINGS BEFORE TIIE INSURANCE OMBTJDSMAN,Kochi
(States of Kerala and Union Territory of (a) Lakshadweep (b) Mahe- a part of Union Territory of

Puducherry)
(LINDER RULE NO.r6l17 OF TIm INSLIRANCE OMBIIDSMAN RUI-ES, 2017)

Ombudsman Name : Girish Radhakrishnan
CASE OF COMPI-AINANT - Joseph K O

VS
RESPONDENT: LIC of India

COMPLAINT REF: NO: KOC-L029-2223-0186 , l

AwARDNo: foj ictaal ^l I t tr'u-l ll i'l J l
Joseph K O

l. Name & Address Of The Complainant Poonelil House, KairaliNagar, Kalpetta Post, Wayanad
673121

Type Of Policy: Life

2. Policy Details:
Policy Nunber SumAssured flomDate To Date DOC Prrnium Policy Term Payirg Term

79481&U 300000 28-May-2N7 28-May-2ii2 14412 t5N 15

3. Name of insured Joseph K O

4. Name of the insurer/broker LIC of India

5. Date of receipt of the Complaint 24-hxt-2022

6. Nafure of Complaint short payment of manriry claim in Jeevan Saral policy

7. Amount of Claim 0.00

E. Date of Partial Settlement

g. Amount of relief sought 0

I o Complaint registered under Insurance Rule 13(l)(b) - any partial or total rcpudiation of claims
Ombudsman Rules 2017 by an insurer

I r Date of hearing l4-Dec-2022
Place of hearing Emakulam

12. Representation at the hearing

a)For the Complainant Vr.loseph K O

b)For the Insurer Mr.Samith

13. Complaint how disposed In favour of Complainant.

14. Date of Award 30-Dec-2022

il



COMPLAINT REF : NO : KOC-L029 -2223-0186

Brief Facts of the Case:
The Complainant at the age of 55 years, purchased the policy styled "LIC Jeevan Saral (With Profits)" on
28.05.2007. The premium payable was Rs. l4,4l2onyearly basis. All premiums have been paid in a timely fashion.

The date of Maturity of the policy was 28.05.2022.The MaturityBenefit paid to the Corrplainant was Rs. 1,58,387

including Loyalty addition of Rs.54,527. The RI contends that the policy having matured, they can on$ pay what
the policy allows as the MatwityBenefit which is Rs. 1,03,860 plus the Loyalty Additions accrued to the

Complainant amounting to Rs.54,527 in all a total of Rs.158387. The Complainant would have it that in the Policy
Bond, the amount mentioned as the Maturity Sum Assured is Rs.3,00,000 and hence this amotrrt is due phs loyalty
addition.

Contention of the complainant:
Thefeatures of Jeevan saral Policywere explained to him at the time of commencement of policyby Agent
Mr.Aravindan on Maturity to the effect that the policy assures a total Sum Assured amount of Rs.3 lakh phrs loyalf
addition. He had remitted total premium of Rs.2,16,732.The discharge voucher of Maturity Benefit paymentshows

only Rs.1,58,387 making him lose Rs.1,41,613 plus loyalty addition.Requested for Maturity um Assured phrs

Lnyalty addition.

Contention of the Respondent:
LIC's Jeevan Saral belongs to the category of high risk plans, wherein the insurance coverage offered is

substantially higher, especially at higher ages. The unique feature of this plan is that the instalhnentspremiumto be

paid is determined by the customer and the Sum Assured payable in the unfortunate event of death, known as death

Sum Assured is then decided on the basis of the pranium thus selected. The MaturitySum Assured, unlike in
conventional plans, is calculated depending upon the age of the life assured and term of the policy. The Death Sum

Assured under this plan is 250 times the monthly premium selected by the customer. In all other conventional

insurance plans, the instalhnents premium payable for the same Sum Assured varies according to the age of the

customer. Here in this particular plan the premium and thus the death Benefit are selected by the customer and

remains the same irrespective of age. In other ffaditional life insurance policies premium increases as one's age

increases whereas Benefitemain same. It is exactly opposite in Jeevan Saralie, the premium remains same for all

ages but Benefits varies. Marimum age at enfly under the plan is 60 yrs. This is the only plan accepting risk at the

age of 60 years for l0 years term with less premium compared to death Benefits. In case of Maturity, the amount

payable is the Maturity Sum Assured( based on age and term) along with loyulty addition, ifdeclared. The Death

Sum Assured and opted Accident Death Sum Assuredare Rs. 3,00,000/- each and Maturity Sum Assured

according to age at entry 55 years and term 15 years is Rs. 1,03,860.Here, this policy provides a total death

coverage including accident Benefit for Rs 6,00,000/- upto the advanced age of life assured upto 70 years, only by
remitting a total premium of Rs. 216180L including Accident Benefit extra premium(ie, premium @PtsJ44l2L for
15 years under yearly mode. Death Benefit is very high compared to the total premium received. In case of
unforhrnate demise of the policy holder due to accident, LIC has to pay Rs. 6,00,000/-* retum of premium

excfuding first year and all extra premiums+ loyalty additions, if any.Rl settled the Maturity Benefit by NEFT, after

getting all requirements for Maturity payments. The Maturity payment made under this policy is purely asper policy
condition. Since the Complainant has taken the policy at the advanced age of 55 the Maturity Benefit will be less

comparing to high death Benefit offered. Mistake was there in printing MSA in Policy Bond.

Obseruation and conclusions :

The Complainant bought a Jeevan Saral policy bearing number 79487&84 on 28.05.2007 for 15 years with date of
Maturity on 28.05.2022. This dispute has arisen when the Mahrity Benefit was paid to the Complainant for Rs.

1,58,387 including Loyalty addition of Rs.54,527.The Complainant would have it that in the Policy Bond, the

amount mentioned as the Maturity Sum Assured is Rs.3,00,000 and this is the amount due to him phs loyulty

addition.The issue to be examined and decided here is : what is the Benefit amount due to the Complainant by way

of Maturity Sum Assured under the policy in question? The RI's vay leamed$ argued SCN seeks to make the case

that the Jeevan Saral is a product different from conventional term or invesfrnent-based insurances. Those points are

well taken, but they fail to address the issue at hand. What the policy intends to do must be exact$ and expressly

reflected in what it actually says in the contract of insurance document. We are reminded by no less an authority

than the Supreme Court of India in numerous cases that the wordings of the insurance contract are to be read as



they are. In this case, the Schedule of the policy which lays out the specifics of this particular policy like the policy
number, term, the details of the Life Assured, the Sums Assured and Benefrts, the premium amount etc. also
features a column that specifies the various Sums Assured. The first row of the column lists the various heads and
the second row of the column speciftes the amounts in respect of these heads. The first row has 3 heads, Mahrity
Sum Assured, Death Sum Assured and Accident Benefrt Sum Assured. However in the second row, there are only
2 figures printed, both reading Rs. 3,00,000. While the RI would have it that these two nurnbers refer to Death Sum
Assured and Accident Benefit Sum Assured the document itself does not establish this clearly. The numbers might
well refer to Maturity and Death sums too. It is of course possible that there has been an error in that cotumn which
then gives rise to two questions. FIRSTL! was the error noticed in good time and corrected? It was not done as
per the evidence brought on record. That this was not done in the instant case onty goes to establish that the
specifics shown on the original contract continue to hold good. SECONDLY who must bear the burden of this
error on the part of the RI?In this regard, there is a veritable mountain ofjudgments that the finest judicial minds
have given expression to, over the years and across the world. The sum and substance of these is that when the
contract is drafted and written by one party, any mistake or ambiguity therein must be interpreted in favour of the
other party(ies) if such mistake or ambiguiqr is the subject of a dispute. I am therefore guided into the fmding that
this Contra Proferentum doctrine must apply here in the dispute at hand.It therefore follows fiom the above that the
Complainant's case for receiving Rs.3,00,000 plus the eligible bonuses/loyalty additions, rests on sound foundation
and cannot be denied. Found accordingly.

AWARD
COMPLAINT REF : NO : KOC-L029 -2223 -0186

The Respondent Insurer is directed to recalculate the MaturityBenefit in respect of Policy no.794876484
at Rs. 3,00,000 plus Loyalty Additions and pay to the Conplainant the corect Benefit amount thus
calct'lated after deducting the amount of Rs.1,58,387 already paid to hfunAs prescribed in RuIe 17(6) of
Insurance Ombudsman Rules, 2017, the Insurer shall conpty with the award within 30 days of receipt of
the award and intimate compliance of the sarne to the Ombudsman.

(Girish Radhakrishnan)
INSI]RANCE OMBT]DSMAN

Dated alfuWrqtrri. .. Ee5day or..**9e-,-Lr ( 20 >->
Copy to: 1) Complainant:

2)Company
3)
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PROCEEDINGS BEFORE TIm INSIIRANCE OMBIIDSMAN,Kochi
(States of Kerala and Union Terdtory of (a) Lakshadweep (b) Mahe- a part of Union Territory of

Puducherry)
(uflDER RUIE NO.16/17 OF Trm INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN RULES, 2017)

Ornbudsrnan Name : Girish Radhakrishnan
CASE OF COMPLAINANT - Chulliyil Kanaran

VS
RESPOI\DENT: LIC of India

1.
Chulliyil Kanaran
Sree Govindam, Manalil Thazah H O, Puduppanam P O,
Palo fu alarn, Vadakara 67 3 105

ToDate DOC henirnn PolicyTerm hyirgTerm
08-Nov-2022 2475 l0Af l0

Chulliyil Kanaran

LIC of India

l4-lm-2022

short payment of maturiry claim in Jeevan Saral policy

0.00

0

Rule 13(l)(b) - any partial or total repudiation of claims
by an insurer

l4-Dec-2022
Emakulam

)
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Nanre & Address Of The Complainant

tTVp" Of Policy: Life
:Policy Details:

FolcyNurber Srmrfusrued FromDate

,Narne of insured

:Nanre of the insurer/broker

iDate of receip of the Corplaint

,N"t re of Complaint

ATrTl of cfaim

:Date of Partial Settlement

,fllguntorrercf yyplrt
I Cornplaint registered under rnsurance
:Ombudsrnan Rules 2017

:Date of hearing
lPlace of hearing

Representation at the hearing

13.

14.

a)For the Complainant

b)For the Insurer

Complaint how disposed

Date of Award

Mr.Chulliyil Kanaran

Ms.Sreedevi

Dismissed

3O-Dec-2022
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COMPLAINT REF : NO : KOC-L-029 -2223-0169

Brief Facts of the Case:
Complainant bought a Jeevan Saral policy commencing 08.11.2011, for a l0-year period. The Death Benefit Sum
Assured (DSA) is Rs.200,000/- and the Maturity Sum Assured (MSA) isRs. 65,024l-. The total premiums paid
amount to Rs.99,000/-.Upon mahrity, the RI paid an amount of Rs.88,433/- comprising of MSA of 65,A4 +
Loyalty Additions of Rs.23,409. The Complainant is aggrieved at the Maturity Benefitbeing less than the premium
he has paid.

Contention of the complainant:
The Complainant has receivedMaturity amountof Rs.88,433 in respect of Policy number 735953052.The Maturity
amount is less than the premium he has paid (Rs.99,000). Requested for atleast amount equal to the premium he has

paid. He has not received any Benefit by taking this Policy. He has been now told that the Maturif value is less due

to more life coverage. This was not explained to him at the time of taking the policy. He wants to get the premium
he has paid.

Contention of the Respondent:
Thepolicy bearing No 735953052 taken by the Complainant is a Jeevan Saral Policy where the Mahrity Sum
Assured and Death Sum Assured are different and both values are clearly printed in the Policy Document. Maturity
sum asstred will differ according to age and term. The basic monthly premium in the policy is Rs 800.00 Marurity
sum assured for Rs 100/- premium for age 5l and term 10 years is Rs 8128.00. Hence the Maturity sum assured for
Rs 800 per month is Rs 65024/- which is printed in the policy document. As per policy terms and conditions the

amount payable at Maturity is a sum equal to the Maturity sum assured along with loyalty additions and the same is

mentioned in the policy document. Due date of Maturity of the above policy was 08/11i2021 and the same was
intimated to him on 2910712021 with the discharge form and details of amount payable as Maturity Benefit, i.e.,

Maturity sum assured Rs 65024 I + loyalty addition Rs 23409/- totaling to Rs88433/-. In this plan there is a
concept of different sum assured for Maturity and Death. In case of Death the Benefits payable are Death sum
assured and return of premiums excluding lst year premiums and extra premiums if *y. In this policy for a low
premium of Rs 99,000.00 for 10 years he was getting a coverage of Rs 2000001- and retum of premiums in case of
his Death during the premium paying term and an additional Rs.200000 is also payable if Death is due to accident as

accident Benefit is also opted under the policy . This policy offers a very high risk cover for a low premium. The
Maturity sum assured will vary according to age and will be comparatively lower for advanced ages. Whatever
Benefits are actually eligible as per terms and conditions of the policy has been informed to the life assured at the

inception of the policy itself. Since the Complainant has taken the policy at the advanced age of 5l the Manrity
Benefit will be less comparing to high Death Benefit offered. As this is the fact RI would pray before the honowable
Insurance Ombudsman to set aside the complaint and uphold our stand.

Observation and conclusions :

The dispute in this matter is regarding the amount of Maturity Benefit payable under the Jeevan Saral policy held by
the Complainant. The MB tumed out to be lower than the total premiums paid, which the Complainant is aggrieved

about. He would have it that he was not given "a clear picflre" of the policy and came to know of the low Maturity
Benefit amount only when it was settled . Jeevan Saral is certainly a complex and sophisticated product compared
to a standard endowment, money back or term policy and a reasonable, unprejudiced observer would definitety
want to consider whether the nuances of product were explained adequately enough to the proposer, in the proven

absence of which a case of mis-selling could be made out. I do not feel a case for mis-selling is indicated because

the Complainant's above contention has to be assessed in the light of the fact that the policy document mentions

the various Benefit amounts very clearly and expressly and the Complainant as a former Head Constable, with CISF
handling Fire Service at NLC, Neyveli and educated upto SSLC can hardly be considered illiterate or unaware
person. He can be reasonably expected to at least cursorily read through a document involving a significant amount

of money, even if it is onty the Schedule of the policy where the specifics including the amounts, dates etc are

mentioned. That he does not seem to have done so, erodes the vuy foundation of his case.I find that the policy not
on$ clearty mentions the terms and conditions of cover and the Benefits; it expressly shows the Maturity Benefit
Amount and the Death Benefit Amount separately. The former amount is shown as Rs. 65,024 and the latter as Rs.
2,00,000. Also, there seems no doubt that the policy document w:N prepared and given to the Complainant in a
timely fashion per due procedure and the Complainant had not raised any issue during the freelook cancellation



period. In view of the above, I do not ftrd any deficiency in the decision/action taken by the RI who has evidently
acted as per the policy terms and conditions and common standards of reasonableness and faimess. Found
accordingly.

AWARI)
COMPLAINT REF: NO: KOC-L029-22234169

In the result, this Award is passed upholding the decision of the Respondent Insurer and the
corplaint

(Girish Radhakrishnan)
INSI]RANCE OMBT]DSMAN

Dated atkau*k+r,l*, tnis ..*3.Faay of.iL*.l*rnl>er, %>z
Copy to: 1) Corplainant:

2)Corpany
3)
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PROCEEDINGS BEFORE TIIE INSURANCE OMBtIDSMAN,Kochi
(States of Kerala and Union Territory of (a) Lakshadweep (b) Mahe- a par"t of Union Territory of

Puducherry)
([NDER RULE NO.16/17 OF Trm TNSURANCE OMBUDSMAN RULES, 2017)

Ombudsman Name : Girish Radhakrishnan
CASE OF COMPLAINANT - K Babu

vs
RESPONDENT: LIC of India

COMPI-AINT REF: NO: KOC-L029-2223-0094 r I

AwAR.DNo: La.I t'ii"[,)' - - r:\5il ]t-,ii,ii
1. Name & Address Of The Complainan, 5,:*:,r'--"-"- Mattalayi P O Pilicode Kasaragod 671310

Type Of Policy: Life

^ Policv Details:
PolicyNunber SunAssurcd FYomDate ToDate DOC Prenium PolicyTerm PayfugTerm
794960739 212500 I5-Jtn2006 l5-Jur202l l5-Jur2006 5155 l5lhty 15

KBabu

iiC;ihJt
5. Date of receipt of the Complaint 28-Feb-2022

6, Nafure of Complaint Short payment of maturiry claun in a jeevan saral policy

7. Amount of Claim 0.00

8. Date of Partial Settlement

9. Amount of relief sought 0

ro Complaint registered under Insurance Rule l3(l)(b) - any partial or total repudiation of claims
Ombudsman Rules 2017 by an insurer

l0-Nov-2022
Ernakulam

12, Representation at the hearing

3. tName of insured

4. ,Narne of the insurer/broker

, 1 Date of hearing
Place of hearing

a)For the Complainant

b)Forthe Insurer Shubha

13. Complaint how disposed In favour of Complainant

14. Date of Award 3C t I ,?,t ).i

K Babu
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COMPLAINT REF : NO : KOC-L-029-2223-N94
Brief Facts of the Case:
The Complainant at the age of 55 years purchased the policy styled "LIC JeevanSaral (With Profits)" on
15.06.2006. The premium payable was Rs. 5155/- on half-yearly basis. All premiums have been paid in a timely
fashion. The date of maflrity of the policy was 15.06.2021.The dispute in the matter is regarding how much is the
benefit due to the Complainant/Life Assured upon maturity of the policy and the dispute has arisen when the
Complainant received the Mahrity Sum payable is Rs. 1,12,191/-. As per the Complainant in the Policy Bond, the
only amount mentioned as the Sum Assured under any circumstances is Rs.2,12,500/-; there is no separate amount
shown under a head "Maturity Sum Assured". RI unilaterally took a decision in changing the MSA near the time of
maturity of policy.The policy ought to pay the Sum Assured promised to him i.e., Rs.2,12,500/-. RI contends that
policy having matured, they can only pay what policy allows as Maturity Benefit which is Rs. 73,568/- plus the

Loyalty Additions accrued to Conrplainant amounting to Rs.386231-, n all a total of Rs.l,12,19ll-. The amounts in
Schedule in the policy bond refer to the Death Sum Assured and Accident Benefit Sum Assured. The MSA was
inadvertently omitted in print due to an error. They aver that the error was corected by means of a letter dated
25.9.2020 that was sent to the potcy-holder. The issue to be examined and decided here is: what is the claim
amount due to the Complainant by way of MSA urrder the policy in question?The RI's very leamedly argued SCN
seeks to make the case that the JeevanSaral is a product different from conventional term or investnent-based
insurances. Those poins are well taken, but they fail to address the issue at hand. What the policy intends to do
must be exactly and expressly reflected in what il actually says in the contract of insurance document. We are

reminded by no less an authority than the Supreme Court of India in numerous cases that the wordings of the
insurance contract are to be read as they are. In this case, the Schedule of the policy which lays out the specifics of
this particular policy hlce the policy number, term, the details of the Life Assured, the Sums Assured and Benefits,
the premium amount and premium payment terms, also features a column that specifies the various Sums Asstred.
The fnst row of the column lists the various heads and the second row of the column specifies the amounts in
respect of these heads. The first row has 3 heads, Maturity Sum Assured, Death Sum Assured and Accident
Benefit Sum Assured. However in the second row, there are only 2 figures printed, both reading Rs. 2,12,500/-.
While the RI would have it that these two numbers refer to Death Sum Assured and Accident Benefit Sum Assured
the document itself does not establish this clearly. The numbers might well refer to Maturity and Death sums too.

Contention of the complainant:
Policy No. 794960739 Jeevan Saral availed on 15.6.2006 assured Rs. 2,12,500/- on 15.6.2021 when period ended.
Half yearly premium Rs. 5155/- has been remitted for the entire period without fail On maturity only Rs. 1,06,7451-

was retumed, instead of Rs. 2,12,5001-.Representation made to the Insurer was rejected saying that nothing more is

payable. The intimation regarding wrong printing in the policy bond was received only on 25.9.2020.If known
earter, the policy could have been cancelled and demanded return of premium. Approaching this Honourable
Forum to direct the Insurer to refund Rs. 2,12,500i- as mattrity value as agreed in the policy. (At the online Hearing
held on 10.11.2022, the Complainant submitted that the Insurer is going back on the promise after all the premiums

have been duly paid. Policy printed sum assured is Rs. 2,12,500/- and it is not written in the policy that it is payable

only on death of the policyholder. At the time of availing the policy none of these conditions were informed. He
requested for payment of printed amount in the policy. The RI offrcial tried to login for the hearing, however was
not audible.)

Contention of the Resprondent:
Death sum assured under Jeevan Saral is 250 times the monthly premium selected by customer. In all other
conventional insurance plans, instalhnent premium payable for same sum assured varies according to age of the
customer. But, in Jeevan Saral premium and thus death benefit are selected by customer and remains same

irrespective of age. Premium remains same for all ages but benefits vary. This is the only plan accepting risk at age

of 60 years for 10 years term with less premium compared to death benefits. Maturity vafue is calculated based on
age and duration of policy. If age when policy is purchased is on higher side, maturity value is lower. Maturity sum
assured according to age at entry 55 years and term 15 years is Rs. 73,568/-. This policy provides a total death
coverage including accident benefit for Rs 4,25,0W1-- upto an advanced age of life assured 70 years, onty by
remitting a total premium of Rs. 1,54,6501- including Accident benefit extra premium (i.e., premium @ Rs.5l55l for
15 years under half yearly mode. 5155*15*2:1,54,6501-). Death benefit is very high compmed to total premium
received. Calculation of amotrnt payable on maturity-Maturity sum assured is Rs.73,568l+-Loya$ addition for 15

years - Rs. 38,623l- totaling Rs.1,12,191/-.Premium recovery for due lll2021-Rs. 5,1551- and Interest on premium

-



- - -

Rs.244.90 together with other deduction of Rs. 46.53 is deducted and net payable Rs. 1,06,745l- is settled on29-
10-2021 by NEFT. Vide registered letter dated 2510912020 policy holder has been informed that Maturity sum
assured is not correctly printed on policy bond and correct mahrity sum assured is Rs. 73,568/-. Maturiry benefit
printed on fnst page of policy bond is as follows. "In event of life assured surviving date of maturity a sum equal to
Maturity sum assured in force after partial surrenders , if any, along with corresponding loyatty addition, if any, shall
be payable." Since complainant has taken policy at advanced age of 55 maturity benefit will be less comparing to
high death benefit offered. Complainant had taken another policy 794061832 under Jeevan Saral with date of
commencement 2810312004 for term 16 yrs. He had remitted full premium and maturity arrount with same

calculation P.s.672871- was credited to his bank alc on2810312020, prior to maturity date of policy. That means he

is well aware of policy conditions. Moreover in this pol no 794061832, though maturity sum assured was printed
less in policy bond (Rs.399121- nstead of Rs. 45008/-) due to an error in taking age of policy holder, maturity
amount was settled with more than mahrity sum assured printed in the bond (ie, 45fi)8/- instead of 399121-) along
with eligible loyalty addition as per actual calculation of maturity sum assured wittr actual age and term. LIC will
settle eligible claim amounts to policy holders as per policy conditions, even if any typing mistake happened.

Observation and conclusions :

The dispute here is about the quantum of Maturity Benefit payable. The Complainant seeks the amount of
Rs.2,12,500 printed on the policy schedule; RI says it is a printing mistake and the correct MB is Rs.73,568.On
examination of the policy Schedule (which depicts the specifics of the policy issued to the Complainant), I find that
he is right in contending that no such MB is mentioned. It is of course possible there has been a printing error in that
column which gives rise to two questions. FIRSTLY was the error noticed in good time and corrected? The RI
says they sent a letter to the Complainant when they noticed the error and the said letter recorded the correct MSA.
The said letter can only be viewed as amounting to a unilateral revision of the contract. The appropriate and legal

way to amend a vital and critical proviso of a contract would be to write a contract addendum and record both the
parties' acknowledgment and consent to the same. In an insurance contract, it would take the shape and nature of a
policy endorsement. That this was not done in the instant case only goes to establish that the specifics shown on
the original contract continue to hold good. AIso, the avowed effort to "correct the record" has been done on
25.9.2020 after nearly 14 years of commencement of the policy, just less than a year before maturity
date.SECONDLY this gives rise to the question as to who must bear the burden of this error.In this regard, there

is a veritable mountain of case law across the world. The sum and substance of these is that when the contract is

drafted and written by one party, any mistake or ambiguity therein must be interpreted in favour of the other
party(ies) if such mistake or ambiguity is the subject of a dispute. I ftrd that this Contra Proferentum doctrine must
apply here in the dispute at hand.It therefore follows from the above that the Complainant's case for receiving
Rs.2,12,500/-, rests on sound foundation and cannot be denied. Found accordingly.

AWARI)
COMPLAINT nf F: NO: KOC-II) 29-2223'009 4

by order as follows: The Respondent Insurer shall recalculate the Maturity SumIn the result I here
Assured Benefitin respect of Policy no.794960739 at Rs. 2,12,500 plusloyalty Additionof Rs. 38,623(less
any armunt already settled) and pay to the Complainant the correct claim arnount thus calculated. As
prescribed in RuIe 17(6) of Insurance Ombudsman Rules, 2017, the Insurer shall comply with the award
within 30 dap of receipt of the award and intimate compliance of the sarne to the Ombudsman.

(Girish Radhakrishnan)
INST]RANCE OMBT]DSMAN

Dated 
"tE*n*glcdn!,1 

thi, 3pP- a"y o0eLMuvtbev Q.uai.
Copy to: 1) Cornplainant:

2)Company
3)
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PROCEEDINGS BEFORE TTIE INST]RANCE OMBUDSMAN,Ko c hi
(States of Kerala and Union Territory of (a) L,akshadweep (b) Mahe- a part of Union Territory of

Puducherry)
(UNDER RULE NO.16/17 OF TIIE INSLIRANCE OMBUDSMAN RULES, 2017)

Ombudsman Name : Girish Radhakrishnan
CASE OF COMPIAINANT - Ummer C K

VS
RESPONDENT: LIC of India

COMPLAINT REF: NO: KOC-L029-2223-0100 |

AwARDNo' f;l;-rl-lnl Ll1C, l,lrr1il ^'.-i
Ummer C K

1. Name & Address Of The Complainant Cherikkallan House, MattarakkalP O, Perinthalmanna
679322

Type Of Policy: Life

2. Policy Details:
PrlicyNun$er SumAssured FromDate ToDate DOC hrnium PolicyTerm PalrgTerm

j,lzlgtqz t00000 28-Dcc-201 I 28-Dec-202t 1225 lo/qly l0

3. ;Name of insured

4, Narne of tfle insurerlt oLer

5. Date of receipt of the Complaint 03-May-2022

6. Nature of Complaint

7. Amount of Claim

Ummer C K

LIC of India

Short payment of maturity claim in a jeevan saral policy

0.00

8. Date of Partial Setflement

9. Amount of relief sought

1o Complaint registered under Insurance Rule l3(1)(b) - any partial or total repudiation of claims
Ombudsman Rules 2017 by an insurer

t r Date of hearing l0-Nov-2022
Place of hearing Emakulam

12. Representation at the hearing

a)For the Complainant Mr.Ummer C K

b)For the Insurer Mr.Samith

13. Complaint how disposed In favour of Complainant.

14. Date of Award 3O-Dec-2022

49000
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COMPI-AINT REF : NO : KOC-L-029 -2223-0100

Brief Facts of the Case:
The Corrplainant at the age of 53 years, purchased the policy styled "LIC Jeevan Saral (With Profits)" on
28.12.2011. The premium payable was Rs. 12251- on quarterly basis. All premiums have been paid in a timely
fashion. The date of Mahrity of the policy was 28.12.2021.The Complainant received a communication from the RI
ffirming that the Mahrity Sum payable is Rs. 38,5221-. The Conplainantsubmits that the policy ought to pay the

Sum Assured promised ,i.e., Rs. 1,00,000 or at least the amount of pranium paid, namely Rs. 49,000/-.The RI
contends that the policy having matured, they can only pay what the policy allows as the Maturity Benefit which is

P.s. 29,632/- plus the Loyalty Additions accrued to the Complainant amounting to Rs.8,890/-, in all a total of
Rs.38,522l-.

Contention of the conplainant:
Jeevan Saral Policy No- 797239142 was availed l0 years back through LIC Agent Mr. Jose on the promise that if
Rs. 12251- is paid quarterly for l0 years, he would get a return of Rs. I Lakh on Maturity. Total amount remitted is
1225*4*LF.49{[f,1-. However, on Maturity the total amount received was Rs. 38,52Y- only. If not Rs. I lakh, at

least the remitted amount should be given back to him.The policy was availed tusting the Agent's assurance of
retum of Rs. 100,000i-. He is noteducated. Premiums were remitted from the money he eamed over the years as a

daity wage eamer, solely retying on the above assurance grven by the insurer's Agent.Now he is old and not able to
go for daily wage work and was hoping to start a small shop from the proceeds of the policy. The Insurer has

informed that even refund of rernitted amount is not possible.Being aggrieved, approaching this Honourable to
direct the Insurer to pay, if not one lakh, at least Rs. 49000,1-.If he had any idea what the policy was like, he would
definitely not have taken this policy at all.

Contention of the Respondent:
The Complainant had taken a Jeevan Saral Policy bearing nurnber 797239142with date of commencement

28.12.2011and date of Mahrity28.l2.202l under Quarterly mode of payment of premium of Rs 1225l- for a term
of l0 years. The age of the Complainant at the time of proposal was 53 years. The Death Benefit Sum Assured is

Rs. 1,00,000/- and Maturity Sum Assured is Rs.29,632l-.The total premium rernitted by the Life assured for the

term of the policy is Rs. 49,000/-.Unlike regular insurance plans wherein higher premium is charged for proponent

higher in age, under this plan the premium amount is decided, irrespective of age of proponent, at start of policy
and the death Sum Assured is equal to 250 times of monthly premium amount. As such for the proponents higher in
age will get same insurance cover in same prernium amount as of the proponent lower in age, but, the Maturity
Value would differ according to the age at enty of the insured. The highe. the age at enby of insured, lower will be
the Mahrity amount and vice -versa.In the Proposal Fornl the Complainant in response to question 'Have you
understood fully the Terms and conditions of the plan you propose to take?' has given answer as 'Yes', and

thereby assured to us that he is well understood all the Benefits available and terms and conditions of the Plan. The
Complainant has enjoyed the Benefit of insurance coverage for Sum Assured of Rs.1,00,000/- with Accident
Benefit cover for Rs.1,00,000/- t}roughout the term of policy along with other features of plan and therefore the

Corporation is entitled to collect / retan the premium amount for death cover provided corresponding to age of the

policy holder. In case of unfortunate occurrence of death of the policy holdo during term of policy, the LIC would
have paid all the Benefits payable for death cover, i.e. SumAssured, Loyalty additions and refund of premiunr, as

stated herein above. Thus the claim by Complainant for higher MahrityBenefrt is illega[ against the provisions of
law, beyond the terms & conditions of contract and against the settled principles of insurance.The Maturity Sum
Assured and Death Benefit Sum Assured have been correctly printed on the policy document. The amount settled

on Maturity is the Maturity Sum Assured of Rs. 29,63A- and Loyalty Addition of Rs. 8,890/-. Total amount

payable on Matr,rity is Rs. 38,522l- and the same is settled to the Complainant on28.12.2021 viaNEFT.

Obseruation and conclusions :

The dispute here in regarding the quantum of Maturity Benefit payable under a Jeevan Saral policy. The
Corrplainantsubmits that the details of the policy were not explained to him and that he was only told by the Agent
that at the end of the policy period he would get Rs.l Laktr. He bought the policy on that assurance. Jeevan Saral is

certainly a complex and sophisticated product compared to a standard urdowment, moneyback or term policy and

a reasonable, unprejudiced observer would definitely want to consider whether the policy holder knew what heishe

was buying. What is most sftiking when one considers this aspect is the fact that the Complainant is firnctionally



- - - -
illiterate, achicken-stalhrorkerby profession. It is difficult for any reasonable person to accept that he ptuchased an
insurance product of this level of complexity with even the slightest awareness of what he was brry*g. The common
perception among even educated people of life insurance is that one pays a periodic premium and if the buyer
survives at the end of the policy period, he/she is paid an attractive lumpsum. I carmot accept that the Complainant
would knowingty and wi[ingty buy an insurance product that is basically a term insurance with a tiny investment-
based padding. He had no idea what he was buying.I am therefore of the finn view that a clear case of mis-selling
has occurred here. I do not believe that an organization with the proven credentials of LIC would normally even

allow, let alone encourage the kind of predatory and opportunistic selling that the Agent concemed has effected in
this case and I would prefer to assume that this is a rare unfortunate occrrrence; suffrce it to say that the

Complainant is not a fit customer for this product. Even assuming that this was an aberration occurring at the level
of an Agent and a junior underwriter - which rt rny well have been - the fact remains that a gross mis-selling has

occurred and it is only fair and reasonable that the RI as a responsible entity compensate the Complainant. Though
a case may be made out for compensation for mental agony, I am consffained by the limited remit that the Insurance
Ombudsman Rules 2017 impose on me and hence shall confine myself to ordering refund of the premiums paid by
the Complainant in full.

AWARD
con PLAtr',{T REF : NO : XOC-UO 29 -22i3 -0 10i

urer shall refund to the Complainant in fril|, the total premium amount of Rs. 49,000The Respondent Ins
remitted by him under policy no.797239142.If any payment has been received by the Complainant as on
date, the same rnay be set off from the amount due to him as per this Order. As prescribed in Rule 17(6)
of fnsurance Ombudsman Rules, 2017, the Insurer shall comply with the award within 30 dap of receip
of the award and intirnate compliance of the same to the ombudsman 

e&ht^
(Girish Radhakrishnan)

INST]RANCE OMBT]DSMAN

Dated at.h*s**{$ao, this ...?.D..h"v or.....93*+mLv t b>L
Copy to: 1) Complainant:

2)Company
3)
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PROCEEDINGS BEFORE TIm INSURANCE OMBIIDSMAN,Ko c hi
(States of Kerala and Union Territory of (a) I-akshadweep (b) Mahe- a paft of Union Territory of

Puducherry)
(IINDER RUI,E NO.16/17 OF TIm,INSIJ'RANCE OMBUDSMAN RI,LES, 2017)

Ombudsman Name : Girish Radhakrishnan
CASE OF COMPI-AINAI\T - Elizabeth Boby Samuel

VS
RESPONDENT: ICICI Prudential Life Insurance Co. Ltd-

COMPLAINT REF: NO: KOC-L021-2223-0105 I

AWARD No: Jo I roc f A I ur ICt +s l"1clf,-e3
l. Name & Address of rhe com ' ' Elizabeth Boby Samuelplalnant 

PcdiyilRobin Villa, Wcst othera p o, Thiruvalla 689551

T,rpe Of Policy: Life

2. Policy Details:
PolicyNuter SrmrAssurcd ftomDate ToDate DOC henium PolicyTerm PayirryTerm
14391661 0 28-Aug-2010 28-Arg-2020 28-Aug-2010 300000 l0 l0

3. Name of insured Elizabeth Boby Samuel

4. Name of the insurer/broker ICICI Prudential Life Insurance Co. Ltd.

5. Date of receipt of the Complaint 24-Apr-2022

6. Nature of complaint Non rcceipt of entire fund vafue in respect of Pension
policy on maturity

7. Amount of Claim 0.00

8. Date of Partial Settlement

9, Amount of relief sought 0

I o Complaint registered under Insurance Rule l3(l)(b) - any partial or total repudiation of claims
Ombudsman Rules 2017 by an insurer

I I Date of hearing 22-Nov-2022
Place of hearing Emakulam

12. Representation at the hearing

a)For the Complainant Ms.ElizabcthBoby Samuel

b)For the Insurer Ms.Nitu Singh and Ms.Kanchan

13. Complaint horv disposed Dismissed

14. Date of Award 28-Dec-2022



COMPLAINT REF : NO : KOC-L-02 I -2223-0105

Brief Facts of the Case:
The Complainant had a ULIP pursion Policyl439l66l dated 28.08.2010 for 10 years and paid Rs.9 lak*r as

premium. Vesting date of the policy was 28.08.2020.Fund value as on the date of vesting was Rs.16,07,339.M. She
had approached the RI on March 14, 2021 with the concem of non-receipt of communication prior to policy
vesting for the subject policy, demanding 100%of fund value or to postpone the vesting date.

Contention of the complainant:
The Complainant is the holder of Policy number 14391661dated 28.08.2010 for a term of l0 years. She intended to
extend the policy. The RI failed to inform the time and period when it is to be extended. The RI purposefully did
not keep in touch with the Complainant so that the policy could be tansferred to pansion scheme without her
consent and knowledge. Now the Complainant can only withdraw the deducted amount and will not get the benefit
from the policy for which the Policy was subscnbed.It is the duty of RI to inform at least 3 months in advance the
Policy holder about the vesting and other details. In January 2021 she received a Whatsapp message asking her to
submit all forms duly filled in to avail annuity without speciffing the amount. On request,Rl has intimated Rs.7 lakh
as the fi,rnd value. On her complaint that this was less than the premiurqRl wrote that the amount wasRs.l6 Lakh.
She has not received the calculation for this amount.Since RI failed to inform her in advance, she had a huge loss.
She had planned to postpone annuity since value of share was very low due to Covid. She suspects some foul play
and seeks refirnd of the whole amount of Rs.25 lakh or to postpone vesting.After 2015, she only received an email
from RI onty in 2021.She wants that RI give the entire amountwith all benefits within a short span or renew the
Policy for a firther period as she wishes. She also seeks other reliefs, benefits and cost of litigation.

Contention of the Respondent:
Based on the information provided in the application form, the Company issued the mentioned policy with the

annual premiurn, premium payment term and policy term. The policyholder has also signed the Electronic Benefrt
Illustration (EBI) which very clearly and in an ilfustrative flranner explains the policy details, premium payment term
and premium frequency, the premium allocation charges etc. The Company is in receipt of regular renewal premium
for policy nurnber l439166lfor 03 policy years through cheque payment. The total premium received is

Rs.900,000/- (Rupees Nine Lakh Only) including the first year premium. This confirms that the policyholder's
acceptance to the policy terms and conditions. The vesting date for the policy number 1439l66lwas on August 28,

2020, hence prior to the vesting date proactive annuity communication was sent to the policyholder's registered
email address samuehoby@hotrnail.com on February 07,2020 informing her about the various annurty options
available on policy maturity. The Company has also sent muftiple emails to the policyholder's registered email
address samuehoby@hotnail.com about extending the postponement period option or else can opt for the annuity
(pension) option from March 2020 to January 2022. Rlwould hke to state that the policy number 1439l661opted
by the policyholder is a pension plan and the basic objective of the plan is to provide pensions once the policy
attains vesting stage. The said policy got matured on August 28, 2020 iN per the policy terms and conditions. The
total vesting amount accumulated was Rs.1,607,339.04 RI did not receive any request for surrender/cancellation of
tlre policy on or before the policy vesting date. The policyholder had approached the Company on March 14,2021
with the concem of non-receipt of communication prior to policy vesting for the subject policy, demanding for
100% fund value. As per policy terms and conditions, once the policy is in Vesting stage (Matured), the
policyholder needs to opt for the annuity. Considering all the above facts RI is constained not to accept the
policyholder's demand for lumpsum refund of the maturity value or policy renewal. In case the policy holder has

any evidence to show that she has intimated prior to maturity, they are ready to consider.

Obseration and conclusions :

The Complainant had a ULIP-based pension policycommenced on 28.08.2010 for l0 years.She paid Rs.9 Lakh as

prernium. Vesting date of the policy was 28.08.2020.Fund value as on the date of Vesting was Rs.16,07,339.The
dispute is with regard to what happens upon maturity of the policy and vesting of the fund. The Complainant wishes
to have the entire fimd value paid to her in a lumpsum or to extend the Policy beyond Vesting date. The RI submits
that since this is a Pension product,the policyholder only has the optionupon the fund vesting, to either "commute"
an amount upto l/3 rd of the fund vafue and use the rest to buy an annuity plan OR use the entire firnd to buy an

annuity plan. RI would also have it that the policy document had been duly delivered to the Complainant, so she is
aware of the policy terms and conditions; that they sent a series of emails about Vesting of the Policy and selection



of annuity before Vesting date. I noted that one email dated, 02.6.2020 specifically cites an annuity postponement
option. I also note that none of the emails received a reply the Complainant until her email of 14.3-2021ie, after the
Vesting date.The policy document is evidence of contract and both the insurer and insured are bound by the terms
and conditions of the policy. I note that as per the Policy, the Complainant did have the option to surrender the
Policy or postpone Vesting as per clause 2.5 i , 3 months before the date of Vesting. It is an admitted and
uncontested fact that the Complainantdid not convey heroption to postpone the Vesting date or to surrender the
Policy before 28.08.2020.Once the policy reaches Vesting stage, the Policy's Clause 2.lvesting comes into effect. I
fmd that the Clause lays down the procedure wittr clarity and states that the fund is essentially meant to buy an
annuity plan either from the same insurer or from anotherinsurer. The only'lumpsum' option open to the
policyholder atthat point is to elect to have l/3rd of the fund value "commuted" and use onty the balance to fund
the annuiry purchase. I note that the regulatory nonns expressly stipulate that the proceeds of a pension plan upon
maturity-vesting (net of any 'commutation' as allowed by extant nrles)must necessarily be used to buy an annuity
plan since the essential aim of pension products is to pay regular periodic pensions to people; this intent must not
be defeated or diluted by using the funds built up in such pension product policies in any other manner.In view of
the above observations and findings, I therefore find no mistake, shortcoming or failure on the part of the RI who
has acted as per terms and conditions of the policy and the applicable IRDAI guidelines.

AWARI)
COMPLAINT REF : NO: KOC-L021-2223 -01 05

In the resul( the action of the Respondent Insurer is upheld and the complaint is dismissed. ^r A
$Vu,^A

(Girish Radhakrishnan)
INST]RAI\CE OMBT]DSMAN

Dated 
".kr.*a[rr,lor* , 

thi, .p[8] oav or.DeLo,,r,t tk"v &JD.Q
Copy to: 1) Complainant:

2)Company
3)

- -
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PROCEEDINGS BEFORE TIm INS LIRANCE OMBtlDSMAN,Kochi
(States of Kerala and Union Territory of (a) Lakshadweep (b) Mahe- a part of Union Territory of

Puducherry)
(IINDER RULE NO.16/17 OF Trm INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN RIILES, 2017)

Ombudsman Name : Girish Radhakrishnan
CASE OF COMPLAINANT - Kumaran P P

VS
RESPONDENT: LIC of India

COMPLAINT REF: NO: KOC-L029-2223-0108 'l

AwARD No, 1"-o'' 
::i""''ii"t 

'- 
" 

Cltol '' ^ ' - '' :

1' Name & Address of rhe complainan' fffiilJriro*., Narippatta p o, Kalach ivia 673506

Type Of Policy: Life

^ Policv Details:
,J

Policy Nurber SumAssured FlomDate To Date DOC Prcniurn Policy Term Payirg Term
795985881 200000 20-Mar-20 i0 2O-M^r-2022 0

5. Date of receipt of the Complaint 06-May-2022

6: ,Nature of Conplaint

7. :Amount riCi;h
.*

3. Narne of insured

4. 'Narne of the insurer/broker

KumaranP P

LIC of India

short payment of maturity claim in Jeevan Saral policy

0.00

22-Nov-2022
Emakulam

8. Date of Partial Settlement

9. Amount of relief sought 0

1o Complaint registered under Insurance Rule 13(l)(b) - any partial or total repudiation of claims
Ombudsman Rules 2017 by an insurer

tl Date of hearingrr' 
Phce of hearing

12. ,Representation at the hearing

,a)For 
the Complainant

b)For the Insurer

13. ,aor rai"affidi.pr;;;
14. Date of Award

.Mr.Kumaran P P

IvIr.Samittl

tIn favour of Complainant.
-

30-Dec-2022



COMPLAINT REF : NO : KOC-L-029 -2223-0108

Brief Facts of the Case:
The Complainant bought a Jeevan SaralPolicy on 24.12.2010 at the age of 58.The agent reportedly convinced him
tlrat he would get Rs.2 lakh after 12 yexs. On Maturity RI has settled Maturity amount ofr.s.57,014. He had paid
premium of Rs.8l7 monthly for 12 years totaling to Rs.l,17,648.This is the basis of the dispute.

Contention of the complainant:
The Complainant had taken the Policy on 24.12.2010 at the age of 58.The agent had convinced him that he would
get Rs.2 lakh after 12 years. But he got only Rs.56,190. He had paid premium ofRs.SlTmonthly for 12 years

totaling to Rs.1,17,640.He has requested to take necessary action to return the premium which he had paid for the
last 12 years.He has not read the Policy, being unable to comprehend English. The Agart was known to him and he

had taken one policy previous$ through the same Agent, so he trusted the man.

Contention of the Respondent:
LIC's Jeevan Saral belongs to the category of high risk plans, wherein the insurance coverage offered is

substantially higher, especially at higher ages. . The Maturity sum assured, unlike in conventional plans, is calculated
depending upon the age of the life asswed and term of the policy. The death sum assured under this plan is 250
times the monthly premium selected by the customer. Maximum age at enty under the plan is 60 yrs. This is the
only plan accepting risk at the age of 60 years for l0 years term with less premium compared to death Benefits. In
case of Maturity, the amount payable is the Maturity sum assured ( based on age and term) along with loyutty
addition, if declared. The death sum assured and opted accident death sum assured are Rs. 2,N,0001- each and
Maturity sum assured according to age at enbry 58 years and term 12 years is Rs. 39320/-, which are correctly
printed in the policy bond . The MaturityBenefit printed on the first page of policy bond is as follows. "In the event
of life assured strviving the date of Mahrity a sum equal to Maturity sum assured in force after partial surrenders ,

if any, along with the corresponding loyalty addition, if ary, shall be payable." Here, this policy provides a total
death coverage including accident Benefit for Rs 4,00,000/- upto the advanced age of life assured upto 70 years,

only by remitting atotal premium of Rs. ll7&8l inchrding accident Benefit extra premium(ie, premium @
Rs.817/- for 12 years under monthly mode). Death Benefit is very high compared to the total premium received. In
case of unfortunate demise of the policy holder due to accident, LIC has to pay Rs. 4,00,000/-* retum of premium
excluding first year and all extra prerniums+ loyalty additions, if any. The Maturity paymant made under this policy
is purely as per policy condition. Whatever Benefits are actually eligible as per terms and conditions of the policy,
has been informed to the life assured at the inception of the policy itself . Since the Complainant has taken the
policy at the advanced age of 58 the MaturityBenefit will be less comparing to high death Benefit offered.

Observation and conclusions :

The dispute in this matter is regarding the amount of MaturityBenefifivhich is lower than the total premium amount

he paid, ie, Rs.1,17,648. I note that Sum Proposedin the Proposal form which is ttre base for the Insurance

Conffact is Rs.2 lakh. No other Sum Proposed was mentioned in the proposal form. The Complainant submits that
(a) he is not literate enough to read and understand the Policy and O) the details of the policy were not explained to
him and that he was only told that at the end of the policy period he would get Rs.llakh. Jeevan Saral is certainly a
complex and sophisticated product compared to a standard endowment, moneyback or term policy and a

reasonable, unprejudiced observer would definitely want to consider whether the policy holder knew what he/she

was buying. What is most sffiking when one considers this aspect is the fact that the Complainant is an ex-soldier
(OR) just about barely literate, having studied up to 9th standard. Let alone read or write, he does not understand

English and onlypossesses colloquial Malayalam (and spoken HindD.It is dfficuh for any reasonable person to
accept that he purchased an insurance product of this level of complexity with even the slightest awareness of what
he was buy*g. The common perception irmong even educated people of life instrance is that one pays a periodic
premium and if the buyer survives at the end of the policy period, he/she is paid an atfactive lumpsum. I cannot
accept that a person who is barety literate, would knowingly and wilingty buy an insurance product that is basicalty
a term insurance with a tiny invesfrnent-based padding. He had no idea what he was buying. He had no knowledge
or even the required reading and comprehending skills to study the Policy document and decipher it. It emphatically
indicates a cl ,ar case of mis-selling.Even assuming that this was an aberration occurring at the level of an Agent and

a junior urderwriter - which it may well have been - the fact remains that a gross mis-selling has occurred and it is
only fair and reasonable that the RI as a responsible entity must compensate the Complainant. The compensation, at

the very least, must take the form of a full refirnd of the total premium of Rs. l, I 7648 paid by the Complainant.



- -

".1- jr-

AWARI)
COMPLAINT REF: NO: KOCJI)29-22234108

The Respondent Insurer is directed to refund to the Cornptainant in fuIl" the total premium amount of Rs.
1,17,648 remitted by him under policy no. 795985881 and to this end, pay an arnount of Rs.60,634 being
the difference between the premium arnount of Rs.1r17r648 and Maturity amount of Rs.57,014 already
settled. As prescribed in RuIe 17(6) of Insurance Ombudsman Rules, 2017, the Insurer shall comply with
the award within 30 days of receipt of the award and intimate compliance of the sanre to

INSITRAIICE OMBUDSMAN

Dated 
"t€,:-.:******^, 

tnis ...?9iFaa y of..E4&<tt 2o>L
Copy to: 1) Complainant:

2)Company
3)

(Girish
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PROCEEDINGS BEFORE TIm INS URANCE OMBUDSMAN,Ko chi
(States of Kerala and Union Territory of (a) Lakshadweep (b) Mahe- a part of Union Territory of

Puducherry)
(LINDER RUr,E NO.16/17 OF Trm INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN RULES, 2017)

Ombudsman Name : Girish Radhakrishnan
CASE OF COMPLAINANT - Seetha Lakshmi

VS
RESPONDENT: LIC of India

COMPLATNT REF: NO: KOC-L029-2223-01I.7 , r

AWARDNO:-IC'ttcr,] .-1-"it. ii i ;r,':.; ,.'-

l. Name & Address of rhe complainan, intll,ntfuffi, New Bazar, onaparam 67910r

Tlpe Of Policy: Life

Z. Policy Details:
PolicyNmter SumAssurcd trlomDate ToDate DOC Prenirmr PolicyTerm PayirgTerm

788&1453 500000 24-FeE20l2 24-Feb-2022 0

Seetha Lakshmi

LIC of lndia

5. Date of receipt of the Conptaint l2-May-2022

3. Name of insured

4. ,Narne of the insurer/broker

6. Nature of Complaint

7. Amount of Claim

8. Date of Partial Settlement

9. Amount of relief sought 0

I o Cornplaint registered under rnsurance Rule l3(l)(c) - any dispute in regard to premium paid
Ombudsman Rules 2017 ,or payable in terms of the policy.

short payment of maturity claim in Jeevan Saralpolicy

0.00

I r Date of hearing
Place of hearing

12 
,Rrpresentation 

at thc heanng

ra)For the Complainant

,b)For the Insurer
I ---13. lCornplaint how disposed

14. ,Date ofAward

LIC of India

In favour of Complainant.

30-Dec-2022



- - - -

COMPLAINT REF : NO: KOC-L-029 -2223-0117

Brief Facts of the Case:
ihe Complainant bought a Jeevan Saral policy on24.02.2012 for a policy term of l0 years with quarterty premium

of Rs.6123. Complainant has paid entire premium on her policy, amounting to Rs.2,45,000 in timety fashion' Upon

the said policy -utr.ing onZi.OZ.ZOZ2, the RI has intimated to the Complainant that the Manrity amount payable is

Rs.1,35204. The Complainant is aggrieved that this is less than even the premium she paid.

Contention of the conplainant:
At the time of joining the policy the Complainant was made to believe the premium accumulated will be returned

with bonus which will come to Rs.5,00,000.She has paid premium amounting to Rs.2,45,000.On Maturity she was

told by RI that she is entitled for Rs.94,880 and loyalty addition of Rs.40,324 amounting in all to Rs.l,35,2M.At the

time ofjoining the policy the offrcials and Agent never told her that she will be eligfole for a lesser amount than the

premium puia. fni" is acase of misrepresentation on the part of RI. The Complainant has not signed any proposal
^form 

showing Maturity sum assured of Rs.94,880 and the said form did not mention Maturity Sum assured and

Death sum assured differartly.All Prernium receipts issued by RI were showing Sum assured as Rs.5,00,(X)0 hence

premium has been calculated based on the said SA. A layman will not know the difference between two Sums

assured, one for death and the other for Maturity. The Complainant blindty trusted the words of the agents and

goodwiil of the RI that the Maturity sum assured will be Rs.5,00,000.Requesting to refund premium paid with

iccrued bonus, loyalty additions and Maturity bonus amounting to Rs.5,00,000 or pay flrll premium with interest

damages statutory penahies for misrepresentation.

Contention of the Respondent:
The Complainant had taken a Jeevan Saral Policy bearing number 788641453with date of commencement

Z4.A.2O12 and date of Maturity24.O2.2O22 under Quarterly mode of payment of premium of Rs 61254 for a term

of l0 years. The age of the petitioner at the time of proposal was 58 years. The Death Benefit Sum Assuredis Rs-

5,00,0-00/- and Maturity SumAssured is Rs.94,880/-. The total premium remitted by the Life assured for the term of
the policy is Rs. 2,45,-000.Unlike regular insurance plans wherein higher premium is charged for proponent higher in

uge, undl this plan the premium amount is decided, irrespective of age of proponent, at start of policy and the

diath Sum Assured is equal to 250 times of monthly premium amount. As such for the proponants highe. in age will

get same insgrance cor.i io same premium amount as of the proponent lower in age, but, the Maturity Value would

iiffer according to the age at enby of the insured. The higher the age at entry of insured, lower will be the Maturity

amount and vice -r"^u.i1the Proposal Forrq the Complainant in response to question 'Have you understood fully

the Terms and conditions of theplanyoupropose to take?' has given answeras 'Yes', and thereby assured to us

that he is well understood all the Benefits available and terms and conditions of the Plan. The Complainant has

enjoyed the Benefit of insurance coverage for Sum Assured of Rs.5,00,000/- with Accident Benefit cover for

Rs.j,O0,OOO/- throughout the term of policy alongwith other features of plan and therefore the Corporation is

entitled to collect I retzinthe prernium amount for death cover provided corresponding to age of the policy holder.

In case of unfortunate occurence of death of the policy holder during term of policy, the LIC would have paid all

the Benefits payable for death cover, i.e. SumAssured, Loyalty additions and refund of premiurq as stated herein

above. Thus 1119 chim by Cornplainant for higher MaturityBenefrt is illegal, against the provisions of law, beyond the

terms & conditions of c-ontaciand against the settled principles of insurance.The amount settled on Maturity is the

Maturity Sum Assured of Rs. 94,880/- and Loyalty Addition of Rs. 40,324L. Total amount payable on Maturity is

Rs. 1,35,2044 and the same is settled to the Complainant on2410212022 via NEFT.TheMaturity Sum Asswed and

Death Benefit Sum Assured have been correctly printed on the policy document. RI has settled the eligible Maturity

amount gnder the above mentioned policy and no further amount is payable as per the terms and conditions of the

Policy.

Obseruation and conclusions :

ftre dispute in this matter is regarding the amount of MahrityBurefitpayable under the Jeevan Saral policy held by

the Cornplainant. The Comptuinurrt would have it that (a) she is not literate enough to read and understand the

policy *a Ol the details of the policy were not explained to him and that she was only told that at the end of the

policy period she would get Rs.5 Lakh.I note that the policy in question is"Jeevansaral" which has a Death Benefit

ronporr"nt and a MatwityBenefit component, the latter being dependent on the retums the Insurer can eam by

investing that part of the premium that has been set aside for the invesfinent putpose. Jeevan Saral is certainly a

complei and sophisticatid product compared to a standard endowment, moneyback or term policy and a



re.Nonable, unprejudiced observer would definitely want to consider whether the policy holder knew what he/she

was buying. What is most sfrking when one considers this aspect is the fact that the Complainant is just about

barely literate having studied up to SSLC.II is dfficult for any reasonable person to accept that she purchased an

insurance product of this level of complexity with even the slightest awareness of what she was buying. The

common perception among even educated people of life insurance is that one pays a periodic premium and if the

buyer sgrvives at the end of the policy period, he/she is paid an atffactive lunpsum.It is necessary to note in this

context that the Sum Assured Proposed in the Proposal form which is the base for the Insurance Contract is Rs.5

la}*r. Also, all premium receipts were showing Srun assured as Rs.5 lakh. Even an educated person may be excused

for getting a wrong or misleading impression about what the policy would actually deliver on maturity unless he/she

takes the trouble to read the darsely worded (and closely printed) policy terms and conditions. I cannot accept that

a person who is barely literate, that too only in Malayalarn, would knowingly and wilingty buy an insurance product

that is basically a term insurance with a tiny investrnent-based padding. She had no idea what he was buying' She

had no knowiedge or even the required reading and comprehending skills to study the Policy document and

decfher it. It emphatically indicates a clear case of mis-selling. Even assuming that this was an aberration occurring

at thi level of an Agent and a junior underwriter - which it may well have been - the fact remains that a gross mis-

selling has occgrred and it is only fair and reasonable that the RI as a responsible entity must compensate the

Complainant. The compensation, at the very least, must take the form of a flrll refund of the total premium of
Rs.2,45,000 paid by the Complainant.

AWARD
COMPLAINT REF: NO: KOC-I-() 29'22234117

The Respondent Insurer is directed to refund to the Conplainant in frr[ the total premium amount of Rs.

2,45,000 remitted by her under policy no. 788641453 and to this end, pay an amount of Rs.1,09,796 being

the difference between the premium amount of Rs.2,45,000 and Rs.1r35,204 already paid to her. As

prescribed in Rule 17(6) of Insurance Ombudsman Rules, 2017, the Insurer shall comply with the award

within 30 days of receip of the award and intimate compliance of the sanre to ,r. t;]::ffimr,

((

INSI]RAI\CE OMBT]DSMAN

Dated at.k**&sh*. , tr,i. ....?ghay or..k4#^S'v 2D>2 '
Copy to: 1) Conplainant:

2)Company
3)
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PROCEEDINGS BEFORE TIIE INS LIRAIICE OMBUDSMAN,Kochi
(States of Kerala and Union Territory of (a) Lakshadweep (b) Mahe- a part of Union Territory of

Puducherry)
(UNDER RULE NO.16/17 OF Trm TNSI]RANCE OMBUDSMAN RULES, 2017)

Ombudsman Name : Girish Radhakrishnan
CASE OF COMPLAINANT - Sasikumar

VS
RESPONDENT: Bajaj Allianz Life Insurance Co. Ltd-

COMPLAINTREF:NO:KOC-1J06-2223-0125 , -. i-. - - -.

AWARDNo: Io I XDcJ A i lA Olb I i"l (r'r'J' 'r 1

Sasfl<umar

l. Name & Address of rhe Complainant KR sasikumar Flat no' 1005, oceanus Maple, vPr--------- markar road, Edappally no(h, Ernakulam, kerala, pin
682024.

Type Of Policy: Life

2. Policy Details:
PoliryNmter SumAssured FromDate ToDate DOC Prtnium PolicyTerm PalrgTerm

0134746638 0 l8-Sey2009 18-Sep20l9 0

3. Name of insured KR Sasikumar

4. Name of the insurer/broker Bajaj Allianz Life Insurance Co. Ltd.

5. Date of receipt of the Complaint l4-May-2022

6. Nature of complaint Non receipt of entire f,md value in respect of Pension
policy on manrriry

7. Amount of Claim 0.00

8. Date of Partial Settlement

9. Amount of relief sought 0

I o Complaint registered under Insurance Rule l3( I Xb) - any partial or total repudiation of claims
Ombudsman Rules 2017 by an insurer

I I Date of hearing 22-Nov-2022
Place of hearing Emakulam

12. Representation at the hearing

a)For the Complainant Mr. K R Sasikumar

b)For the Insurer Mr.Aravinda

13. Complaint how disposed Settlement

14. Date of Award 30-Dec-2022



COMPLAINT REF : NO : KOC-L-006 -2223-0125

Brief Facb of the Case:
The Conrplainant has availed *Bajaj Allimz New Unit Gain Easy Pension Plus SP ACCOUNT?olicywas
matured on 18.09.2019.On vesting the flrnd value will be utilized for ptrchase of a pension plan after commuting
l/3rd which the complainant is not agreeing .He doesn't want pension and wants to get the entire fund value.

Contention of the complainant:
Policy bearing number0l34746638 of the Complainantwas matured on 18.09.2019.He has not received any
intimation regarding mahrity. On enquiry he was told that he will get only one third of the fund vahre and the

balance will go to pension plan. The person who approached and convinced him while taking the policy never told
him that this is a pension policy. As he aheady has other pension plans, and not interested in this pension plan. He
has requested for refrrnd of the entire fund value. He was not aware that this is a pansion Policy. Maturity was in
2019, but he didn't get any intimation, he didn't get any pension even after three years. He doesn't want small

amount of pension hence asked for frrll refimd.

Contention of the Respondent:
The policy bond was sent to his address mentioned in the Proposal Form and the complainant was provided with
the option of 15 days free look period . The privileges, terms & conditions are specifically & expressly stipulated &
agreed to by both the parties for a lawfully concluded contract, hence, the complainant and RI are bound by the

express terms and conditions of the policy document which is the evidence of conffact of insurance. Thus, any

alleged promises or vague allegations which are not the part of the express terms and conditions of the policy
document received by the complainant, are neither binding on the RI nor enforceable at law as per the provisions of
the Indian Confact Act, 1872. The unique feature of this plan is, the Policy holder can avail the banefits of Unit
Linked Plan till the date of maturity of the policy and thereafter the fund vahre will be invested in purchasing the

Annuity for the life assured either from the company or from any other insurer in the open market as chosen by the

life assured. It is submitted that Clause 3 O) of the Policy document, which is relevant to the facts of the present

case is reproduced below for the appreciation of this Hon'ble Authority. 3 a) - - - - - - b) On the survival of the Life
Assured to the date of vesting:On the Vesting Date, the whole of the Fund value may be used to purchase an

immediate annuity for the Life Assured from the Company at the immediate annuity rates of the Company prevailing
at that time or from any other Inswer in the open market as chosen by the Life Assured. The maturity date of the
policy was 181912019 the complainant has to submit the Maturity Discharge Form and Annuiry Form and opt for
receiving 1/3rd of the Fund vahre and also opt for purchase of Annuity from any of the insurance company as per
his choice, but the complainant till date has not submitted the Maturity discharge form neither has opted for
issuance of Annuity with this respondent and has now approached your Hon'ble Authority suppressing these facts
to make wrongful gain from RI. The said provision of capping of 33%o for encashment under the Policy is duty
approved by IRDA and is also in line with the Income tax provisions. The present Insurance regulatory provisions
in regard to Pension products also confinn on the said provision. In view of the submissions made above, the

company has acted strictly in accordance with the terms and conditions of the policy based on the proposal
submifted by the complainant and hence regret for cancellation of the policy and the refund of full amount. He has

to submit the required documents with any branch, RI will issue annuity Policy.He can cornrnute upto l/3,he can

buy annuity policy from any Insurer.Rl had sent various communications intimating about vesting and to exercise

annuity Option.

Obseryation and conclusions :

The Complainant bought a ULIP Pension product styled "Bajaj Allianz New Unit Gain Easy Pension Plus SP"
issued by the RI. The Policy matured on 18.09.2019. While the policy expressly prohibits the reflrrrd of the entire

firnd and instead allows only a maximum of 1/3rd commutation with the rest of the money going into the purchase

of an annuity that pays a monthly pension, the Complainant desires to have the entire frurd value paid to him in lump
sum. The RI would have it that this is not allowable as per policy terms and conditions and have cited the relevant
policy clauses to this effect, specifically Clause 5 (b). Pursuant to the Hearing, the RI vide their email dated

19.12.2022 has agreed as an exceptional case to make payment of the entire maturity amount of Rs.10,35,059.67
only by way of NEFT/DD. The same was forwarded to the Complainant by ttris office videmail dated



-

31.12.2022.The Complainant has communicated his acceptance of the offer vide email dated 02.1.2023. The matter
is therefore recorded as a settlement and closed.

AWARD
COMPLAINT REF : NO: KOC-L006-2223-0125

The Respondent Insurer shall refund to the Conplainant in ful! the entire fund value on mafurity as on
18.09.2019, amounting to Rs.10,35,059.67 under Policy number0134746638. As prescribed in Rule 17(6)
of Insurance Ombudsman Rules, 2017, the Insurer shall cornply with the award within 30 days of receip
of the award and intimate compliance of the same to the Ombudsnran.

INST]RANCE OMBT]DSMAN

Dated ,t..k.lh.
Copy to: 1) Corplainant:

2)Company
3)
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PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN,Kochi
(States of Kerala and Union Territory of (a) Lakshadweep (b) Mahe- a part of Union Territory of

Puducherry)
(UNDER RULE NO.16/17 OF THE INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN RULES, 2017)

Ombudsman Name : Girish Radhakrishnan
CASE OF COMPLAINANT - AmminiT K

VS
RESPONDENT: LIC of India

COMPLAINT Rf F : NO : KOC-L-029 -2223.'0069

AWARDNo:J'''i't'' ri ''''''" '

1' Name & Address of rhe complainant t[frfilfiredu, otheru p o, Thiruv a],a689546

Type Of Policy: Life
Policy Details:

2. PolicyNumber SumAssured FromDate ToDate DOC Premium PolicyTerm PayingTerm
778624061 100000 15-Oct20l1 15-Oct-2021 l5-Ocl20ll 408 l0/Mly 10
392098409 100000 l4-Jan-2011 l4-lan-2021 14-Jan-2011 408 10/Mly 10

3. Name of insured AmminiT K

4. Name of the insurer/broker LIC of India

5. Date of receipt of the Complaint ll-Apr-2022

6. Nature of Complaint short payment of maturity claim in Jeevan Saralpolicies

7. Amount of Claim 0.00

8. Date of Partial Settlement

9. Amount of relief sought 0

t o Complaint registered under Insurance Rule 13(1)(b) - any partial or total repudiation of claims
Ombudsman Rules 2017 by an insurer

I I Date of hearing 03-Nov-2022
Place of hearing Ernakulam

12. Representation at the hearing

a)For the Complainant Ms.Ammini T K

b)For the Insurer Mr. Shani Mathew

13. Complaint how disposed In favour of the Complainant

14. Date of Award Jr) \1. fu)Al



-
-

COMPLAINT REF: NO: KOC-L -029 -2223 -0069

Brief Facts of the Case:
The Complainant at the age of 56 yrs and 57 yrs, purchased the policies styled "LIC Jeevan Saral (With Profits)"on
14.1.2011&15.10.201l.The premium payable was Rs. 408/- on Mly basis. All premiums except last 2 months have
been paid in a timely fashion and last 2 premia deducted from Maturity Benefit. The dispute in the matter is
regarding how much is the benefit due to the Complainant upon Maturity of the policy The Complainant would have
it that she should get at least the amount of premium she paid, namely Rs.48960 in each policy. The N contends
that the policy having matured, they can only pay what the policy allows as the Maturity Benefit which is Rs. 23,876
plus the Loyalty Additions accrued to the Complainant amounting to Rs.7,163 less Rs.816 (2 unpaid premiums), in
all a total of Rs.30,223 under the 1st policy and Rs. 21,628 plus the Loyalty Additions accrued to the Complainant
amounting to Rs.6,488 less Rs.816 (2 unpaid premiums), in all atotal of Rs.27,300 under the 2nd policy. The
policies in question are Jeevan Saral policy which has a Death Benefit component and a Maturity Benefit
component, the latter being dependent on the returns the Insurer can earn by investing that part of the premium that
has been set aside for the investment purpose. The RI has taken pains to explain how Jeevan Saral is markedly
different from conventional life products. Based on the RI's explanation and from my own reading of the policy, it
is found that (a) in this policy, the insurer is committed to pay a Death Benefit of 250 times the monthly premium
amount; (b) the premium amount is divided into two parts:the first one, the Death Benefit premium is worked out
presumably on the basis of approved actuarial tables depending on the age of the life-assured; and the balance
premium is allocated to the Maturity Benefit,which benefit the Insurer has to generate over the policy term period by
investing that portion of the premium. It is significant to note here that the premium is worked out based on the age

of the proposer and that it is allocated between Death Benefit premium and Maturity Benefit premium.It of course
natural that this premium split will incline more towards Death Benefit premium in case of older persons. In respect

of a younger person,Death Benefit premium will be lower and more money will be available towards premium for
Maturity Benefit. Ergo, because the Death Benefit is pre-fixed at policy commencement (in this case, Rs.1,00,000

based on the proposer's request),the Maturity Benefit will "suffer" in case of an older person. The younger the
policy buyer is, the narower the gap between the Death Benefit and Maturity Benefit. For a very young man, the
Maturity Benefit would be higher amount than the Death Benefit-for the simple reason that very little portion of the
premium amount is needed for paying the Death Benefit and consequently,more premium is available for investment.

Contention of the complainant:
At the time of joining the policy the complainant was made to believe that she will get Rs.1,00,000 and this will be

helpful to her in her old age. She has paid premium amounting to Rs. 48,960L in each policy. On Maturity she has

approached RI and she was told that she is entitled for Rs. 23,876 plus the Loyalty Additions accrued to the
Complainant amounting to Rs.7,163 less Rs.816 (2 unpaid premiums), in all a total of Rs.30,223 under the lst
policy and Rs. 21,628 plus the Loyalty Additions accrued to the Complainant amounting to Rs.6,488 less Rs.8l6 (2
unpaid premiums), in all a total of Rs.27,300 under the 2nd policy. At the time ofjoining the policy the officials and

agent never told her that she will be eligible for a lesser amount than the premium paid. Requested to direct RI to
refund the premium

Contention of the Respondent:
The complainant had taken a Jeevan Saral Policy bearing number 392098409 with date of commencement
14.01.2011 and date of Maturity 14.01.2021under Mly mode of payment of premium of Rs 408 for a term of l0
years at the age of 56 years. The 2nd policy No.778624061 was taken with date of commencement 15.10.2011 for
10 years at the age of 57 years, Mly premium being 4081-. The Death Benefit Sum Assured is Rs.1,00,000 in each
policy. The Maturity Sum Assured is Rs.23,876 under the lst policy and Rs.21,628 under the second policy.The
total premium remitted by the Life assured for the term of the policy is Rs. 48,960 in each case. Unlike regular
insurance plans wherein higher premium is charged for proponent higher in age, under this plan the premium amount
is decided, irrespective of age of proponent, at start of policy and the death Sum Assured is equal to 250 times of
monthly premium amount.As such for the proponents higher in age will get same insurance cover in same premium
amount as of the proponent lower in age, but, the Maturity Value would differ according to the age at entry of the
insured. The higher the age at entry of insured, lower will be the Maturity amount and vice -versa. In the Proposal

Form,the Complainant in response to question 'Have you understood fully the Terms and conditions of the plan
you propose to take?' has given answer as 'Yes', and thereby assured to us that he is well understood all the
benefits available and terms and conditions of the Plan. The Complainant has enjoyed the benefit of insurance



coverage for Sum Assured of Rs.1,00,000 with Accident Benefit cover for Rs.1,00,000 throughout the term of
policy along with other features of plan and therefore the Corporation is entitled to collect the premium amount for
death cover provided corresponding to age of the policy holder.In case of unfortunate occurrence of death of the
policy holder during term of policy, the LIC would have paid all the benefits payable for death cover, i.e. Sum
Assured, Loyalty additions and refund of premium, as stated herein above. Thus the Benefit by Complainant for
higher Maturity benefit is illegal, against the provisions of law, beyond the terms & conditions of contract and
against the settled principles of insurance. These mortality charges go on increases as the age of the insured during
term of policy and due to which the surplus remains for investment gets reduced. As such premium collected from
the policy holder are first applied for covering the risk and the remaining amount of premium is used towards
investment for returns. The amount settled on Maturity under the policies are Rs.30,223 and27,300 respectively
(Maturity Sum Assured plus the Loyalty less unpaid premium) The Maturity Sum Assured and Death Benefit Sum
Assured have been correctly printed on the policy documents.Rl has settled the eligible Maturify amount under the
above mentioned policy and no further amount is payable as per the terms and conditions of the Policy

Observation and conclusions:
The dispute here is essentially about an allegation of mis-selling underlying a complaint of short payment of Maturity
Benefit under 2 Jeevan Saral (JS) policies. Complainant would have it that the details of the policy were not
explained to her and that she was only told that at the end of the policy period she would get Rs.l Lakh. JS is
structured as a term insurance focused on risk cover with a savings benefit added as a padding. It is a complex and
sophisticated product compared to a standard endowment, money back or term policy and a reasonable,
unprejudiced observer would definitely want to consider whether the policy holder knew what he/she was buying.
What is most striking when one considers this aspect is the fact that the Complainant is not educated, is barely
literate, a sweeper by profession. It is difficult for a reasonable person to accept that she purchased an insurance
product of this level of complexity with even the slightest awareness of what she was buying. The common
perception among even educated people about life insurance is that one pays a periodic premium and if the buyer
survives at the end of the policy period, he/she is paid an attractive lumpsum. I cannot accept that this Complainant
would have knowingly and willingly bought such an insurance product that is basically a term insurance with a tiny
investment-based padding. She had no idea what she was buying. I am therefore of the firm view that a clear case of
mis-selling has occurred here. I do not believe that an organization with the proven credentials of LIC would
normally even allow, let alone encourage the kind of predatory and opportunistic selling that the Agent concerned
has effected in this case and I would prefer to assume that this is a rare unfortunate occurrence; suffice it to say that
the Complainant is not a fit customer for this product. Even assuming that this was an aberration occurring at the
level of an Agent and a junior undenvriter - which it may wellhave been - the fact remains that a gross mis-selling
has occurred and it is only fair and reasonable that the R[ as a responsible entity compensate the Complainant.
Though a case may be made out for compensation for mental agony, I am constrained by the limited remit that the
Insurance Ombudsman Rules 2017 impose on me and hence shall confine myself to ordering refund of the
premiums paid by the Complainant in full.

AWARI)
COMPLAINT REF : NO : KOC-L-029 -2223-0069

The Respondent Insurer is directed to refund to the Complainant in full, the total premium amount of Rs.
48,9601- remitted by her under the two policies and to this end, pay an amount of (a) Rs.17,,921.00 being
the difference between the premium amount of Rs.48,960.00 and Maturity amount of Rs.31,039.00
(Maturity Sum Assured + Loyalty Addition) already settled under policy No.392098409. (b) Rs.20,844.00
being the difference between the premium amount of Rs.48,960/- and Maturity amount of Rs.28,116/-
(Maturity Sum Assured + Loyalty Addition) already settled under policy No.778624061.As prescribed in
Rule 17(6) of Insurance Ombudsman Rules, 2017, the Insurer shall comply with the award within 30 day s

ofreceiptoftheawardandintimatecomplianceofthesametotheombudsman.ffiW

(Girish Radhakrishnan)

D a ted rt. f; . xr.oe"l,$,]lg !p, r h is . J. g] 
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Copy to: 1) Complainant:
2)Company
3)

INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN





PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN,Kochi
(States of Kerala and Union Territory of (a) Lakshadweep (b) Mahe- a part of Union Territory of

Puducherry)
(UNDER RULE NO.16/17 OF THE INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN RULES, 2017)

Ombudsman Name : Girish Radhakrishnan
CASE OF COMPLAINANT - Chandran M

VS
RESPONDENT: LIC of India

COMPTAINT REF : NO : KOC-L-0?? -2223 -Q07 2

AWARDNO::r.i ..ir . ,,"' .,:.

1. Name & Address of The Complainant ffiffitllrYrouse, Karula ip o,61s330,

Type Of Policy: Life

) Policy Details:
PolicyNumber SumAssured FromDate ToDate DOC Prcmium PolicyTerm PayingTerm
796844496 100000 23-Feb-2012 23-Feb-2022 23-Feb-2012 1225 lO/qly 10

3. Name of insured Chandran M

4. Name of the insurer/broker LIC of India

5. Date of receipt of the Complaint l9-Apr-2022

6. Nature of Complaint Short payment of maturity claim in Jeevan Saral Policy.

7. Amount of Claim 0.00

8. Date of Partial Settlement 25-Feb-2022

g. Amount of relief sought 0

t o Complaint registered under Insurance Rule l3(l)(b) - any partial or total repudiation of claims

Ombudsman Rules 2017 bY an insurer

r I Date of hearing 03-Nov-2022
Place of hearing Emakulam

12. Representation at the hearing

a)For the Complainant Mr Chandran M

b)For the Insurer Ms. Shubha K

13. Complaint how disposed In favour of the Respondent Insurer

14. Date of Award 3er t,t ,]-DJJ



COMPLAINT REF: NO: KOC-L -029-2223-007 2

Brief Facts of the Case:
The Complainant at the age of 52 years, purchased the policy styled "LIC Jeevan Saral (With Profits)" on
28.2.2012. The policy was issued under Salary Savings Scheme (Mly Premium - 408), later on retirement, the mode
was changed to Qly (Premium 1225) Allpremiums have been paid in a timely fashion and totals p to Rs.49,000/-.
The policy matured on23.2.2022. The Complainant received a communication from the RI informing him that the
Maturity Sum payable to him is Rs.40,529. The Complainant would have it that the policy ought to pay at least the
amount of premium he paid, vi2.49,000 alongwith bonus. The RI contends that the policy having matured, they can

only pay what the policy allows.

Contention of the complainant:
He took a Jeevan Saralpolicy from the RI on 23.02.2012. He was working as Secretary in Panchayat Dept. and
retired as Performance Audit Supervisor. Premium was being deducted from his salary till his retirement and after
retirement, Pis.l,225l- was being paid on Quarterly basis. In the intimation received on maturity from LIC, the
maturity sum assured was shown as 31,176 and bonus as 9,353 totaling to 40,5291- He was not told about the
maturity amount at the inception of policy either by the Company or by the Agent. He was not getting any service
from the agent. Requested to direct RI to pay the premium with bonus.

Contention of the Respondent:
The Complainant had taken a Jeevan Saral Policy at age 52 years. The Death Benefit Sum Assured is Rs.1,00,000
and Maturity Sum Assured is Rs.31,176 (both clearly printed on the policy bond). The totalpremium remitted by
the Life assured for the term of the policy is Rs. 49,000. Unlike regular insurance plans wherein higher premium is

charged for proponent higher in age, under this plan the premium amount is decided, irrespective of age of
proponent, at start of policy and the death Sum Assured is equal to 250 times of monthly premium amount. As
such for the proponents higher in age will get same insurance cover in same premium amount as of the proponent
lower in age, but, the Maturity Value would differ according to the age at entry of the insured. The higher the age at

entry of insured, lower will be the Maturity amount and vice -versa. In the Proposal Form, the Complainant in
response to question 'Have you understood fully the Terms and conditions of the plan you propose to take?' has

given answer as 'Yes', and thereby assured to us that he is well understood all the benefits available and terms and

conditions of the Plan. In the lst page of proposalform, the policy holder has written the object of insurance as risk
and savings. This means that he is well aware that the insurance policy is a combination of risk and savings. It is
also pertinent to point out that the Insurance Products are subject to the approval of IRDAI. The Complainant has

enjoyed the benefit of insurance coverage for Sum Assured of Rs.1,00,000 with Accident Benefit cover for
Rs.1,00,000 throughout the term of policy along with other features of plan and therefore the Corporation is entitled
to collect I rctainthe premium amount for death cover provided corresponding to age of the policy holder. In case

of unfortunate occurrence of death of the policy holder during term of policy, the LIC would have paid all the
benefits payable for death cover, i.e. Sum Assured, Loyalty additions and refund of premium, as stated herein
above. Thus the claim by Complainant for higher maturity benefit is illegal,against the provisions of law, beyond the
terms & conditions of contract and against the settled principles of insurance. He contacted the Office many times,
for revival, mode alteration and for taking loan and got several opportunities to contact the Insurer and get a
clarification. The amount settled on Maturity is the Maturity Sum Assured of Rs. 31,176 and Loyalty Addition of
Rs. 9,353 totaling to Rs.40529. Unpaid premium of 1,225, interest 28.80, o/s loan of Rs.18,000, loan interest of
Rs.l,7l0 and other deduction of Rs.5.l8 were deducted from this amount. Net amount of Rs.19,560 is settled to
the Complainant on 2510212022 via NEFT. RI has settled the eligible maturity amount under the above mentioned
policy and no further amount is payable as per the terms and conditions of the Policy.

Observation and conclusions:
The policy in question is a Jeevan Saral (JS) policy which has a Death Benefit component and a Maturity Benefit
component, the latter being dependent on the returns the insurer can earn by investing that part of the premium that
has been set aside for the investment purpose. It is clear from the policy and from the detailed explanations given by
the RI vide their SCN, that JS is markedly different from conventional life products in some respects. I note that the
premium is worked out based on the age of the proposer and is then allocated between Death Benefit premium and

Maturity Benefit premium. Naturally, this premium split will incline more towards Death Benefit premium in case of
older persons. In respect of a younger person, Death Benefit premium will be lower and more money will be
available towards premium for Maturity Benefit. Ergo, because the Death Benefit is pre-fixed at policy



-
- - - -commencement (based on the proposer's request), the Maturity Benefit will "suffer" in case of an old person. I find

that the policy not only clearly mentions the terms and conditions of cover and the Benefits, it expressly shows the
Maturity Benefit Amount and the Death Benefit Amount separately. The former amount is shown as Rs. 31,176 and
the latter as Rs.1,00,000. Though the Complainant contends that he was not given "a clear picture" of the policy
and came to know of the low Maturity Benefit amount only when it was communicated by RI at the time of
maturity, I don't see a case of mis-selling because the Complainant's above contention has to be assessed in the
light of the fact that the policy document mentions the various Benefit amounts very clearly and expressly and the
Complainant can hardly be considered uneducated or unaware person, being a Performance Audit supervisor in
Panchayat Dept. and could be reasonably expected to at least cursorily read through a document involving a
significant amount of money, even if it is only the Schedule of the policy where the specifics including the amounts,
dates etc are mentioned. That he does not seem to have done so, erodes the very foundation ofhis case. In view of
the above, I cannot find any shortcoming in the decision/action taken by the RI.

AWARD
COMPLAINT REF : NO : KOC-L-029 -2223 -007 2

In the result, this Award is passed upholding the decision of the Respondent Insurer and dismissing the
complaint.

Dated 
"t.[,xnnglgJ,rl4a\ 

rhis ip] aay or.D*.e*auhz a.r:ia
Copy to: 1) Complainant:

2)Company
3)

(Girish Radhakrishnan)
INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN
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PROCEEDINGS BEFORE Ttm, INS URANCE OMBtlDSMAN,Kochi
(States of Kerala and Union Territory of (a) Lakshadweep (b) Mahe- a part of Union Territory of

Puducherry)
(I.INDER RULE NO.16/17 OF TIM INSURANCE OMBTIDSMAN RULES, 2OI7)

Ombudsman Name : Girish Radhakrishnan
CASE OF COMPLAINANT - Thomas K O

vs
RESPONDENT: LIC of India

COMPLAINT REF: NO: KOC-L029-2223-0242
AwARD No, i;1 K;"iTi, iL i', i ij: i, i(,r.1,,r.:

Thomas K O
l. Name & Address Of The Complainant Kallarakal Veedu, Puliyamthuruth, Puthanvelikara P O,

Gandhi Bazar 683594

Type Of Policy: Life

2. Policy Details:
Policy Nunter SumAssured FhmDate To Date DOC henium Policy Term Palrg Term
778189211 125000 22-Jrl;-2011 22-Jrxr2022 22-Jwr2Oll l53l I l/Q ll

3. Name of insured Thomas K O

4. Narne of the insurer/broker LIC of India

5. Date of receipt of the Complaint 29-Jtl-2022

6. Nature of Complaint Short payment of mahrity claim in Jeevan Saral policy

7. tAmount of Claim 0.00

8. Date of Partial Settlement

g. Amount of relief sought 0

I n Cornplaint registered under Insurance Rule l3(l)(b) - any partial or total repudiation of claims
Ombudsman Rules 2017 by an insurer

r 1 Date of hearing 22-Dec-2022
Place of hearing Emakulam

12. Representation at the hearing

a)For the Complainant

b)For the Insurer

_.'_a .' _'

.Thomas 
KO

K S Padma

13. Complaint how disposed

14. Date of Award
-In 

favour of Cgmplanant
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COMPLAINT REF : NO : KOC-L-029 -2223-0242

Brief Facb of the Case:
The Complainant at the age of 56 years, purchased the policy styled "LIC Jeevan Saral (With Profits)" bearing No.
778189211 on22.6.20lL The premium payable was Rs. 1531/- on quarterly basis for a ll-year term. All premiums

have been paid in a timely fashion. The date of maturity of the policy was 22.6.22.The dispute in the matter is
regarding how much is the benefit due to the Complainant/Life Assured upon maturity of the policy and the dispute
has arisen when the Complainant received the Maturity Sum Rs. 45,7261-. The Complainant would have it that the
policy ought to pay the Sum Assured promise ,ie., Rs.1,25,000 or at least the amount of premium paid, namety Rs.
67,3&l-. The RI contends that the policy having matured, they can only pay what the policy allows as the Maturity
Benefit which is Rs. 32,315/- plus the LoyaltyAdditions accrued to the Complainant amounting to Rs.13,411/-, in
all a total of Rs.45,7261-.

Contention of the complainant:
Policy No. 778189211 when matured after 11 years term, the total claim amount quoted is Rs. 45,7261- only;
whereas total of premium paid is P.s. 673641-. He had expected Rs. 1,25,000/- as maturity claim amount. Financially
stressed, he expects a favourable decision from this Honourable Forum.

Contention of the Respondent:
Under normal plans of the Corporation, premium is usually fixed on basis of age of proposer, term and chosen sum
assured. For the surme sum assured and term, mahrity benefit will usually be same irrespective of premium paid.

Howeveq in case of JeevanSaral Policy, proposer can decide amoturt of premium and sum assured payable on
death on the basis of premium so chosen, irrespective of age and term. Death Benefit Sum Assured will be 250
times of basic monthly premium and will be same for all ages for a chosen premium. Under JeevanSaral plan, policy
holders with higher age will enjoy more death cover for a given premium compared to other conventional plans with
reduced Maturity Benefit due to high risk involved at higher age. However, if trvo persons aged 20 and 56 are

purchasing JeevanSaral policy by paying same premium , they enjoy same death benefit sum assured, mahrity
amount will be much lesser for person aged 56 since risk element is substantially high on account of advanced age.

Calculation of Death Benefit Sum assured and Maturity Sum Assured are as below. Yearly premium under the
policy is Rs 6124l-, which includes death Accident benefit premium. The policy holder had opted to pay basic
monthly premium of Rs 500/- and hence Death Benefit Sum Assured is Rs 50Ox250 : Rs.1,25,000/-. Total
premium received from policyholder is Rs. 65,989/- excluding DAB premium and total premium received including
DAB premium is Rs. 67,3641-The Mahrity Benefit is calculated as follows. Maturity SA per Rs 100/- basic
monthly premium for age 56 and term ll years is Rs.6463 /-. In the instant case, for basic monthly premium is 500/-

, Maturity Sum Assured is Rs 323151-- (Rs 6463 x 5), which is clearly printed on policy bond. Policy is also eligible
for loyalty addition @ Rs 415/- for every Rs 1000 matwity sum assured, which works out to Rs.13,411.001 (ieRs

415 x32.315). Thus the total gross maturity benefit under the policy rs Rs 457261- ( Rs 32315/- + Rs l34lll-), and
this g'oss amount has been paid. The amount paid is in fiIl conformity with the terms and conditions of the

contract of assurance and also the applicable rate of Loyalty addition. The Maturity Sum Assured, Death Benefit
Sum Assured, and Accident benefit Sum Assured are clearly and specifically printed on the policy bond as Rs
32315/-,Rs.l25,0fl0l- & Rs.125,000/-respectively. There is no arnbiguity in this regard. For monthly prunium of Rs
500/-, we have offered the following benefits to the complainant, for a period of ll years for a person aged 56years

l) Life Cover of Rs 125,0001- + Loyalty Addition ( if any) * Retum of prernium as death benefit 2) Accident
Benefit Coverage of Rs 125,000/- 3) Disability Benefit coverage of Rs 125,000/-, by which the amount would be
paid in monthly instaknents spread over l0 years in case of claim. Further, in case of death claim before the expiry
of ttre said period of l0 years, the disability instahnents which have not fallen due will be paid along wittr the clairn
4) A provision for partial surrender of policy and continuance with reduced coverage. 5) Provision for Special
surrender vafue 6) Maturity Sum Assured of Rs.32,315/- + Loyalty Addition of Rs.l3,4l1l- totalling ks. 45,726/-
for the policy. After enjoying coverage for a term of 11 years, the complainant has approached the Leamed

Ombudsman with a dispute on the quantum of the 6th benefit stated above. Life assured has answered in the

affirnative for the questions in the proposal form "Whether the terms & conditions of the proposed plan have

beenexplained to you by the Agent" and "Have you understood the terms & Conditions of the plan you have

proposed". The subject policy cannot be compared wittr other investnents which do not offer any insurance

coverage. It is not imperative that the amount paid as premium should be retumed on Maturity, as the insurer has to
essentially provide for expenses, claim etc. Term Insurance plans allowed by Insurer are examples. The JeevanSaral



policy is taken by persons who want high risk cover at advanced age by paying small premium. For endowment
policy, the premium increases with age and is high at advanced ages. Primary purpose of taking out an insurance
policy is life insurance coverage. In case savings is the sole purpose of investment , muhitude of options are
available elsewhere to avail products exchrsivety for such purpose, and returns from life insurance policies cannot
be compared with such schemes or products ,after availing substantial insurance coverage at higher ages and allied
benefits as coverage does not come free of cost . Premium and plan benefits were determined by the Corporation
on basis of sound actuarial principles, which were filed, and approved by the IRDAI. We have settled the Full
Maturity Benefit in full conformiry with terms andconditions of plan, and hence it is prayed that complaint may be
dismissed.

Observation and conclusions :

The Complainant would have it that the details of the policy were not explained to him and that he was only told that
at the end of the policy period he would get Rs.1.25 Lakh.JeevanSaral is certainly a complex and sophisticated
product compared to a standard endowment, money-back or term policy and a reasonable, unprejudiced observer
would defmitely want to consider whether the policy holder knew what he/she was buying. What is most strking
when one considers this aspect is the fact that the Complainant has orly 6th standard education and is a Mason by
profession. The purpose of insurance is clearly marked as Protection and savings in the proposal forrq too.It is
dfficuh for any reasonable person to accept that he purchased an insurance product of this level of complexity with
even the slightest awareness of what he was buy.g.The commonperception among even educated people of life
insurance is that one pays a periodic premium and if the buyer survives at the end of the policy period, he/she is
paid an attractive lumpsum. I cannot accept that the Complainant would knowingly and willingly buy an insurance
product that is basically a term insurance with a tiny investment-based padding. He had no idea what he was buying.
I am therefore of the firm view that a clear case of mis-selling has occurred here. I do not believe that an
organization wittr the proven credentials of LIC would normally even allow, let alone encourage the kind of
predatory and opportunistic selling that the Agent concemed has effected in this case and I would prefer to assume
that this is a rare unfortunate occrurence; suflice it to say that the Complainant is not a fit customer for this product.
Even assuming that this was an aberration occurring at the level of an Agent and a junior underwriter - which it may
well have been - the fact remains that a gross mis-selling has occurred and it is only fair and reasonable that the RI
as a responsible entity compensate the Complainant. Though a case may be made out for compensation for mental
agony, I am constrained by the limited remit that the Insurance Ombudsman Rules 2017 impose on me and hence
shall confme myself to ordering refund of the premiums paid by the Complainant in full.

AWARD
COMPLAINT REF: NO: KOC-L 029-2223-0242

The Respondent Insurer shall refund to the Complainant in fult, the total premium arnount of Rs. 671364
under policy no. 778189211.lf any payment has been received by the Complainant as on date, the same
may be set olf from the amount due to him as per this Order,As prescribed in Rule 17(6) of Insurance
Ombudsman Rules, 2017, the Insurer shall comply with the award within 30 days of receipt of the award
and intimate compliance of the sanre to the Ombudsman.

(Girish Radhakrishnan)
INSI]RANCE OMBI]DSMAN

Dated 
"tkn*h,rrtnrathis 

.m.F: day of.*DP.S*v,nb.r ,2lr.22
Copy to: 1) Corplainant:

2)Company
3)





PROCEEDINGS BEFORE TIIE INSURANCE OMB tDSMAN,Kochi
(States of Kerala and Union Territory of (a) t akshadweep (b) Mahe- a part of Union Territory of

Puducherry)
(UNDER RULE NO.16/17 OF Trm INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN RLIIJS, 2017)

Ombudsman Name : Girish Radhakrishnan
CASE OF COMPI-AINAI\T - C G Radha Devi

VS
RESPONDENT: LIC of India

COMPLAINT REF: NO: KOC-L029-2223-0212 I t

AWARDNo: J ol,.'i:tf n [,-Tlt''i5].1c,]l-1 
j

1. Name & Address of The Complainan, : qjadha Devir--------- Jyothis, Venkulam, Edava P O 69531I

Type Of Policy: Life
Policy Details:
PolicyNunber SwnAssued FromDate ToDate DOC Prenium PolicyTerm PayirgTerm
785487450 125000 05-Jar>2012 05-Jat2022 05-Jan-2012 l53l l0/q l0

Name of insured C G Radha Devi

Name of the insurer/broker LIC of India

Date of receipt of the Complaint ll-Jul2O22

,,

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Nature of Complaint

Amount of Claim

Date of Partial Settlement

Amount of relief sought 0

Comptaint registered under Insurance Rule l3(1)(b) - any partial or total repudiation of claims

rOmbudsman Rules 2017

Date of hearing
,Place of hearing

,Rlnrese_ntati._g-n-atthe''hranng

,a)Forthe Complainant

: b)For the Insurer

Cornplaint how disposed

lDate of Award

Short payment of maturity claim in Jeevan Saralpolicy

0.00

by an rrsurer

O7-Dec-2022
Emakulam

C c-n"Jn" o"ri
s;;;
ni.rtu;;e
3o- t2- Zp22

13.

14.



COMPLAINT REF : NO : KOC-L-029 -2223-0212
Brief Fact of the Case:
The policy in question is a JeevanSaral policy availed by the Complainant for a lGyear terms and which matured on
05-1.2u2. The premium for the entire term amormting to Rs.61,240l- had been paid in timely fashion. On maturity,
the Maturity Sum Assured amounting to Rs. 15,295/- plus Loyalty Addition ns.s,sOOl- thus tltaling Rs.20,g0l/- was
paid to her by the RI. The Complainant is aggrieved ttrat trir policy has retumed a benefit that is much less than
evenlrremium amount she paid. This is the basis of the dispute herein.

Contention of the complainant:
JeevanSaral Policy No. 785487450 was availed on 5.l.20l2.The Insurance coverage was for Rs. 1,25,000/-with
quarterlypremiumof Rs. l,53ll-. Totalpremiums remitted underthepolicywas Rs. it,ZqO/-. However, the amount
received on maturity was Rs. 20,8011- only. This is Rs. q,439/- Iess than the remitted premiurn Agent while
canvassing has not revealed the features of the policy. Medical tests were also conducted. Iittre actual ieatures of
the policy were known, would have never availed it. Policy was taken for gifting grand son. Hence approaching this
Honourable Forum for refund of remitted prerniums with profit.

Contention of the Resnondent:
The complainant had taken a Jeevansaral Policy bearing number 785487450 with date of commenc ement 5.1.2012
and date of maturity 5.1.2022 under quarterly mode of payment of premium of Rs l53l/- for a term of l0 years.
Th9 age of the Complainant at the time of proposal * 60y.urr. The Death Benefit Sum Assured is Rs. l,2i,00yl-
and Maturity Sum Assured is Rs.15,295l-.Unlike regular iosr'*nc" plans wherein higher premium is charged for
proponent hfher in age, under this plan the premium amount is decided, irrespective oiug" of proponent, atitart of
policy and the death Sum Assured is equal to 250 times of monthly premium amormt. Ai such for the proponents
higher in age will get same insurance cover in same premium amount as of the proponent lower in age, Lut, the
Maturity Vahre would differ according to the age at enhy of the insured. The highei the age at enty-oiinsured,
lower will be the Maturity amount and vice -versa. In the Proposal Fornr, the coirplainant ir.".po*" to question
'Have you understood fully the Terms and conditions of the plan you propose to take?' has given answer as^.yes,,
and thereby assured to us that she well understood all the binefits available and terms and conditions of the plan.
The Complainant has enjoyed the benefit of insurance coverage for SumAssured of Rs.1,25,000/-withAccident
Benefit cover for Rs.1,25,000/-throughout the term of policy along with other features of plan and therefore the
Corporation is entitled to collect / rctan the premium arnount for death cover provided coneiponding to age of the
policy holder. In case of unfortunate occllrrence of death of the policy holder during term of polic,, tn UL would
have paid all the benefits payable for death cover, i.e. Sum Assured,-Loyalty additlons and *n rA of premiurn, as
stated herein above- Thus the claim by Complainant for higher maturity benefit is illegaf against the piovisions of
law, beyond the terms & conditions of contract and against the settlid princfles o] i^rr*r... These mortality
charges go on increases as the age of the insured du.ing term of policy and due to which the surphs remains for
investrnent gets reduced. As such premium collected from the poli"V holder are first applied for covering the risk
and the remaining amount of premium is used towards investment for retums. . The arnount settled on Ulturity on
5'1.2022 is the Mahnity Sum Assured of Rs. l5,2g5l- and Loyalty Addition of Rs. 5,506/-. Total amount pulA o,
Maturity is Rs. 20,801/- and the same is settled to the complainant on5.1.2022 via NEFT.The Maturity Sum
Assured and Death Benefit Sum Assured have been correctly printed on the policy document. RI has settled the
eligible maturity amount under the above mentioned policy -a no further *o'*t is payable as per the terms and
conditions of the Policy.

Observation and conclusions :

I find that the policy not only clearly mention the terms and conditions of cover and the benefits, it expressly shows
the Maturity Benefit Amount and the Death Benefit Amormt separately. The former amount is shown as Rs. tS,ZgS
and the latter as Rs. 1,25,000. Also, admittedly, the policy document was prepared and given to the Conrplainant in
a timely {mhion per due procedure; the Complainant had not raised any issue with the RI throughout the term of the
Pglicrr]he C.omplainant said during the Hearing that the LIC officialshad canvassed this plan as an award winning
plan. The policy was issued after medical check up. The policy terms and conditions could not be read as it was in
fine print and would lguire a magnifying glass. The Agent had not revealed full details of the policy and thus
cheated her. I do not feel a case for mis-selling is indicated because the Cornplainant's above contention has to be
assessed in the light of th9 fact that the policy document mentions the various benefit amounts very clearly and
expressly and the Complainant can hardly be considered uneducated or unaware person, being a retled Teacher,



and could be reasonably expected to at least ctrsorily read through a document involving a significant amount of
money, even if it is only the Schedule of the policy where the specifics including the amounts, dates etc are
mentioned. That she does not seem to have done so, erodes the very foundation of her case. I therefore can find no
defect in the action taken by the RI who have evidently acted as per the policy terms and conditions and common
standards of reasonableness and faimess.

AWARD
COMPLAINT REF : NO: KOC-L 029-2223-0212

In the result this Award is passed upholding the decision of the Respondent Insurer and disqissing thecomprainr 
i{d,rr/^

(Girish Radhakrishnan)
INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN

Dated 
"t.-€..g**k*1.?, 

this .8."-l?a"v oL"Qe+ey^Lr .)o2)2 .

Copy to: 1) Complainant:
2)Company
3)





PROCEEDINGS BEFORE TIM INSURANCE OMB UD S MAN,Ko c hi
(States of Kerala and Union Territory of (a) Lakshadweep (b) Mahe- a part of Union Territory of

Puducherry)
(IINDER RULE NO.16/17 OF Trm INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN RULES, 2017)

Ombudsman Name : Girish Radhakrishnan
CASE OF COMPI-AINANT - Vijayan C

VS
RESPONDENT: LIC of India

COllPl-ADiTREF:NO:KOC-[-022-2223-0201 _ |.r - !^^-. , -)r,
AWARDNo: JO'r(cclti \ ;f q50( i'.rL''t't '<-'

1' Name & Address Of rhe complainant J#ffirt"- puthiyavita p o, Alappuzha 690531

Type Of Policy: Life

2. Policy Details:
PolicyNunber SumAssured FmmDate ToDate DOC Prenium PolicyTerm PayirgTerm
395372007 200000 2GJul-201 I 2UJIL2O22 2UJ,[2Oll 2450 11 l1

3. Name of insured Vijayan C

4. Name of the insurer/broker LIC of lndia

5. Date of receipt of the Complaint 06-Jd-2022

6. Nafure of Complaint Short payment of maturity claim in Jeevan Saralpolicy

7. Arnount of Claim 0.00

8. Date of Partial Settlement

9. Amount of relief sought 0

1o Complaint registered under Insurance Rule l3(1)(b) - any partial or total repudiation of claims
Ombudsman Rules 2017 by an insurer

1 r Date of hearing 07-Dec-2022
Place of hearing Emakulam

12. ,Representation at the hearing

a)For the Complainant Mr. Vfrayan C

b)For the Insurer Mr. Shani Mathew

13. Complaint how disposed In favour of the Complainant

14. Date of Award 3C f ,1 ADel



COMPLAINT REF : NO : KOC-I-029-2223-0201
Brief Facts of the Case:
The Complainant at the age of 59 years, purchased the policy styled "LIC Jeevan Saral (With Profits)" on
20.7.2011. The premium payable was Rs. 24501- on quarterly basis.All premilmr have been paid in a timely
fashion. The date of maturity of the policy was 20.7.22.The dispute in the matter is regarding how much is the

benefit due to the Complainant/Life Assured upon maturity of the policy and the dispute has arisen when the
Complainant received a communication from the RI informing that the Maturity Sum payable is Rs. 44,703/-. The
Complainant would have it that the policy ought to pay the Sum Assured promise ,ie., Rs. 200,000 or at least the
amount of premium paid, namely Rs. 1,07,800/-. The RI contends that the policy having matured, they can only pay
what the policy allows as the Maturity Benefit which is Rs. 31,5921- phrs the Loyalty Additions accrued to the

Complainant amounting to Rs. 13, I I l/-, in all a total of Rs.44,703/-.

Contention of the cornplainant:
Jeevan Saral Policy No. 395372007 was availed on20.7.2011. The agurt had given a table of the policy at the time
of canvassing. I was not aware of any of the features of the policy. After payment of all premiums on2.4.2022, only
F.s. 44,703/- is Maturity amount which is less than the remitted amount (Rs. 1,07,8004). Only daughter died at 30

years of age due to cancer. The responsibility of looking after her child and education is on us. The policy was

availed for old age requirements. LIC did not yreld any satisfactory reply. Hence approaching this Honourable
Forum for refund of remitted premiums with profit.

Contention of the Respondent:
The complainant had taken a Jeevan Saral Policy bearing ntunber 395372007 with date of commencement 20.1.2011
and date of maturity 20.7.2022 under quarterty mode of payment of premium of Rs 2,450/- for a term of 1l years.

The age of the Complainant at the time of proposal was 59 years. The Death Benefit Sum Asswed is Rs. 2,00,000/-
and Maturity Sum Assured is Rs.31,5921-.Urlke regular insurance plans wherein higher premium is charged for
proponent higher in age, under this plan the premium amount is decided, inespective of age of proponent, at start of
policy and the death Sum Assured is equal to 250 times of monthly premium amount. As such for the proponents
higher in age will get same insurance cover in same premium amount as of the proponent lower in age, but, the

Maturity Value would differ according to the age at entry of the insured. The higher the age at anfty of insured,

lower will be the Maturity amount and vice -versa. In the Proposal FornU the Complainant in response to question

'Have you understood fufu the Terms and conditions of the plan you propose to take?' has gwen answer as 'Yes',
and thereby assured to us that he is well understood all the benefits available and terms and conditions of the Plan.
The Complainant has enjoyed the benefit of insurance coverage for Sum Assured of Rs.2,00,000/- with Accident
Benefit cover for Rs.2,00,000i- throughout the term of policy along with other features of plan and therefore the

Corporation is entitled to collect I retan the premium amount for death cover provided corresponding to age of the

policy holder. In case of unfortunate occurrence of death of the policy holder during term of policy, the LIC would
have paid all the benefits payable for death cover, i.e. Sum Assured, Loyalty additions and reflrnd of premiunr, as

stated herein above. Thus the claim by Complainant for higher maturity benefit is illegaf against the provisions of
law, beyond the terms & conditions of confract and against the settled principles of insurance. These mortality
charges go on increases as the age of the insured during term of policy and due to which the surplus remains for
invesfrnent gets reduced. As such premium collected from the policy holder are first applied for covering the risk
and the remaining amount of premium is used towards investment for retums. . The amount on Maturity is the

Maturity Sum Assured of Rs. 31,5921- and Loyalty Addition of Rs. l3,llll-. Totaling P.s. M,7031-.The Maturity
Sum Assured and Death Benefit Sum Assured have been correctty printed on the policy document. RI has settled

the eligible maturity amount under the above mentioned policy on20.7 .2022 to the Complainant.

Obseration and conclusions :

The Complainant would have it that the details of the policy were not explained to him and that he was only told ttrat

at the end of the policy period he would get Rs.2 Lakh. Jeevan Saral is certainly a complex and sophisticated
product compared to a standard endowment, moneyback or term policy and a reasonable, unprejudiced observer
would deftritely want to consider whether the policy holder knew what he/she was buying. What is most striking
when one considers this aspect is the fact that the Complainant is not well educated, an ex-soldier (NCO).The
purpose of insurance is clearly marked as savings in the proposal forrq too. It is dfficuh for any reasonable person
to accept that he purchased an insurance product of this level of complexity with even the slightest awareness of
what he was buying. The common perception among even educated people of life insurance is that one pays a

(.



-periodic premium and if the buyer survives at the end of the policy period, he/she is paid an attractive lumpsum. I
cannot accept that the Complainant would knowingly and willingly buy an insurance product that is basically a term
insurance with a tiny investment-based padding. He had no idea what he was buying.I therefore hold that a clear
case of mis-selling has occurred here. I do not believe that an organization with the proven credentials of LIC would
normally even allow, let alone encourage the kind of predatory and opportunistic selling that the Agent concemed
has done in this case and I would prefer to assume that this is a rare unfornrnate occrxrence; suffice it to say that
the Complainant is not a fit customer for this product. Even assuming that this was an aberration occurring at the
level of an Agent and a junior underwriter - which it may well have been - the fact remains that a gross mis-selling
has occurred and it is only fair and reasonable that the RI as a responsible entity compensate the Complainant.
Though a case may be made out for compensation for mental agony, I am constrained by the limited remit that the
Insurance Ombudsman Rules 2017 impose on me and hence shall confine myself to ordering refund of the
premiums paid by the Complainant in fulL

AWARD
COMPLAINT REF: NO: KOC-[-029 -2223-020 I

The Respondent Insurer shall refund to the Complainant in full, the total premium amount of Rs.
1,07,800/- remitted by him under policy no. 395372007.If any payment has been received by the
Complainant as on date, the same may be set off from the amount due to him as per this Order. As
prescrihed in RuIe 17(6) of Insurance Ombudsman Rules, 2017, the Insurer shall comply with the award
within 30 days of receipt of the award and intimate compliance of the same to the Ombudsnmn.

(Girish Radhakrishnan)
INSI]RANCE OMBT]DSMAN

Dated 
"t 

RlAAolk lfi,r, thi. ..d. aav or..Dr-tt.tuh.ry &.Drl
Copy to: 1) Complainant:

2)Company
3)
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PROCEEDINGS BEFORE Tm INS URANCE OMBUDSMAN,Ko c hi
(States of Kerala and Union Territory of (a) Lakshadweep (b) Mahe- a part of Union Territory of

Puducherry)
([INDER RULE NO.l6l17 OF TrrE INSURANCE OMBITDSMAN RULES, 2017)

Ombudsman Name : Girish Radhakrishnan
CASE OF COMPLAINAIIT - Kochuraghavan

VS
RESPONDENT: LIC of India

COMPLAINT REF: NO: KOC-L029-2223-0189 
'

AwARDNo: Jclr,.i i o-l i-}1 i ' L 
--- ll (-,i-i 'l ir

Kochuraghavan
1. Name & Address Of The Complainant "Vrindavanam", Near Karuvathrkavu Temple, South

Annara, Tirur 676101

Type Of Policy: Life

2. Policy Details:
PolicyNurrtrer SumAssured FromDate To Date DOC Prenium Policy Term Payirg Term

791853161 250000 28-Mx-2012 28-Mu-2022 12010 l0^/ l0

3. Name of insured Kochuraghavan P V

4. Name of the insurer/broker LIC of India

5. Date of receipt of the Complaint 24-Jm-2022

6. Nafure of Complaint short payment of maturiry claim in Jeevan Saral policy

7. Amount of Claim 0.00

8. 'Date of Partial Settlernent

9. Amount of relief sought

r o Complaint registered under Insurance Rule 13(l)(b) - any partial or total repudiation of claims
Ombudsman Rules 2017 by an insurer

r r Date of hearing l4-Dec-2022
r t ' Place of hearing Ernakulam

12. Representation at the hearing

a)For the Complainant Mr. Kochuraghavan P V

b)For the Insurer Ms.Sreedevi

13. Complaint how disposed Dismissed

14. ,Date of Award 30-Dec-2022



COMPLAINT REF : NO : KOC-L-029 -2223-0189

Brief Facts of the Case:
The Conrplainant had purchased a policy styled'Jeevan saral'on 28.03.2012and paid premium of Rs.1,20,100
over a period of l0 years. On Manrity on28.03.2022 he has received Rs.41,602 as Maturity Benefit which is only
l/3 of the premium he has paid. The dispute in this matter is regarding the amount of Maturity Benefirt of Rs.41,602
which the RI has intimated is lower than the totalpremium amount paid, ie, Rs.1,20,100.

Contention of the complainant:
The Complainant was the holder of Jeevan SaralPolicyand was regularly paymg the yearlypremium of Rs.12010
.On Mahrity he has received Rs.41,602 .The total amount paid as premium is Rs.1,20,100 and the Maturity amount

is just l/3 of the premium he has paid.A responsible organization like RI cheating him out of his earnings is a fact
which can not be justified by any means. He had represented to RI and the reply he has received is nothing but load
of facts beyond his understanding.Being asenior crtu.en he fnrnly believes that he has been completely cheated out
of his eamings by an establishment he has trusted.He lost all faith in RI and will never ventureout to invest.He
deserves to be paid back an amount of premium he has paid phrs any bonus or interest and requested to take up his
grievance. While availing the Policy no one told him that he will receive only l/3rdon Mahrity. He didn't understand

the reasons given by RI for less Maturity value. He has not read the Policy having small prints. The action of RI
cannot be justified.

Contention of the Respondent:
The above policy bearing No 797853161 taken by the Complainant is a Jeevan Saral Policy where the Maturity Sum
Assured and Death Sum Assured are different and both values are clearly printed in the Policy Document. Maturity
sum assured will differ according to age and term. The basic monthly premium in the policy is Rs 1000.00 Maturity
sum asstred for Rs 100/- premium for age 60 and term l0 years is Rs 3059.00. Hence the Maturity sum assured for
Rs 1000 per month is Rs 30590/- which is printed in the policy document. As per policy terms and conditions the

amount payable at Maturity is a sum equal to the Maturity sum assured along with loyalty additions and the same is

mentioned in the policy document. In this plan there are different Sum Assured for Maturity and death. In case of
death the Benefits payable are Death SumAssured and rehrm of premiums excluding lst year premiums and extra
premiums if any. In this potcy for a low premium of Rs I ,20, 100.00 for l0 years he was getting a coverage of Rs
2,50,N01- and retum of premiums in case of his death during the premium paymg term and an additional
Rs.2,50,000 is also payable if death is due to accident as accident Benefit is also opted under the policy, thus

offering avery high risk cover for a low premium. The Maturity sum assured will vary according to age and will be

comparatively lower for advanced ages. Whatever Benefits are actually eligible as per terms and conditions of the

policy has been informed to the life assured at the inception of the policy itself. Hence, to factor in the risk
premirm, the Maturity value is calculated based on age and duration of the policy. Thus, when the age is on the

higher side at the time of purchase of policy, the Maturity value is lower in Jeevan saral potcy. Since the

Complainant has taken the policy at the advanced age of 60, the Maturity Benefit will be less which is as printed in
the policy bond.

0bseruation and conclusions :

From what the RI explains and from my own reading of the policy wordings, it is fomd that (a) in a Jeevan Saral

policy, the insurer is committed to pay a Death Benefit of 250 times the monthly premium amount; (b) the premium
amount is then divided into two parts: the first one, the Death Benefit premium is worked out presumably on the

basis of approved actuarial tables depending on the age of the life-assured; and the balance premium is allocated to
the Maturity Benefit which Benefit the Insurer has to generate over the policy term by investing that portion of the

premium. The premium is worked out based on the age of the proposer and that it is allocated between Death
Benefit premium and Maturity Benefit premium. It of course nahral that this premium split will incline more towards
Death Benefit premium in case of older persons.In respect of a younger person, Death Benefit premium will be

lower and more money will be available towards premium for Maturity Benefit. Ergo, because the Death Benefit is

pre-fxed at policy commencement (in this case, Rs.2,50,000/- based on the proposer's request), the Maturity
Benefit will "5gf[pf in case of an older person. The younger the policy buyer is, the narrower the gap between the

Death Benefit and Maturity Benefit.For a very young man, the Mahrity Benefit would be higher amount than the

Death Benefit - for the simple reason that very little portion of the prernium amount is needed for paying the Death
Benefit and consequently, more premium is available for investrnent.I fud that the policy not only clearly mentions



the terms and conditions of cover and the Benefits, it expressly shows the Maturity Benefit Amount and the Death
Benefit Amount separately. The former amount is shown as Rs. 30,5901- and the latter as Rs. 2,50,000/-. Also, there
seems no doubt that the policy document was prepared and given to the Complainant in a timety fashion per due
procedure and the Complainant had not raised any issue during the freelook cancellation period.I do not feel a case
for mis-selling or "cheating" as alleged by the Complainant is indicated because the policy document mentions the
various Benefit amounts very clearly and expressly. The Complainant being a well educated person could be
reasonably expected to at least cursorily read through a document involving a significant amount of money, even if
it is only the Schedule of the policy where the specifics including the amounts, dates etc are mentioned. If the
Complainant really did not read and understand the policy terms, conditions and Benefrt limits, the blame for that
can hardly be laid at the RI's door.In view of the above, I cannot fmd any deficiency in the decision/action taken by
the RI who has evidently acted as per the policy terms and conditions and common standards of reasonableness
and faimess. Found accordingly.

AWARD
CoMPLAINT REF: NO: XOC-U029-22234189

The decision of the Respondent Insurer is upheld and the complaint is dismissed.

INST]RANCE OMBI]DSMAN

Dated at.-Qgr*&*l+ tnis ..?p-5aay or.D&.@, 2,-'r-r '
Copy to: 1) Complainant:

2)Company
3)





PROCEEDINGS BEFORE TIIE INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN,Koc hi
(States of Kerala and Union Territory of (a) Lakshadweep (b) Mahe- a part of Union Territory of

Puducherry)
([INDER RULE NO.16/17 OF Trm INSIJRANCE OMBUDSMAN RULES, 2017)

Ombudsman Name : Girish Radhakrishnan
CASE OF COMPLAINANT - Dasan M R

VS
RESPONDENT: LIC of India

COMPLAINT REF: NO: KOC-L029-2223-0264 , t

AWARDNo:l.c;li<.irclrt,\l*Ti 
"'"'l 

iuli ,") a

Dasan M R
l. Name & Address Of The Complainant MeethiyamparambilHouse, ArthungalP O, Cherthala

688530

Type Of Policy: Life

2. Policy Details:
Policy Nunber SumAssurcd FlomDate To Date DOC henium Policy Term Payirg Term
394680669 1m000 0GMay-2010 0GMay-2022 0GMay-2010 2426 lW 12

3. iNarne of insured

4. ,Narne of the insurer/broker

Dasan M R

LIC oflndia

Short payment of mahrity claim in Jeevan Saral policy

5. Date of receipt of the Complaint ll-Aug-2022

6. Nature of Complaint

7. Amount of Claim 0.00

8. Date of Partial Settlement

g. Amount of relief sought

1n Complaintregisteredunderlnsurance Rule 13(l)(b)-anypartialortotalrepudiationofclaims
Ombudsman Rules 2017 by an insurer

22-Dec-2022
Emakulam

Dasan M R assisted by daughter Saranya

K S Padma

In favour of Complainant

3o -t a-loy1

I I Date of hearing
Place ofhearing

12. Representation at the hearing

a)For the Complainant

b)For the Insurer

13. Complaint how disposed

14. Date of Award

0



COMPLAINT REF: NO : KOC-L029-2223-U&
Brief Facb of the Case:
The Complainant at the age of 58 years, purchased the policy styled "LIC JeevanSaral (With Profits)" bearing No.
394680669 on 06.5.2010 for a l2-year term. The premium payable was Rs. 24261- on half-yearly basis. All
premiums have been paid in a timely fashion. The date of maturity of the policy wn 6.5.22.The dispute in the matter

is regarding how much is the benefit due to the Complainant/Life Assured upon maturity of the policy and the

dispute has arisen when the Complainant received the Maturity Sum Rs. 27,0331-. The Complainant would have it
that the policy ought to pay the Sum Assured promise ,ie., Rs.1,00,000 or at least the amourt of premium paid,

namely P.s. 58,2241-. The RI contends that the policy having matured, they can only pay what the policy allows as

the Maturity Benefit which is Rs. 19,660/- plus the Loyalry Additions accrued to the Complainant amounting to
Rs.1,3731-, in all a total of Rs.27,0331-. This is the basis of the dispute herein.

Contention of the complainant:
The Complainant stated that he is a daily wage eamer, under medication for Pressure and breathing dfficuhies.
Total medical expenses per month for him and spouse is around Rs. 3000/-. He is not able to go for any work now
to eam for the daily expenses. Now he is aged 72 years.It was with great difficulty that premium of Rs. 24261- wu
paid half yearly for 12 years under Policy No. 394680669. The policy was for Rs. 1,00,000/- sum assured. When
matrred after 12 years term, the total claim amount received is Rs. 27,033/- orly. He had expected Rs. 1,00,000/- as

maturity claim amount. Financially sfiessed, he expects a favourable decision from this Honourable Forum for
getting policy amount and bonus.

Contention of the Respondent:
Under normal plans of Corporation, premium is usually fixed on basis of age of proposer, term and chosen sum

assured. For same sum assured and teml, maturity benefit will usually be same irrespective of premium paid.

However, in case of Jeevan Saral Policy, proposer can decide amount of premium and sum assured (Death Benefit

SumAssured) payable on death is determined on basis of premium so chosen, irrespective of age and term. Death

Benefit Sum Assured will be 250 times of basic monthly premium and will be the same for all ages for a chosen

premium. Under Jeevansaral plan, policy holders with higher age will enjoy more death cover for a given premium

compared to other conventional plans with reduced Maturity Benefit due to high risk involved at higher age.

However, if two persons aged 20 and 58 are purchasing JeevanSaral policy by pay.g the same premium , they

e4joy the same death benefit sum assured, the maturity amount will be much lesser for the person aged 56 since risk
element is substantially high on account of advanced age. Calculation of Death Benefit Sum assured and Matr.rity

Sum Assured under the policy are as below: Yearly premium is Rs 48521, which includes death Accident benefit
premium. In the instant case, the policy holder had opted to pay basic monthly premium of Rs 400/- and hence

Death Benefit Sum Assured is Rs 40Ox250 : Rs.1,00,000/-. Total premium received from the policyholder for the

policy is Rs. 57,024l- excluding DAB premium and total premium received including DAB premium is Rs. 58,224l-

The Maturity Benefit is calculated as follows. Mahrity SA per Rs 100/- basic monthly premium for age 58 and term
12 years is Rs.49l5l-. In the instant case, for basic monthly premium is 400/- the Maturity Sum Assured is Rs
19,6601-- (Rs 4915 x45), which is clearly printed on the policy bond. The policy is also eligible for loyalty addition

@ Rs 3751- for every Rs 1000 mahrity sum assured, which worLrs out to Rs.7,373.00 /- (ieRs375 x 19.66).Thus

the total gross maturity benefit under the policy is Rs 270331 (Rs19660/- + Rs 7373l-), and this gross amount has

been paid on 31.5.2022 by NEFT. The amount paid is in firll conformity with the terms and conditions of the

contract of assurance and also the applicable rate of Loyahy addition. The Maturity Sum Assured, Death Benefit

Sum Assured, and Accident benefit Sum Assured are clearly and specifically printed on the policy bond as Rs
19660/-,Rs.1,00,000/- & Rs.1,00,000/-respectively. There is no ambiguity in this regard.For monthly premium of
Rs 400/-, we have offered the following benefits to the complainant, for a period of 12 years for a person aged 58

years l) Life Cover of Rs 100,000/- + Loyalty Addition ( if any) + Retum of premium as death benefit 2) Accident
Benefit Coverage of Rs 100,000/- 3) Disability Benefit coverage of Rs 100,000/-, by which the amount would be

paid in monthly instaknents spread over 10 years in case of claim. Further, in case of death claim before the exprry

of the said period of l0 years, the disability instahnents which have not fallen due will be paid along with the clairn
4) A provision for partial surrender of policy and continuance with reduced coverage. 5) Provision for Special
snrrender value 6) Mahrity Sum Assured of Rs.19,6601- + Loyalty Addition of Rs.7,373l- totalling Rs. 27,033/- for
the policy. After enjoying coverage for a term of 12 years, complainant has approached Learned Ombudsman with
a dispute on the qrumtum of the 6th benefit stated above. Life assured has answered in the affrmative for the



questions in the proposal form "Whether the terms & conditions of the proposed plan have been explained to you
by the Agent" and "Have you understood the terms & Conditions of the plan you have proposed". The subject
policy cannot be compared with other invesfinents which do not offer any insurance coverage. It is not imperative
that the amount paid as premium should be returned on Maturity, as the insurer has to essentially provide for
expenses, claim etc. Term Insurance plans allowed by Insurer are examples. JeevanSaral policy is taken by persons
who want high risk cover at advanced age by payng small premiurn For endowment policy, the premium increases
with age and is high at advanced ages. Primary purpose of taking out an insurance policy is life insurance coverage.
In case savings is the sole purpose of investment , muhifude of options are available elsewhere to avail products
exchxively for such pu{pose, and retums from life insurance policies cannot be compared with such schemes or
products ,after availing substantial insurance coverage at higher ages and allied benefits as coverage does not come
free of cost . Premium and plan benefits were determined by the Corporation on basis of sound actuarial principles,
which were filed, and approved by the IRDAI. We have settled the Full Maturity Benefit in full conformity with
terms and conditions of plarU

Observation and conclusions :
The Complainant would have it that the details of the policy were not explained to him and that he was only told that
at the end of the policy period he would get Rs.l Lakh.JeevanSaral is certainly a complex and sophisticated
product compared to a standard endowment, moneyback or term policy and a reasonable, unprejudiced observer
would definitely want to consider whether the policy holder knew what he/she was buying. What is most stnking
when one considers this aspect is the fact that the Complainant is functionally illiterate with only 8thstd education
and is a Fisherman by profession. The purpose of insurance is clearty marked as savings in the proposal fornr, too.
It is diffrcult for a reasonable person to accept that this virtually illiterate manual labourer bought an insurance
product of this level of complexity with even the slightest awareness of what he was buying. The common
perception among even educated people about life insurance is that one pays a periodic premium and if the buyer
survives at the end of the policy period, he/she is paid an attractive lumpsum. I cannot accept that the Complainant
would knowingly and willingly buy an insurance product that is basically a term (risk) insurance with a tiny
investrnent-based padding. He would have had no idea what he was buying. I am therefore of the firm view that a
clear case of mis-selling has occurred here. I do not believe that an organization with the proven credentials of LIC
would normally even allow, let alone encourage the kind of predatory and opportunistic selling that the Agent
concemed has effected in this case and I would prefer to assume that this is a rare unfortunate occurrence; suffice it
to say that the Complainant is not a fit customer for this product. Even assuming that this was an aberration
occurring at the level of an Agent and a junior underwriter - which rt r:r,y well have been - the fact remains that a
gross mis-selling has occurred and it is onty fair and reasonable that the RI as a responsible entity compensate the
Complainant. Though a case may be made out for compensation for mental agony, I am constrained by the limited
remit that the Insurance Ombudsman Rules 2017 impose on me and hence shall confme myself to ordering reflrnd
of the premiums paid by the Complainant in full.

AWARI)
COMPI-AINT REF: NO: KOC-L 029-2223-0264

The Respondent Insurer shall refund to the Complainant in fuIl, the total premium amount of Rs. 581224
paid under policy no. 394680669. If any paynrent has been received by the Complainant as on date, the
sanre may be set off from the armunt due to him as per this Order. As prescribed in Rule 17(6) of
Insurance Ombudsman Rules, 2017, the Insurer shall comply with the award within 30 days of receipt of
the award and intimate compliance of the sarne to the Ombudsman.

(Girish Radhakris hnan)
INSURAIICE OMBUDSMAN

Da te d at &. nt*:nl"*rg, ttris ..?O.H. day o f. )-e.$*r, L.v )o >r-
Copy to: 1) Cornplainant:

2)Company
3)





PROCEEDINGS BEFORE Tm INS IIRANCE OMBIIDSMAN,Koc hi
(States of Kerala and Union Territory of (a) Lakshadweep (b) Mahe- a par.t of Union Territory of

Puducherry)
(LINDER RULE NO.16/17 OF TrrE TNSLTRANCE OMBUDSMAN RULES, 2017)

Ombudsman Name : Girish Radhakrishnan
CASE OF COMPI-AINANT - M O Thankamma

vs
RESPONDENT: LIC of India

COMPLAINT REF: NO: KOC-L029-2223-0045 r I
AWARD No: Io I Kocl nl ir I Or =l laura-ra

M O Thankarffna
l. Name & Address Of The Complainant Puthur House, Mangad Kottapuram P O, Erumapetty

(via), Thrissur 680584,

Type Of Policy: Life

2. Policy Details:
Policy Nunber SurnAssurred FromDate To Date DOC henium Policy Term Payirg Term
111186207 250000 22-Jaftr0l0 22-Jwt2022 22-Jwr20l0 3062 l2lq l2

3. Name of insured M O Thankamma

4. Name of the insurer/broker LIC of India

5. Date of receipt of the Complaint 25-Mu-2022

6. Nature of Complaint Short payment of maturiry claim in Jeevan Saral policy

7. Amount of Claim 0.00

8. Date of Partial Settlement

9. Amount of relief sought 0

I n Complaint registered under Insurance Rule l3(1)(b) - any partial or total repudiation of claims
Ombudsman Rules 2017 by an insurer

1 r Date of hearing l9-Oct-2022
Place of hearing Kochi

12. Representation at the hearing

a)For the Complainant M O Thankamma

b)For the Insurer Sheela K V

13. Complaint how disposed In favour of Complainant

14. Date of Award



COMPLAINT REF: NO : KOC-L-029 -2223-0M5
Brief Facb of the Case:
The Complainant at the age of 58 years purchased the policy styled "LIC Jeevan Saral (With Profits)" on
22.01.2010. The premium payable was Rs. 30621- on quarterly basis. All premiwns have been paid in a timely
fashion. The date of Maturity of the policy was 22.1.2022.The dispute in the matter is regarding how much is the
benefit due to the Complainant/Life Assured upon Maturity of the policy and the dispute arose when the
Complainant received a communication from the RI informing her that the Maturity Sum payable to her is Rs.
71,2681-. As per the Complainant in the Policy Bond, the only amount mentioned as the Sum Assured under any
circumstances is Rs.2,50,000; there is no separate amount shown under a head "Maturity Sum Assured". RI
unilaterally took a decision in changing the MSA near the time of Maturity of policy. The policy ought to pay the
Sum Assured promised to her i.e., Rs.2,50,000. RI contends that policy having matured, they can only pay what
policy allows as Maturity Benefit which is Rs. 49,150/- plus the Loyalty Additions accrued to Complainant
amounting to Rs.22,1181-, nall a total of Rs.71,268/-. The amounts in Schedule in the policy bond refer to the
Death Sum Assured and Accident Benefit Sum Assured. The MSA was inadvertently omitted in print due to an

error. They aver that the error was corrected by means of a letter dated 24.9.2020 that was sent to the policy-holder.
The issue to be examined and decided here is : what is the Benefit amount due to the Complainant by way of MSA
under the policy in question? The RI's very leamedly argued SCN seeks to make the case that the Jeevan Saral is a
product different from conventional term or investment-based insurances. Those points are well taken, but they fail
to address the issue at hand. What the policy intends to do must be exactly and expressly reflected in what it
actually says in the contract of insurance document. We are reminded by no less an authority than the Supreme
Court of India in numerous cases that the wordings of the insurance confact are to be read as they are. In this case,

the Schedule of the policy which lays out the specifics of this particular policy lfte the policy nurnber, term, the
details of the Life Assured, the Sums Assured and Benefits, the premium amount and premium payment terms, also
feahres a column that specifies the various Sums Assured. The first row of the column lists the various heads and
the second row of the column specifies the amounts in respect of these heads. The fnst row has 3 heads, Maturity
Sum Assured, Death Sum Assured and Accident Benefit Sum Assured. However in the second row, there are only
2 figures printed, both reading Rs. 2,50,000. While the RI would have it that these two numbers refer to Death Sum
Assured and Accident Benefit Sum Assured the document itself does not establish this clearly. The numbers might
well refer to Maturfu and Death sums too.

Contention of the complainant:
Rs 1,46,9761- has been remiued in total towards premium of Policy 777186207. Rs. 71,268/- only is shown as

Maturity amount in LIC Discharge form. Policy is for Rs. 2,50,000/-.It is also mentioned in the policy document
that it is a with profit policy. Unable to understand why the Maturity amount is so less. Kindly direct the Insurer to
settle the premium with bonus. Since the amount quoted by LIC is less than even half of the total premium paid by
her, Mahrity Benefit offered by LIC is not availed.

Contention of the Respondent:
Death Sum Assured under Jeevan Saral is 250 times the monthly premium selected by customer. In all other
conventional insurance plans, instalhnent premium payable for same Sum Assured varies according to age of the
customer. But, in Jeevan Saral, premium and thus death benefit are selected by customer and remains same

irrespective of age. Premium remains same for all ages but benefits vary. This is the only plan accepting risk at age

of 60 years for 10 years term with less premium compared to death benefits. Maturity value is calculated based on
age and duration of policy. If age when policy is purchased is on higher side, Maturity value is lower. Mahrity Sum
Assured according to age at enty 58 years and term 12 years is Rs. 49,150/-. This policy provides a total death
coverage including accident benefit for Rs 2,50,0001-- upto an advanced age of life assured 70 years, only by
remitting a total premium of Rs. 1,46,9761- including Accident benefit extra premium (i.e., premium @ Rs.30624 for
12 years under quarterly mode. 3062*12*+1,46,9761-). Death benefit is very high compared to total premium
received. Calculation of amount payable on Maturity-Maturiry Sum Assured is Rs.49,1SO/+-Loyahy addition for 12

years - Rs. 22,118/- totaling Rs.71,2681-. Vide registered letter dated 24109/2020 policy holder has been informed
that Maturity Sum Assured is not conectly printed on potcy bond and correct Maturity Sum Assured is Rs.
49,1501-. Maturity benefit printed on first page of policy bond is as follows. "In event of life assured surviving date
of Maturity a sum equal to Maturity Sum Assured in force after partial surrenders , if any, along with corresponding
loyahy addition, f -y, shall be payable." Since complainant has taken policy at advanced age of 58 Maturity benefit



will be less comparing to high death benefit offered. LIC will settle eligible Benefit amounts to policy holders as per
policy conditions, even if any typing mistake happened.

Observation and conclusions :
It is of cotrse possible that there has been an error in that column which gives rise to two questions. Firstly, was the
error noticed in good time and corrected? The RI contended at the hearing that they had sent a letter to the
Complainant when they noticed the error and the said letter recorded the correct MSA. The Comphinant denies
having received such a letter. Even setting that averment aside, the said letter can only be viewed as amounting to a
unilateral revision of the contract. Strangely, the RI ostensibly sent such a vital communication by ordinary
unrecorded delivery and not by a registered post where record of dispatch and receft would be available. Also, it
must be noted that the appropriate and legal way to amend a vital and critical proviso of a contract would be to
write a contract addendum and record both the parties' acknowledgment and consent to the same. In an instrance
contract, it would take the shape and nahre of a policy endorsement. That this was not done in the instant case only
goes to establish that the specifics shown on the original contract continue to hold good. I consider additionally
significant that the avowed effort to "correct the record" has been done after nearly l0 years of commencement of
the policy, after the policy term was ahnost completed, just one and half year before Maturity date. Secondly, this
gives rise to the question as to who must bear the burden of this error. In this regard, there is a veritable mountain of
judgments that the finest judicial minds have given expression to, over the years and across the world. The sum and
substance of these is that when the contract is drafted and written by one party, any mistake or ambiguity therein
must be interpreted in favour of the other parry(ies) if such mistake or ambiguity is the subject of a dispute. I am
therefore guided into the frrding that this Contra Proferentum doctrine must apply here in the dispute at hand.It
therefore follows from the above that the Complainant's case for receiving Rs.2,50,000, rests on sound foundation
and carurot be denied. Found accordingly. While the matter clearly suggests a case for award of interest, I note that
the Complainant has not sought such a relief; hence no interest is ordered.

AWARD
COM PIAINT REF: NO: KOC-L029-2223-0045

The Respondent Insurer shall recalculate the Maturity Sum AssuredBenefit in respect of Policy no.
777186207 at Rs. 2,50,000/- and pay to the Complainant the correct Benefit amount thus calculated As
prescribed in Rule l7(6) of Insurance Ombudsman Rules, 2017, the Insurer shall comply with the award
within 30 davs of receipt of the award and intimate compriance of the same to ,r" 

Ir, J.ffig**r,(
INSI.]RANCE OMBUDSMAN

D ate d rt..Err:.0,1ilJ 0!$, ttris .... L3 lo", o r..kd-r-A^^b e,fl. a o ra .

Copy to: 1) Complainant:
2)Company
3)





PROCEEDINGS BEFORE TIIE INSURANCE OMBUDSMAI{"I(ochi
(States of trGrala and Union Territory of (a) Lakshadrveep O) nlahe- a pail of Union Territory of

Puducherry)
(UI\DER RIJLE NO.16/17 OF'TEE TNSITRANCE OMBIIDSIT,TAN RULES, 2017)

Ombudsmn Name : Girish Ra4hakrishnan
CASE OF COMPI"AINAI\T - Illathewkutty Joseph

vs
RESPONDENT: LIC of India

COMPLAINT REF: NO: KOC-I429-22234044 t I
AWARD No: lof K oel nl L7 I0 i 38 

'A0a.t'-431. :Nare & Address Of The Corrylainant lvlathewkutry Joseph
Idiyakunnel House, Koz.huvanal P O, Mutholy 686573

2.

Type Of Policy Life
Poticy Detnfls:
Polisy Nlder , S'mAssrutd FromDate To Date DOC Prtnirrn, Policy Tenn Payirg Term
ii,gqsiqiigg tzsooo 2z-Feb-2010 22-Feu2o22 22-Feu20t0: l53l tzJey t2

,Nam of insured Mathewkutty Joseph

Narre of the insurer/broker LIC of India

5.

ii. --
Date of receipt of the Colrylaint

;Nature of Corrylaint

',22-lvlar-2022

Short payment of mahriff claim in a jeevan saralpolicy

7. Arnount of Claim .0.00

8.
.Date 

of Partial Setflernent

9. iAmount of relief sought
:73488
.Rule l3(1xb) - any partial or total repudiation of claims
by an insurer

10.
I Corplaint registcred under Insurance
rOrftudsman Rules 2017

:Date of hearing

,Place 
of hearing

il94ct-2022
:Kochi
i------

rR"ryT.**"q_o_l"tjthehearing
a)For the Corplainant

'or the Insurer

. Mr. Mathewkutty Jo seph

iMr. ShaniMathew

13.

i,i,.

,Complarnt how disposed :In favour of the Complainant

Date of Award tl6k,-2022

3.

4.

11.

12.



COMPLAINT REF : NO : KOC-L029 -2223 4M4
Brief Facts of the Case:
The Conrylainant at the age of 5l years, purchased the poficy stybd "LIC Jeevan Saral (With Profits)" on
22.2.2010. The pranium payable was Rs. l53ll- on quarterly basis. All prerniums have been paid in a timely
fashion. The date of maturity of the polfoy was 22.2.22.The dispute in the matter is regarding how much is the

benefit due to the Complainant/Life Assured upon maturity of the poficy and the dispute has arisen when the

Comphinant received a communication from the RI informing that the Maturity Sum payable is Rs. 72,188/-. The
Comphinant would have it that the poficy ought to pay the Sum Assured promise ,i.e., Rs. 125,000 or at least the

amount of premium paid, namely Rs. 73,488/-. The RI contends that the policy having matured, they can only pay
what the policy allows as the Maturity Benefit which is Rs. 49,785/- phrs the Loyalty Additions accrued to the

Complainant amounting lo Rs.22,403/-, m a17 a total of Rs.72,188/-. The polby in question is a Jeevan Saral policy
which has a Death Benefit component and a Maturity Beneft conponenL the latter being dependent on the rehrms

the Insurer can eam by investing that part of the premium that has been set asiCe for the investnent purpose. The RI
has taken pains to explain how Jeevan Saral is markedly different from conventional life products. Based on the

RI's explanation and from my own reading of the policy, it is found tlrat (a) in a Jeevan Saral policy, the insurer is

committed to pay a Death Benefit of 250 times the monthf prernium amount; (b) the premium amount is diviled
into two parts: the first one, the Death Benefit prernium is worked out presumably on the basis of approved actuarial

tables depending on the age of the life-assured; and the balance premium is allocated to the Mahnity Benefit, which
benefit the Insurer has to generate over the policy term period by investing that portion of the premium. It is

significant to note here that the pranium is worked out based on the age of the proposer and that it is allocated
between Death Benefit premium and Maturity Benefit premiurn It of course nanral tlnt this premium split will
incline more towards Death Benefit premium in case of older persons. In respect of a younger person, Death
Benefit prernium will be lower and more money will be available towards pranium for Maturity Benefit. Ergo,
because the Death Benefrt is pre-fixed at policy cornmencement (in thi. case,Rs.1,25,000/- based on the
proposer's request), the Mahrrity Benefit will "suffed' in case of an older person. The younger the policy buyer is,

the narrower the gap between the Death Benefit and Manrity Benefit. For a very young marU the Maturity Benefit
would be higher amount than the Death Benefit - for the simple reason that very little portion of the premium
amount is needed for paying the Death Benefit and consequently, more premium is available for investrnent.

Contention of the complainant:
The Policy was canvassed with a Brochure which offered , Rs. 1,06,4521- as maturity amount and if death claim
occurs, Rs. 1,25,000/- on remittance of Rs. 500/- monttrly premium for 12 years. Based on the said assurance,

Policy No. 394514599 was availed rernittrrg Rs. l53l/- per quarter for 12 yean. However, the maturity amount is
only Rs. 72,1881-.In the brochure by LIC, maturity for 10 years shows amount as Rs. 7,M,452/-. CRM of the

Company informed that the maturity amourt is Rs. 49,7851- and death claim is Rs. 1,25,000/-. As per the brochure
shown by LIC for 10 year period, Rs. 1,06,457- is the maturity. It was assured that on maturity, an amount higher

than this will be payable. Policy certificate was received after one month of joining. What CRM claims as typed
should have been informed before issuing the potcy. The policy was availed for the educational needs of son. Due
to non- availabitty of frnds, it is dfficuft to pay the fees. The policy was canvassed saying that the plan has got
Golden Peacock Award and is better than Post Office RD. (If Rs. 500/- pm is remitted in LIC for 10 years, rehrn
will be Rs. 1,06,452+Rs.1,25,000 Insurance and income tax benefits; whereas the same in post office RC will gve
only Rs. 89,010/-) Approaching this Hon'ble Ombudsman to direct the Insurer to pay the bahnce amount to make
good the loss. Policy document was received after 1 % months of paying prerniur4 brochure was sent along with
policy also.

Contention of the Respondent:
The complainant had taken a Jeevan S aral Policy bearing number 394514599 with date of commenc ement 22.2.2010
and date of mahrity 22.2.2022 under Quarterly mode of payment of premium of Rs l53l/- for a term of 12 years.

The age of the Comphinant at the time of proposal was 5l years. The Death Benefit Sum Assured is Rs. 1,25,000/-

and Matr:rity Sum Assured is Rs.49,785/-. The total premium remitted by the Life assured for the term of the polby
is Rs. 73,488/-. Unlike regular insurance plans wherein higher prernium is charged for proponent higher in age, under
this plao the premium amount is decided, irrespective of age of proponent, at start of policy and the death Sum
Assured is equal to 250 times of monthly premium amount. As such for the proponents higher in age will get same

insurance cover in same premium amount as of the proponent lower in age, but, the Maturity Value would differ
according to the age at enty of the insured. The higher the age at entry of insured, lower will be the Maturity amount



and vice -versa. In the Proposal Fonr! the Complainant in response to question 'Have you understood fu$ the
Temls and conditions of the plan you propose to take?' has given answer as 'Yes', and thereby assured to us that
he is well understood all the benefits available and tsrms and conditions of the PIan. The Complainant has enjoyed
the benefit of insurance coverage for Sum Assured of Rs.l,25,00/J,l- with Accident Benefit covgr for Rs.1,25,000/-
throughout the term of policy along with other features of plan and therefore the Corporation is entitled to collect /
retain the premium amormt for death cover provided corresponding to age of the poficy holder. In case of
unforn:nate occlurence of death of the policy holder during term of policy, the LIC would have paid all the benefits
payable for death cover, ie. Sum Assured, Loyalry additions and refimd of proniurn, as stated herein above. Thus
the claim by Complainant for higher maturity benefit is illegal, against the provisions of law, beyond the terms &
conditions of conhact and against the settled principles of insurance. These mortality charges go on increases as the
age of the insured drning term of policy and due to which the surpfus rernains for invesfinent gets reduced. As such
pranium collected from the policy holder are first applied for covering the risk and the remaining amount of
premium is used towards investnent for retums. . The amount settled on Maturity is the Maturity Sum Assured of
Rs. 49,785/- and Loyalty Addition of Rs. 22,4031-. Total amount payable on Maturity is Rs. 72,1781\ After
deduction of X+harge Rs.l0/-) and the same is settled to the complainant on22.2.2022 via NEFT .The Maturity
Sum Assrned and Death Benefit Sum Assued have been correctly printed on the policy document. RI has settled
the eligible matunty amount under the above mentioned polfoy and no fi.rrther amount is payable as per the tenns
and conditions o

Observation and conclusions :
The Complainant would have it that the details of the policy were not explained to hinu that he was only told that at
the end of the policy period he would get Rs.l.25 Lakh. Jeevan Saral is certainly a complex and sophisticated
product compared to a standard endowment, moneyback or term policy and a reasonable, unprejudiced observer
would definitely want to consider whether the policy holder knew what he/she was buying. What is most stnking
when one considers this aspect is the fact that the Complainant is not sufficiently educated, agriculturist by
profession. It is difficult for any reasonable person to accept that the Complainant purchased an insurance product
of this level of complexity with even the slightest awareness of what he was buying. The common perception among
even educated people of [fe insurance is that one pays a periodic premium and if the buyer survives at the end of
the policy period, he/she is paid an athactive lumpsum. I cannot accept that the Comphinant would knowingly and
willingly buy an insurance product that is basically a term insurance with a tiny investnent-based padding. He
simply had no idea what he was buying. I am therefore of the finn view that a clear case of mis-selling has occurred
here. I do not believe that an organization with the proven credentials of LIC would normally even allow, let abne
encourage the kind of predatory and opporhrnistic selling that the Agent concemed has effected in this case and I
would prefer to assume that this is a rare unfortunate occurrence; suffice it to say that the Complainant is not a fit
customer for this product. Even assuming that this was an aberration occurring at the level of an Agent and a junior
underwriter - which it may well have been - the fact rernains that a gross mis-selling has occurred and it is only fair
and reasonable that the RI as a responsible entity compensate the Complainant. Though a case may be made out for
compensation for mental agony, I am consfained by the limited remit that the Insurance Ombudsman Rules 2017
impose on me and hence shall confine myself to ordering refimd of the prerniums paid by the Complainant in firll

AWARI)
COMPI"AINT REF: NO: KOC-II) 29 -2223 4044

The Respondent Insurer shall refund to the Cornplainant in fuIL the total pr€mium amount of Rs. 7314881-
remitted by him under policy no.394514599. If any payrent has been received by the Conplainant as on
date, the same mry be set ofr frrom the amunt due to him as per t\is Order, No cost As prescribed in
Rule 17(O of Insurance Ombudsman Rules, 2017,tfu Insurer shall conply with the award within 30 days
of recerptof the award andintimate conpliance of the same to tre -Ombudsmn ,r1f)

**,

Dated Nr.f/.Wlfu,thr....m.lT uv *N*?M ?a zz URANCE oMBUDSMAN

Copy to: 1) Corrylainant:
2)Coryany
3)





Proceedings of

THE INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN
KERALA, LAKSHADWEEP & MAHE

[Under Rule No.13 1(b) Read with Rule 17 of the lnsurance Ombudsman Rules, 2017]

Present: Mr Girish Radhakrishnan
lnsurance Ombudsman

Com pla int No. KOC-L-OZ9 -2223-0035

Complainant : Padmavathi K

Respondent lnsurer: LIC of lndia, Kozhikode

AWARD

L. Address of the Complainant
2. Policy Number
3. Name of the lnsured
4. Type of Policy

5. Date of receipt of complaint
6. Nature of complaint
7. Date of Hearing

8. Present at the Hearing for Complainant
9. Present at the Hearing for the lnsurer

Sreelakshmi, Chembra, Paral PO PIN 670671
79423046L
Ms. Padmavathi K

LIFE (Jeevan Saral)

77.03.2022
Short payment of Maturity Benefit
L2.LA.2022
Mr.Vijayan Kainadath (spouse)

Ms.SreedeviM R

Awa rd No. lOlKoC / Al Lt/ 0L35 /2022-23

This is a complaint filed under Rule 13(L)b read with Rule 14 of the lnsurance Ombudsman

Rules,20L7. The complaint is regarding alleged short payment of Maturity Benefit under a

Jeevan Saral insurance policy issued by the Respondent lnsurer. The Complainant, Ms.

Padmavathi K is the policyholder.
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1. Complainant's Case

The averments, contentions and submissions in the complaint are summarized as follows:

(1) Rl has settled Rs.69,552 as maturity value including addition of Rs.22,076 as Bonus.

(2) Maturity value as per Policy is Rs.1,00,000 and it is not shown otherwise or informed to

the Complainant either by Rl or the agent.

(3) Total amount due to her is Rs.1 lakh plus addition. Requested for resolution of her

complaint.

2. Respondent lnsure/s contentions

The Respondent lnsurer (Rl) entered appearance and filed a Self Contained Note (SCN). The

averments, contentions and submissions in the SCN are summarized as follows:

(1) The above policy bearing No 794230461 taken by the complainant is a Jeevan Saral

Policy Where the Maturity Sum Assured and Death Sum Assured are different. Maturity

sum assured will differ according to age and term. The basic monthly premium in the

policy is Rs 400. Maturity sum assured for Rs 100/- premium for age 52 and term 15

years is Rs.11869.00. Hence the maturity sum assured for Rs 1200 per Quarter is Rs

47476/-. However due to some typographical errorthe sum is not printed in the policy

document. We have on a later date 24.09.2O2O informed the policy holder of this

mistake and the maturity sum assured in the policy. While filling the proposal form for

the policy in response to the question No14-"Have you fully understood the terms &

conditions of the plan you proposeto take?", the life assured has answered YES. As per

policy terms and conditions the amount payable at maturity is a sum equal to the

maturity sum assured along with loyalty additions and the same is mentioned in the

policy document.

(2) Duedateof maturityoftheabovepolicywas15.12.2021andthesamewasintimatedto

her on 24.O8.2021with the discharge form and details of amount payable as maturity

benefit, i.e., Maturity sum assured Rs 47476/- + loyalty addition Rs22076/- totaling to

Rs 69552 .00 and the same was paid to her account on 31..0L.2O22.
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(3) ln this plan there is a concept of different sum assured for maturity and death. ln case of

death the benefits payable are death sum assured and return of premiums excluding 1st

year premiums and extra premiums if any. ln this policy for a low premium of Rs

73500.00 for 15 years she was getting a coverage of Rs 100000/- and return of

premiums in case of her death during the premium paying term and an additional

100000 as accident benefit in case of death by accident. This policy offers a very high

risk cover for a low premium. The maturity sum assured will vary according to age and

will be comparatively lower for advanced ages.

(4) Whatever benefits are actually eligible as per terms and conditions of the policy has

been informed to the life assured at the inception of the policy itself .Since the

complainant has taken the policy at the advanced age of 50 the maturity benefit will be

less comparing to high death benefit offered.

(5) As this is the fact Rl would pray before the honourable lnsurance Ombudsman to set

aside the complaint and uphold our stand.

3. I heard the Complainant and the Respondent lnsurer at an online Hearing on 12.70.2022.

The Complainant's husband stated that they have not received any such letter of 24.9.2O2O

from the Rl. Policy was received after one month and he was not available during that

period. He is a gold club member of LIC since he has many policies. He has one Jeevan Saral

policy where maturity amount is shown. He has gone through the entire policy document

but maturity sum assured is not seen anywhere in the document.

The Respondent lnsurer stated that Sum Assured mentioned in the bond is death benefit

sum assured and accident benefit sum assured. Maturity Sum Assured space was blank in

the Policy due to programme error. They have sent a corrected schedule in respect of all

policy policies where the Maturity Sum assured was blank vide letter dated 24.09.202O.The

complainant is a BSC ,BEd high school teacher and it was mentioned in the policy bond to

brought to the notice of Rl for any correction in the bond. They would have taken the

corrective action earlier if informed.
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Having heard both the sides and having carefully perused all the documents submitted, I

find as under:-

(1) The Complainant bought a Jeevan Saral policy bearing number 79423046L on

L5.12.LOOG for 15 years with date of maturity on 15.L2.2021. All premiums were paid

under Salary Savings Scheme.

(2) The dispute has arisen when the Maturity Benefit was paid to the Complainant which

was Rs. 69,552 including Loyalty addition of Rs.22,076. The Rl submits that they

informed the Complainant vide letter dated 24.09.2020 that there was a typographical

error while printing the Policy and the correct Maturity Sum Assured (MSA) isRs.47,476.

The Complainant would have it that in the Policy Bond, the amount mentioned as the

Maturity Sum Assured is Rs.L,00,000 and the amount due to her is Rs.1 lakh plus

addition as per rule.

(3) The issue to be examined and decided here is : what is the claim amount due to the

Complainant by way of MSA under the policy in question?

(a) The Rl's very learnedly argued SCN seeks to make the case that the Jeevan Saral is a

product different from conventional term or investment-based insurances. Those points

are welltaken, but they failto address the issue at hand. What the policy intends to do

must be exactly and expressly reflected in what it actually says in the contract of

insurance document. We are reminded by no less an authority than the Supreme Court

of lndia in numerous cases that the wordings of the insurance contract are to be read os

they ore. ln this case, the Schedule of the policy which lays out the specifics of this

particular policy like the policy number, term, the details of the Life Assured, the Sums

Assured and Benefits, the premium amount and premium payment terms and so on,

also features a column that specifies the various Sums Assured. The first row of the

column lists the various heads and the second row of the column specifies the amounts

in respect of these heads. The first row has 3 heads, Maturity Sum Assured, Death Sum

Assured and Accident Benefit Sum Assured. However in the second row, there are only 2
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figures printed, both reading Rs. 1,00,000. While the Rl would have it that these two

numbers refer to Death Sum Assured and Accident Benefit Sum Assured the document

itself does not establish this clearly. The numbers might well refer to Maturity and

Death sums too.

(5) lt is of course possible that there has been an error in that column which gives rise to

two questions. Firstly, was the error noticed in good time and corrected? The Rl

contended at the Hearing that they had sent a letter to the Complainanton24.9.2020

when they noticed the error and the said letter recorded the correct MSA. The

Complainant denies having received such a letter. Even setting that averment aside, the

said letter can only be viewed as amounting to a unilateral revision of the contract.

Also, it must be noted that the appropriate and legal way to amend a vital and critical

proviso of a contract would be to write a contract addendum and record both the

parties'acknowledgment and consent to the same. ln an insurance contract, it would

take the shape and nature of a policy endorsement. That this was not done in the

instant case only goes to establish that the specifics shown on the original contract must

continue to hold good. I consider additionally significant that the avowed effort to

"correct the record" has been done after nearly 15 years of commencement of the

policy, after the policy term was almost completed. And equally strangely, a letter of

such vital import is said to have been sent by ordinary post without any recorded

delivery mechanism due to which we now simply have one party's word against

another.

Secondly, this gives rise to the question as to who must bear the burden of this error. ln

this regard, there is a veritable mountain of judgments that the finest judicial minds

have given expression to, over the years and across the world. The sum and substance

of the conclusion in these judgments is that when the contract is drafted and written by

one party, any mistake or ambiguity therein must be interpreted in favour of the other

party(ies) if such mistake or ambiguity is the subject of a dispute. I am therefore guided
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into the finding that this Contra Proferentum doctrine must apply here in the dispute at

hand.

(6) The policy document in this case records that the Maturity Benefit payable cannot be

anything less than Rs. 100,000. The effort made by the Rl purportedly to correct the

record to show a different Maturity Benefit does not have any effect on the policy,

being as it is, unsupported by law or standards of good practice or norms of basic

reasonableness.

(7) lt therefore follows from the above that the Complainant's case for receiving

Rs.1,00,000 plus the eligible bonuses/loyalty additions, rests on the soundest of

foundations and cannot be denied. Found accordingly.

5. Award

ln the result, I hereby order as under:

The Respondent lnsurer is directed to recalculate the Maturity Benefit in respect of Policy

no.794230461 at Rs. 1,00,000 plus Loyalty Additions and pay to the Complainant the correct

claim amount thus calculated after deducting the amount of Rs.69,552 already paid.

As prescribed in Rule 77(6) of lnsurance Ombudsman Rules,20L7, the Insurer shall comply

with the award within 30 days of receipt of the award and intimate compliance of the same

to the Ombudsman.

Dated this the 13th day of Decemb er 2022

Girish Radhakrishnan

INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN
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Copies to :

Ms. Padmavathi K,

Sreelakshmi, Chembra,
paral P O 670677.

The Sr. Divisional Manager,
L.l.C. of lndia,
Divisiona I Office,
'Jeevan Prakash',

Huzur Road,

Kozhikode 673 001.
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PROCEEDINGS BEFORE TIIE INSIIRANCE OMBUDSMAN,trtuchi
(States of Kerala and Union Territory of (a) Lakshadweep (b) Mahe- a part of Union Territory of

Puducherry)
(UI\DER RULE NO.16/17 OF TIIE INSIIRAI\CE OMBUDSMAN RULES, 2017)

Ombudsman Nanre : Girish Radhakrishnan
CA,SE OF COMPLAINAI\iT - Sosarnrna Cheriyan

VS
RESPOI\DENT: LIC of India

COMPLAINT REF: NO: KOC-[-{29-22234287 , t

AWARD No: Jo[nocf AlLalo I 68 l&Dar=,23
. :Soru..u Cheriyan

1. rNanre & Address Of The Complainant 
:;;;![r-r** 

Kadapr4 Il4annar P O, Niranam

Type Of Policy: Life

^ Policv Details:
PolicyNunber SunAssured IlomDate ToDate DOC henium PolicyTerm PayirgTerm
3954420& 100000 09-Dec-2011 09-Dec-2021 09-Dec-2011 1225 l0 l0

3. Name of insured Sosamma Cheriyan

4. Name of the insurer/broker LIC of India

5. Date of receipt of the Complaint 22-Aug-2022

6. Nature of Complaint Short payment of mahrity benefir

7. Amount of Claim 0.00

8. Date of Paftial Settlement

g. Amount of relief sought 0

r o Complaint registered under Insurance Rule l3( I )O) - any partial or tolal repudiation of claims
Ombudsman Rules 2017 by an insurer

r r Date of hearing l5-Dec-2022
Place of hearing Ernakulam

12. Representation at the hearing

a)For the Complainant Mrs. Sosamma Cheriyan

b)For the Insurer Mr. Shani Mathew

13. Complaint how disposed In favour of the Complainant

14. Date of Award 30-Dec-2022



COMPLAINT REF : NO : KOC-L029 -2223-0287

Brief Facts of the Case:
The Complainant at the age of 60 years, purchased the policy styled "LIC Jeevan Saral (With Profits)" on
09.12.2011. The premium payable was Rs. 1,2251 on Quarterly basis. All premiums have been paid in a timely
fashion. The date of Maturity of the policy was 09.12.2021.The Complainant, when contacted the Respondent
Insurer, was informed that her policy matured and she will get only 12,2361- and Maturity Benefit was settled for
Rs.14,648/- (Maturity Sum Assured of Rs.12,2361- +Loyalry Addition of Rs.15,907/- less Unpaid premium and

interest of Rs.1,259l-). The Complainant would have it that the policy ought to pay atleast the amount of premium

she paid, itz.49,0Dl-

Contention of the cornplainant:
She had a Jeevan Saral policy in Thiruvalla Branch of L I C of India.Only when she went to the Branch to pay the

premiurq she was ffirmed that the policy was matured. Then only she came to know that she will be getting

Fls.12,236A only on Maturity. She was not aware of this and nobody informed her about the Maturity Benefit. She

paid the premium with much difficulty. Hence she requests to refirnd the premiurn

Contention of the Respondent:
Smt. Sosamma Varghese a/s Sosamma Cherian is a policy holder of LIC of India, Branch Office : Thiruvalla under
LIC of India, Divisional Office, Kottayam. LIC issued a policy bearing no.39542064 on the life of Smt. Sosamma

Varghese a/s Sosamma Cherian, rmder Jeevan Saral plan (plan 165) for a Death Benefit Sum Assured of
Rs.1,00,000/- with Date of Commencement of risk 17.12.2011 and term l0 years & Maturitydate 09. 12.2021. The
LA had paid all the premiums due under the policy without any defauft except for the 0912021Quarterty due which
was deducted from the Maturity Benefit paid. The policy under question is a Jeevan Saral policy, for which Death

Benefit Sum Assured and Maturity Sum Assured are distinctly defmed. Death Benefit Sum Assured is payable only
on death of the policy holder during the term of the policy, while Maturity Sum Assured is payable on the date of
Maturity. Maturity sum assured & Death Benefit Sum Assured are distinctively printed on the policy bond as

Rs.12,2361- & Rs.1,00,000/- respectively. As per Proposal records, Smt. Sosamma Varghese a/s Sosamma

Cherian is a VIth Standard hand, does Milk Selling, has an annual income of Rs.50,000/-, and was 60 years old at

the time of procuring this policy. In page No. 3 of the Proposaf as answer to Qn. No. 15: Whether the Terms &
Conditions of the Proposed Plan have been explained to you by the Agent ?, Smt. Sosamma Varghese a/s

Sosamma Cherian, had furnished the reply "Yes". Further, as answer to Qn. No. 16: Have you understood fully the

Terms & Conditions of the Plan you propose to take ?,she had mentioned the reply "Yes". Thus the proponent had

clearly stated that the terms and conditions of the policy she was about to take were explained to her by the agent

and that she had understood them fully. The policy holder is eligiible for Maturity Sum Assured of Rs.12,2361- and
Loyalty Addition of Rs.2,371l- on the date of Maturity - 09.12.21. The total payout to the party was Rs.14,648/-
(Rs.12,236A (+) Rs.3,671l- (-) Unpaid Premium of 09/21 Qly due - Rs.l,225l- (-) Interest thereon - Rs.25(-) X-
charge - Rs.5/- ). This amount of Rs.14,648/- was paid to Smt. Sosamma Varghese a/s Sosamma Cherian on
22/0712022 by NEFT. The Complainant is not eligible for any of the reliefs Benefited. The cited policy was taken by
the Complainant at age 60 and it offers Death Sum Assured for Rs.1,00,000/- while the total premiuns paid is onty
Rs.48, 000/- (exc luding Ac c ident Benefit Premium).

Obseryation and conclusions :

The dispute here is regarding the amout of Maturity Benefit the Jeevan Saral policy bought by the Complainant
would pay. The Complainant submits that the details of the policy were not explained to her and that she was only
told that at the end of the policy period she would get Rs.l Lakh.Jeevan Saral is certainly a complex and

sophisticated product compared to a standard endowmen! money back or term policy and a reasonable,

unprejudiced observer would deftritely want to consider whether the policy holder knew what he/she was buying.
What is most stnking when one considers this aspect is the fact that the Complainant is not sufficiently educated, is

a Milk Seller by profession.It is difficuh for any reasonable person to accept that she purchased an insurance

product of this level of complexity with even the slightest awareness of what she was brying.The common
perception among even educated people of life insurance is that one pays a periodic premium and if the buyer
survives at the end of the policy period, he/she is paid an athactive lumpsum. I cannot accept that the Complainant
would knowingly and willingty buy an insurance product that is basically a term insurance with a tiny invesfrnent-

based padding. She had no idea what she was buying. I am therefore of the ftrn view that a clear case of mis-selling



has occured here. I do not believe that an organization with the proven credentials of LIC would normally even
allow, let alone encourage the kind of predatory and opportunistic selling that the Agent concerned has effected in
this case and I would prefer to assume that this is a rare unfortunate occurrence; suffrce it to say that the
Complainant is not a fit customer for this product. Even assuming that this was an aberration occurring at the level
of an Agent and a junior underwriter - which it may well have been - the fact remains that a gross mis-selling has
occurred and it is only fair and reasonable that the RI as a responsible entity compensate the Complainant. Though
a case may be made out for compensation for mental agony, I am constrained by the limited remit that the Insurance
Ombudsman Rules 2017 impose on me and hence shall confine myself to ordering refund of the premiums paid by
the Complainant in frrll

coMpr.ArNT REFffi ct-o2s-zzz3qzz7
The Respondent Insurer is directed to refund to the Complainantin full, the total premium amount of Rs.
49,0001- remitted by her under policy No.395442064 , pay an arnount of Rs.33,093.00 being the difference
between the premium arnount of Rs.49r000.00 and Maturity arnount of Rs.15,907.00 (Maturity Sum
Assured + Ilyalty Addition) already settled . As prescribed in Rule 17(6) of Insurance Ombudsman Rules,
2017,, the Insurer shall comply with the award within 30 dap of receipt of the award apflintimate
compliance of the sarne to the Ombudsman _WW

(Giris h Radhakris hnan)
INSI]RANCE OMBT]DSMAN

Dated "t.hr:g,A*t'*. , this .:9-H day of...P.**r-r*-8.' ,2.orsL
Copy to: 1) Complainant:

2)Company
3)





PROCEEDINGS BEFORE TIm INS [IRANCE OMBIIDSMAN, Koc hi
(States of Kerala and Union Territory of (a) Lakshadweep (b) Mahe- a part of Union Territory of

Puducherry)
(UNDER RULE NO.r6l17 OF Trm TNSURANCE OMBUDSMAN RULES, 2017)

Ombudsman Name : Girish Radhakrishnan
CASE OF COMPLAINANT - Viswamithran K J

VS
RESPONDENT: LIC of India

COMPLAINT RfF: NO: KOC-[-029-2223-0288 i "_ l

AWARDNO: '1 t.:l:.1 q-a 'l' i --'-t f''t i::"') .,) f."J. ,) i
r. Name & Address of rhe comnlainant viswamithran K J--"r'------'- Kudungasserit Padinjarekara P O, Vaikom 686146

Type Of Policy: Life

Z. Policy Details:
PolicyNunber SumAssured FromDate ToDate DOC Prenium PolicyTerm PayirgTerm
395402571 100000 2!Drec-2011 2GlXc-2021 2GDec-2011 242b l0 l0

3. Name of insured Visrvamithran K J

4. Name of the insurer/broker LIC of India

5. Date of receipt of the Complaint 22-Alg-2022

6. Nature of Complaint Short payment of Maturity Benefit

7. Amount of Claim 0.00

8. Date of Partial Settlement

g. Amount of relief sought 0

I o Complaint registered under Insurance Rule 13(1)(b) - any partial or total repudiation of claims
Ombudsman Rules 2017 by an inswer

r I Date of hearing l5-Dec-2022
Place of hearing Ernakulam

12. Representation at the hearing

a)For the Complainant Mr. Viswamithran K J

b)For the Insurer Mr. Shani Mathew

13. Complaint how disposed ln favour of the Complainant

14. Date of Award 3O-Dec-2022



COMPLAINT REF : NO: KOC-L029 -2223-0288

Brief Facb of the Case:
The Complainant at the age of 51 years, purchased the policy styled "LIC Jeevan Saral (With Profits)" on

26.12.2011. The premium payable was Rs. 2,4261 on half yearty basis. All premiums have been paid in a timely

fashion. The date of maturity of the policy was 26.12.2021.The dispute in the matter is regarding how much is the

benefit due to the Complainant/Life Assured upon maturity of the policy. The Maturity Sum Assured is conectly
printed in the policy bond.

Contention of the complainant:
The Complainant took a Jeevan Saral policy from L I C of India and he paid Rs.48,520l- as premiumBut on

maturity he got Rs.42,2001- only. He and his wife are manual labourers. Inspite offinancial problems, he paid the

premium without fail in the belief that he will get a benefit in his future. Hence he request to consider his complaint

and allow him the reflrnd of premium with eligfule bonus

Contention of the Respondent:
Shri. Viswamithran K J is a policy holder of LIC of India, Branch Offrce Vaikom under LIC of India, Divisional

Office, Kottayam. LIC of India has issued a policy bearing no.395402571 on the life of Shri.Viswamithran K J,

under Jeevan Saralplan ()lan 165) for a Death Benefit SumAssured of Rs.1,00,000/- with Date of Commencement

of risk 26.12.2011 and term l0 years & rnaturity date 26.12.21. The LA had paid all the premiums due under the

policy without any default. The policy under question is a Jeevan Saral policy, for which Death Benefit Sum

Assured and Maturity Sum Assured are distinctty defrred. Death Beneftt Sum Assured is payable only on death of
the policy holder during the term of the policy, while Maturity Sum Assured is payable on the date of maturity.

Maturity sum assured &; Death Benefit Sum Assured are distinctively printed on the policy bond as Rs.32,512/- &
Rs.1,00,000/- respectively. Jeevan Saral policy was infroduced to cover high death benefit at low premium

irrespective of age at entry and term. But the Maflrity Sum Assured will be different and dependant on the enbry

ages and term of the policy. The Mahrity Sum Assured has been computed by our actuaries based on several

factors like Mortality, expenses etc and hence it decreases with increase in age at entry. The maturity vahre is less

than the premium paid in respect of Jeevan Saral Policy, in case the policy is taken at highim ages. As per Proposal

records, Shri. Viswamithran K J is a Vth Standard hand, a daly wage labourer, has an annual income of Rs.30,000/-

, and was 51 years old atthe time of procuring this policy. In page No. 3 of the Proposa[ as answer to Qn. No. 15:

Whether the Terms & Conditions of the Proposed Plan have been explained to you by the Agent ?, Shri.

Viswamithran K J, had furnished the reply "Yes". Further, as answer to Qn. No. 16: Have you understood fufu the

Terms & Conditions of the Plan you propose to take ?, he had mentioned the reply "Yes". Thus the proponent had

clearly stated that the terms and conditions of the policy he was about to take were explained to him by the agent

and that he had understood them fully. The policy holder is eligible for Maturity Sum Assured of Rs.32,5121- and

Loyalty Addition of Rs.9,754l- on the date of Maturity - (26.12.21). The total payout to the party was Rs.42,2661-

(Rs.32,512/- (+) Rs.9,754/- ). This amount of Rs.42,266/- was paid to Shri. Viswamithran K J on 26112/2021 - the

date of mahrity of the policy itself - by NEFT. The complainant is not eligible for any of the reliefs claimed. Life
Insurance Corporation is a public limited undertaking constituted as perstatute to render policies for the welfare of
the citizens, and is only the custodian of public funds. Payment of amounts higher than that envisaged by the policy
conditions will be a drain on the public fund and no one is authorized to make any payments which are not in
conformity with the nrles and guidelines issued by the Corporation. ADDITIONAL POINTS. Benefits of Jeevan

Saral Policy l. Benefit on Death - Death Sum Assured + Refund of premium excluding exfra premium and fnst year

premium + Loyalty Addition, if any. Death Benefit Sum Assured is 250 times monthly basic premium.2. Benefits

on Mahrity-Maturity Sum Assured + Loyalty Addition, if any. 3. Auto cover- If at least 3 full years' premiums have

been paid under the policy , Insurance Cover for the Death Sum Assured will continue for 12 months, even if
subsequent premiums are not paid 4. Partial Surrender -The plan will allow partial surrender from the 4 th year

onwards subject to certain conditions. 5. Loan - Loan is available under the policy after payment of premium for 3

years. LIC offers a wide range of products catering to different needs of all customer segments. For Life Insurance

policies, Sum Assured will not be equal to total premiums paid. For Term Assurance policies in which risk cover is

more and savings element is negligible, total premiums paid will be much lower than the Sum Assured. For
Endowment type of policies where savings element is also important total premiums can be more than the Sum

Assured depending on the age at entry of the Life Assured. For policies where additional benefits/features are

included premiums will be much more than Sum Asstred. The cited policy was taken by the complainant at age 5l
and it offers Death Sum Assured for Rs.1,00,000/- while the total premiums paid is onty Rs.47,5201 (excluding



Accident Benefit Premium).

Obserryation and conclusions :

The dispute here in on the amount of Maturity Benefit payable under a Jeevan Saral policy.The Complainant
submits that the details of the policy were not explained to him and that he was only told that at the end of the
policy period he would get Rs.l Lakh. Jeevan Saral is certainly a complex and sophisticated product compared to a
standard endowment, money back or term policy and a reasonable, unprejudiced observer would defrritely want to
consider whether the policy holder knew what he/she was buying. What is most strking when one considers this
aspect is the fact that the Complainant is not barely literate, a dally wage manual labourer by profession.It is
difficult for any reasonable person to accept that he purchased an insurance product of this level of complexity with
even the slightest awareness of what he was buying. The common perception among even educated people of life
insurance is that one pays a periodic premium and if the buyer survives at the end of the policy period, he/she is
paid an attractive lumpsum. I cannot accept that the Complainant would knowingly and willingly buy an insurance
product that is basically a term insurance with a tiny invesfrnent-based padding. Clearly, he simply had no idea what
he was brying and was preyed upon by the Agent concemed. I am therefore of the firn view that a clear case of
mis-selling has occurred here. I do not believe that an organization with the proven credentials of LIC would
normally even allow, let alone encourage the kind of predatory and opportunistic selling that the Agent concemed
has effected in this case and I would prefer to assurne that this is a rare unfortunate occurence; suffice it to say that
the Complainant is not a fit customer for this product. Even assuming that this was an aberration occurring at the
level of an Agent and a junior underwriter - which it may well have been - the fact remains that a gross mis-selling
has occurred and it is onty fair and reasonable that the RI as a responsible entity compensate the Complainant.
Though a case may be made out for compensation for mental agony, I am constrained by ttre limited remit that the
Instrance Ombudsman Rules 2017 impose on me and hence shall confrre myself to ordering refund of the
premiums paid by the Complainant in full.

AWARI)
conpl,rnvT REF; No: xoc-uoz g-ziis-ozs8

The ResponOent Insurei is directed to refund to the Complainantin futl, the total premium amount of Rs.
48,5201- remitted by him under policy No.395402571 and to this end, pay an arnount of Rs.6,2544 being
the dilference between the premium amount of Rs.48,5201- and the Maturity Benefit arnount of
'Rs.42,2661- already paid to hirn As prescribed in RuIe 17(6) of Insurance Ombudsman Rules, 2017, the
Insurer shall comply with the award within 30 days of receipt of the award and intimate conryliance of the
same to the Ombudsrnan

aq'Ww
(Girish Rddhakrishnan)

INSI]RANCE OMBUDSMAN

Dated ut.?r.u*L"l-".'\ thi, .:.?:: day of.)*..er.v, bct, >o:.) .
Copy to: 1) Complainant:

2)Company
3)





PROCEEDINGS BEFORE Trm INSIIRANCE OMBIDS MAN,Koc hi
(States of Kerala and Union Territory of (a) Lakshadweep (b) Mahe- a part of Union Territory of

Puducherry)
(L-INDER RULE NO.r6l17 OF TIm INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN RULES, 2017)

Ombudsman Name : Girish Radhakrishnan
CASE OF COMPI-AINANT - Titty Varghese

VS
RESPONDENT: LIC of India

COMPLAINT REF: NO: KOC-I-029-2223-0290 ;

AWARDNo,l;,' ,.,,,-t:;u"t,...'-I: ". ";''l 'i ''):'
Titty Varghese

1. Name & Address Of The Complainant Mammoottil Tinu Banglow, Mangaram, Pandalam P O
689501

Type Of Poticy: Lifb

Z. Policy Details:
Policy Nunber SurnAssurtd FmmDate To Date DOC hrnium Policy Term Payirg Term
395691334 750000 23-Jwr20l2 23-Iw>2022 23-Jrtv2012 36030 l0 l0

3. Name of insured Tity Varghese

4. Name of the insurer/broker LIC of India

5. Date of receipt of the Complaint 21-Jun-2022

6. Nafure of Complaint Short payment of maturity benefit

7. Amount of Claim 0.00

8. Date of Partial Settlement

g. Amount of relief sought 0

to Complaint registered under Insurance Rule l3(l)(b) - any partialor totalrepudiation of claims
Ombudsman Rules 2017 by an insurer

r r Date of hearing l5-Dec-2022
Place of hearing Ernakulam

12. Representation at the hearing

a)For the Complainant Mr. Titty Varghese

b)For the Insurer Mr. Shani Mathew

13. Complaint how disposed In favour of the Respondent Insurer

14. Date of Award 30-Dec-2022



- -

COMPLAINT REF : NO : KOC-\-029-2223-0290
Brief Facts of the Case:
The Complainant at the age of 56 years, purchased the policy styled "LIC Jeevan Saral (With Profits)" on
23.6.2012. The premium payable was Rs. 36,0301 on yearly basis. All premiums have been paid in a timely fashion
totaling to Rs.3,60,300/- . The policy matured on23.6.2022 and the Maturity claim paid is Rs.2,55,175.00 only. The
Complainant would have it that the policy ought to pay at least the amount of premium he paid, alongwith bonus.
The RI contends that the policy having matured, they can onb pay what the policy allows.

Contention of the cornplainant:
He took a Jeevan Saral policy from L I C of India on 23.06.2012.He paid annual premium of Rs.36,030 for l0
years totaling to Rs.3,60,300/- Now he got only Rs.2,55,1751- as Maturity claim which is less than the total premium
paid by him. He took the policy since he was told that he will get a good Benefiton Maturity. Hence, he requests to
refirnd his premium with bonus.

Contention of the Respondent:
LIC of India has issued a policy bearing no.395691334 on the life of Shri. Titty Varghese, under Jeevan Saral plan
(plan 165) for a Death Benefit Sum Assured of Rs.7,50,000/- with Date of Commencement of risk 27.06.2012 and
term l0 years & Maturity date 23.06.22. The LA had paid all the premiums due under the policy without any
default. The policy under question is a Jeevan Saral policy, for which Death Benefit Sum Assured and Maturity Sum
Assured are distinctly defined. Death Benefit Sum Asstred is payable only on Death of the policy holder during the
term of the policy, while Maturity Sum Assured is payable on the date of Maturity. Maturity sum assured & Death
Benefit SumAssured are distinctively printed on the policy bond as Rs.1,79,070/- & Rs.7,50,000/- respectively.
The Maturity Sum Assured has been computed by our actuaries based on several factors like Mortality, expenses

etc and hence it decreases with increase in age at entry. The Maturity value is less than the premium paid in respect
of Jeevan Saral Policy, in case the policy is taken at higher ages. As per Proposal records, Shri. Titty Varghese is a
Graduate, was Purchase Manager of a Craft Factory in Bahrairl had an annual income of Rs.3,60,000/-, and was 56
years old at the time of procuring this policy. In page No. 3 of the Proposal as answer to Qn. No. 15: "Whether the
Terms & Conditions of the Proposed Plan have been explained to you by the Agent?", he had replied "Yes".
Further, he replied "Yes"to Qn. No. 16: "Have you understood fully the Terms & Conditions of the Plan you
propose to take ?" Thus the proponent had clearly stated that the terms and conditions of the policy he was about
to take were explained to him by the agent and that he had understood them fulty. Complainant is eligible for
Mahrity Sum Assured of Rs.1,79,070/- and Loyalty Addition of Rs.76,105/- on the date of Maturity - 23.06.22.
The total payout to the party would be Rs.2,55,175l- (Rs.1,79,070/- (+) Rs.76,105/- ). This amount of
Rs.2,55,175l- was paid to him on 23.06.22, on the date of Maturfu of the Policy itself. As such the Complainant is

not eligfole for any of the reliefs claimed. The cited policy was taken by the Complainant at age 56 and it offers
Death Sum Assured for Rs.7,50,000/- while the total premiums paid is only Rs.3,52,8001- (excluding Accident
Benefit Premium).

Observation and conclusions :

The policy in question is a Jeevan Saral policy which has a Death Benefit component and a Maturity Benefit
component, the latter being dependent on the retums the insurer can earn by investing that part of the premium that
has been set aside for the investrnent purpose. It is clear from the policy and from the detailed explanations given by
the RI vide their SCN, that Jeevan Saral is markedly different from conventional life products in some respects. I
note that the premium is worked out based on the age of the proposer and is then allocated between Death Benefit
premium and Maturity Benefit premium. Naturally, this premium split will incline more towards Death Benefit
premium in case of older persons. In respect of a younger person, Death Benefit prernium will be lower and more
money will be available towards premium for Maturity Benefit. Ergo, because the Death Benefit is pre-fixed at
policy commencement (based on the proposer's request), the Maturif Benefit will "suffer" in case of an old
person. I frnd that the policy not only clearly mentions the terms and conditions of cover and the Benefits, it
expressly shows the Maturity Benefit Amount and the Death Benefit Amount separately. The former amount is

shown as Rs. 1,79,070/- and the latter as Rs.7,50,000/-. Though the Complainant contends that he was not given "a
clear picture" of the policy and came to know of the low Mafurity Benefit amount only when it was communicated
by RI at the time of Maturity, I don't see a case of mis-selling because the Complainant's above contention has to
be assessed in ttre light of the fact that the policy document mentions the various Benefit amounts very clearly and



expressly and the Complainant can hardly be considered uneducated or unaware person, being a Graduate and
working as a Purchase Manager in an international finn and he can be reasonably expected to at least cursorily read
through a document involving a significant amount of money, even if it is only the S chedule of the policy where the
specifics including the amounts, dates etc are mentioned. That he does not seem to have done so, erodes the very
foundation of his case. In view of the above, find that the RI has acted reasonably and fairly and in compliance with
the policy in question. I cannot find any shortcoming in the decision/action taken by the RI.

AWARD
COMPLAINT REF: NO: KOC-I-029-2223-0290

In the result, this Award is passed upholding the decision of the Respondent Insurer and dislQrssing the
corplaint

(Giris h Radhakrishnan)
INSI]RANCE OMBI]DSMAN

Dated ^t%&M, thir..hll. aayolP.*s,^-$.o, byy .

Copy to: 1) Complainant:
2)Company
3)



- - - -
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PROCEEDINGS BEFORE TIm INS IIRANCE OMBIIDSMAN,Koc hi
(States of Kerala and Union Territory of (a) Lakshadweep (b) Mahe- a part of Union Territory of

Puducherry)
(UNDER RULE NO.16/17 OF Tm INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN RLILES, 2017)

Ombudsman Name : Girish Radhakrishnan
CASE OF COMPLAINAI\T - Dhanya V

VS
RESPONDENT: LIC of India

COMPLAINT REF: NO: KOC-\-029-2223-0279 , -. I

AWARD No: 1-(- 
r . ( :-' Al ^- - '-'/ '"'.'i' ) -"; '--' -i

Dhanya V
1. Name & Address Of The Complainant 'Meenu Dhanya' House, P O Kodenchery 673503,

Pwameri via

Type Of Polic.v: Life

- Policv Details:
PolicyNunber SumAssured FromDate ToDate DOC hrnium PolicyTerm PayirgTerm
794714523 500000 2GJwt-2006 2Ghw2022 26Jrru2Cf,l6 6125 16 16

-

3. Narne of insured

4. Nanre of the insurer/broker

Dhanya V

LIC of India

l5-Dec-2022
Emakulam

Mr. C K Vljayan Father of the Complainant

Us. Sreedevi

- -

5. Date of receipt of the Complaint rc-eq-2}ii
6. Nature of Complaint Short payment of maftrity benefit

7. Amount of Claim 0.00

8. Date of Partial Settlement

g. Amount of relief sought 0

1Ir Complaint registered under Insurance Rule 13(1)(e) - any dispute on the legal construction of
Ombudsman Rules 2017 the policies in so far as such disputes relate to claims

I I Date of hearing
Place of hearing

t2: 
,Representation 

at the hcanng

,a)Forthe 
Complarnant

r b)For the Insurer

13. :Complaint how disposed In favour of the Complainant

14, rDate ofAward 30-Dec-2022



I

COMPLAINT REF : NO : KOC-I-029-2223-027 9

Brief Facts of the Case:
The Complainant was issued a Jeevan Saral Potcy on 26.06.2006 and it matured on 26.06.2022.In Jeevan Saral

policy, Maturity Sum Assured and Death Sum Assured are different. But Mahrity Sum Assured is not printed in the

policy bond. The RI has sent maturity intimation to the Complainant quoting the Maturity Sum Assured as

Rs.4,24,020/-. But the Complainant is claiming Rs.5,00,000/- as Maturity Sum Assured.Further, vide their letter

dated 24.@.2020, the RI has intimated the mistake in policy bond and sent the corrected schedule to the

Complainant. But on getting this letter, the Complainant, vide her letter dated 04.11.2020 ffirmed her objection to

RI but she was not replied (Her letter addressed to RI dated 14.06.2022)

Contention of the cornplainant:
Inthe original policy bond, the Maflrity Sum Assured isprinted as Rs.5,00,000/- and agreed to pay the Sum

assured without interest on due payment of premium. But in the letter received from Insurer's Vadakara Branch,

Maturity Sum Assured is given as 4,24,A01-. She planned to utilize the sum assured plus bonus for her essential

purpose in the year 2022.Becawe of deep confidence in the LIC, she selected the same for invesftnent. She could

have got a better return if she opted and invested the same in recurring deposit on a cumulative basis for the same

period. She requested to credit the Maturity Sum Assured of Rs. 5,00,000/- plus eligfule bonus in her Bank

account.

'o

Contention of the Respondent:
The above policy bearing No 794714523 takenby the complainant is a Jeevan Saral Policy where the Maturity Sum

Assured and Death Sum Assured are different . Maturity sum assured will differ according to age and term. The

death sum assured will be 250 times of the monthly premium selected. The basic monthly premium in the policy is

Rs 2000.00 and hence the death sum assured is Rs.500000. Maturity sum assured for Rs 100/- premium for age 23

and term 16 years is Rs 21201.00. Hence the maturity sum assured for Rs 2000 per monthis Rs 4240201-. However

due to some program error, the maturity sum assured is not printed in the policy document and the space for it is
left blank. We have on a later date found this omission and informed the policy holder of this mistake and conveyed

the correct policy schedule showing correct maturity and death sum assured on 24.09.2020. While filling the

proposal form for the policy, in response to the question No.14 of the proposal-"Have you fully undentood the

terms & conditions of the plan you propose to take?", the life assured has answered "YES".As per policy terms

and conditions the amount payable at maturity is the sum equal to the mahrity sum assured along with loyalty

additions and maturity and death sum assured are different and the same is mentioned in the policy document. Also,

in the last page of the policy bond it is given that " You are requested to examine this potcy and if any mistake be

found therein, to return it immediately for correction." Had this been read and had the omission been conveyed to

them by the policy holder immediatety on receiving the policy bond, they would have corrected our mistake that

time itself. Due date of maturity of the above policy is 26.06.2022 and the same was intimated to life assured on

06.05.2022 with the discharge form asking for NEFT details with proof and details of amount payable as maturity

benefit, ie., Mahrity sum assured Rs.4240201- + loyalty addition Rs 2734931- totaling to Rs.697513.00. However

they haven't received the bank details and supporting proof as told in the discharge form yet. In this plan there is a

concept of different sum assured for maturity and death. This policy offers a very high risk cover for a low

premium. [n case of death the benefits payable are death sum assured and return of premiums excluding lst year

premiums and exfia premiums if any. In this policy for a low premium of Rs.392000 for 16 years the life assured

was getting a death coverage of Rs.500000/- and return of premiums in case of death of life assured during the

premium paymg term and an additional Rs.500000 as accident benefit in case of death by accident. The maturity

sum assured will vary according to age and will be comparatively lower for advanced ages and higher for lower

ages.If the life assured survives till maturity, the maturity amount is maturity sum assured and loyalty addition which

is Rs.697513 in this case, which means the life assured gets Rs.305513 more than the paid premiums.Whatever

benefits are actually elig&le as per terms and conditions of the policy has been informed to the life assured.

Observation and conclusions :

The dispute here is about the quantum of Maturity Benefit (MB) payable. The Complainant seeks the amount of
Rs.5,00,000 printed on the policy schedule; RI says it is a printing mistake and the correct MB is Rs.4,24,020.I

find from the policy Schedule (which depicts the specifics of the policy issued to the Complainant), that she is right

in contending that no such MB is mentioned. It is of course possible there has been a printing error in that column

-



- - - -wilich gives rise to two questions. FIRSTLY was the error noticed in good time and corrected? The RI says they
sent a leffer to the Complainant when they noticed the error and the said letter recorded the correct amount. In this
case, though the Complainant questioned the correctress of this letter sent after a gap of 14 years, the RI did not
send any reply to her. The said letter can therefore only be viewed as amounting to a unilateral revision of the
contract. The appropriate and legal way to amend a vital and critical proviso of a conhact would be to write a
contract addendum and record both the parties' acknowledgment and consent to the same. In an insurance
contract, it would take the shape and nature. of a policy endorsement. That this was not done in the instant case
only goes to establish that the specifics shown on the original conhact continue to hold good. Also, the avowed
effort to "correct the record" has been done on 24.9.2020 after nearly 14 years of commencement of the policy,
just less than a year before maturity date. SECONDLY who must bear the burden of the RI's error?In this regard,
there is a veritable mountain of case law across the world. The sum and substance of these is that when the contract
is drafted and written by one party, any mistake or ambiguity therein must be interpreted in favour of the other
party(ies) if such mistake or ambiguity is the subject of a dispute. I find that this Conffa Proferentum doctrine must
apply here in the dispute at hand. It therefore follows from the above that the Complainant's case for receiving
Rs.5,00,000/-, rests on sound foundation and cannot be denied. Found accordingly.

AWARD
COMPI-AINT REF: NO: KOC-I-029-2223-027 g

In the result the Respondent Insurer is hereby directed to recalculate the Maturity Sum Assured Benefit
in Policy no.794714523 as Rs. 5,00,000 plus the due Loyalty Additions and pay to the Complainant the
correct claim amount thus calculated after deducting the amount already paid to her. As prescribed in
RuIe 17(6) of Insurance Ombudsman Rules..2017, the Insurer shall comply with the award 30 days
of receipt of the award and intimate compliance of the sanre to the Ombudsman

(Giris h Radhakrishnan)
INSURANCE OMBT]DSMAN

Dated ^t.k#.........., thi, qr..*hrv or..$**' ?a z z'
Copy to: 1) Complainant:

2)Company
3)



- - - -



PROCEEDINGS BEFORE Trm INSURANCE oMBLIDSMAN,Korkata
(States of West Bengal, Sikkim and Union Territories of Andaman & Nicobar Islands)

(TINDER RUI,E NO.16/17 OF TIM INSURANCE OMBTJDSMAN RUI,ES, 2OI7)
OmbudsmanName : MS. KIRAN SAHDEV

CASE OF COMPLAINANT - Ratan Kumar Sahoo
VS

RESPONDENT: SBI Lil'e Insurance Co. Ltd.
COMPIAINT REF: NO: KOLL0 4lAZn-07 99

AWARD NO:

'Ratan Kumar Sahoo
rName & Address Of The Complainant

:-
iSerpur, Sarada Pally, PO + PS - Contai, purba

iUeainipru -721401.

Type Of Policy: Life
Policy Details:
Poliry NwrDer SumAssured
56020316209 150000

FromDate To Date D(rc premium

25-A,ag-2012 25-ht92022 25-At4-2012 15000

Policy Term Paying Term
lOtrEARLY IO

3.

4.

5.

6.

8.

9.

10.

:Name of insured
I

iName of the insurer/broker

,Date 
of recerpt of the Complaint

:Nature of Complaint

Amount of Claim

Date of Partial Settlement

:Amount of relief sought

: Complaint registered under Insurance

,OmbudsmanRrles 
2017

:Date of hearing
Place of hearing

, 

Representation at the heling

1)For the Complainant

b)For the Insurer

Conplaint how disposed

lRatan Kumar Sahoo

SBI Life Insurance Co. Ltd.

l2-Oct-2022

Less settlement oI Maturity proceeds

0.00

:

30000

'Rule 13(1)(b) - any partial or total repudiation of claims
by an insurer

09-Dec-2022
Kolkata

:

Mr. Ratan Kumar Sahoo

Mr. Partha Palit

11.

12.

13.

14. Date of Award I
l



COMPLAINT REF : NO: KOLL-041 -2223-07 99

Brief Facts of the Case:
i) The Complainant, Mr. Ratan Kumar Sahoo, purchased this policy bearing no. xxxxxx6209 from SBI Life
Insurance co. Ltd. on 25.08.2012 on his own life for annual premium of Rs.15,000/- and policy term of 10 years. ii)
It is alleged that the Complainant was assured at the time of buying the policy to receive 9.5olo interest on maturity.
But as on maturity of the policy he actually received Rs.2,03,480/- from the Insurance Company and so the interest
allowed on investment is less than 6%o. iii) The Complainant feels that he has been cheated by the Insurance
Company by settling less maturity amount than that promised to him at the time of taking the policy. iv) The
Complainant approached the Insurance Company regarding less settlement of maturity proceeds by filing his
complaint through a letter on 08.09.2022 by India Post. v) He escalated his complaint to the office of the Insurance
Ombudsman Kolkata on 10.10.2022.

Contention of the complainant:
i) That the Complainant purchased a Flexi,Smart policy from SBI Life Insurance Company on 17.08.2012 with
annual premium of Rs.15,000/- and premium paying torm of 10 years. ii) That at the trne of taking the pohcy, he

was told that he would receive Guaranteed Interim Interest @7.5% and Terminal Interest @ZYo on maturity of the
policy totaling 9.5%. rt) That on 26.08.2022, he received an amount of Rs.2,03,480/- as maturity proceeds under
the policy from the Insurance Company and thus the actual return received by him is less than 6%. iv) That he
approached the SBI Life Insurance Company, Contai Brance on 08.09.2022 informing them about this monetary
loss suffered by him but the Manager misbehaved with him and did not reply to his concem till date. v) That before
issuance of the policy, he was provided with policy benefit illustration, calculation sheet, key benefits etc. as

supporting documents in respect of the maturity benefits of the policy signed by the Agent, Mr. Anup Bera (lA
Code 990044518). vi) That he was also given a booklet titled "Product Closure - Last Opportuniry to Sell" wherein
it is mentioned in Page no.14.15 & 16 regarding availabilily of Guaranteed return @7.5% under Flexi Smart Policy.
vii) That he was defrauded by the Company and suffered monetary loss in this process. He pleaded for
replenishment of his loss to the tune of Rs.30,000/-. Mr. Ratan Kumar Sahoo, the Complainant, attended the online
hearing from office of the Insurance Ombudsman, Kolkata, on 09.12.2022. He repeated his contentions as

mentioned in his complaint letter.

Contention of the Respondent:
The contention of the Insurance Company as per ther Self Contaured Note (SCN) received on 05.12.2022 is as

follows: i) That the policy is a non particrpating traditional savings plan, wherein mmimum guaranteed,interest s 2.5
Yo p.a. and future interest rate would be declared on the basis of investment earnings, expenses incurred towards
management of fimd. In the instant case the complainant has paid the premium for l0 years under the said policy.
As per clause no.10. 1, Expense Premium Component, Risk Premium Component was recovered from the
premiums paid by the Complainant and part of the premium was invested in the policy account of the Complainant.
The policy document clearly explains all the charges payable under the policy under clause no.l0 of the terms and
conditions of the policy document, "Premium Components". ii) That the policy premium component, net of risk
premium component and expense premium component form the policy premium component. This part of the
premium is invested in the policy account. iii) That The various charges were deducted as per the terms and
conditions of the policy. Accordingly, the Company calculates the policy account value as on date of termination of
the policy. iv) That As per clause no.4.2 Maturity Benefit of the terms and conditions of the policy, "We will pay
you the balance in the policy account on the date of maflrity." In the policy document, the term policy account is
defined as "The policy premium component plus the interim interest rate and the additional crediting interest rate (if
any) will be the balance of your policy account at any time d*ing the policy term." v) That the policy matured on
25.08.2022 and accordingly the Company duly paid the maturity amount of Rs.2,03,480.23 by direct credit to the
policyholder's savings bank account no. xxxxx0997 held in State Bank of India on 26.08.2022 which was mfbrmed
tlrough the Maturity Payrnent letter 29.08.2022 and the same was admittedly received by the Complainant. The
calculation of the maturity value paid is given below: Gross Maturity amorurt payable:Rs.1,88,159.21Add Interest:
Rs.5,031.54 Add Terminal Bonus:Rs.9,689.53 Net Maturity amount payable: Rs.2,03,480.23 vi) That the
policyholder has paid annual premiums for 10 years turder the policy and the maturity value under the Policy was
Rs.2,03480.23 after covering the policyholderfor 10 years for the insurance cover for a sum assured of
Rs.1,50,000/-. The premium increases with age. In the instant case the policyholder has enjoyed the insurance cover
for 10 years and also at the time of maturity the policyholder received more amount than the basic sum assured and
the premium paid. Hence, the policyholder has not suffered any loss but profit. Mr. Partha Palit represented SBI



Life Insurance Co. Ltd. in the online hearing. He reiterated that the Insurance Company settled the maturity claim
under the subject policy in due time as per terms and conditions of the policy.

Observation and conclusions :
i) The balance in the policy account is payable on maturity of the policy as per policy clause no.4.2. The policy
Account stands for : The policy premium component plus the interim interest rate and the additional crediting
interest rate (if any) will be the balance of the policy account at any time during the policy term. ii) The print out
fumished by the Complainant regarding key benefits does not form the part of policy contract. The projected
maturity amount mentioned in the benefit illustration is not the guaranteed retum payable under the po-licy, it is
provided with different rates of retums to have an idea about the Lkely quantum of maturity proceeds.

AWARn
C on Pr"Atr\t REF ! Nd ; ; KdlJl-'o 4iiih $ g g

,Taking into account the facts & circumstances of ttre caie, the submiJsioni rnad; b, botrr trrt parties
, during the course of hearing and after going through the documents on record it is observed that the
Insurance Company settled the mafurity proceeds under policy bearing no. roourox6209 as per terms and
'conditions mentioned in the policy document. As such, this office does find any reason to intervene in this
matter and the complaint is treated as disposed of. If the decision is not acceptable to the Complainanf he
is at liberty to approach any other Forum / Court as per Law of the Land against the Respondent Insurer.

t;U4'
CMS. KIRAN SAHDE9

INST]RANCE OMBI]DSMAN
Dated 

"...M*.de...... , this .11.y:.. aay or.Dlsg*'hor 2at't
copv to: 1) complainr.r,'^ll] 

,QoL^r, Kla*arc, Sri.ro o
2)companv : sbl L)l-t ),tr'irurcr..t h,L,e ,

3) cEl ' s 0>t it i''/,,|i^u'r-Lr (x I LJ
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PROCEEDINGS BEFORE TIIE INSURANCE oMB{DSMAN,KoIkata
(states of west Bengar, sikkim and Union Territories oi.tnau-un rt lvicobar Isrands)(TINDERRULE NO.16/I7 OF TTIE INST]RANCE OMBUO;T,IEN NUI,ES, ZOrZ)

Ombudsman Name : Ms. Kiran Sahdev
CASE OF COI\{PLAINANT - pradip charak

YS
RESPONDENT: Star Union Dai-ichi-Ufe lns. Co.
COMPI"AINT REF: NO: KOLLO4 5-222347 53

AWARDNO:

Name & Address of The comprainant ;i?:'3*:flu**randa Sarani, Dakshin para, po + pS
- Ranaghat, Near Sammilani Ciub, Nadia - 741 i0l.

)

3.

Tlpe Of Policy; Lif'e
Policy Details:
Policy Nufiber SumAssued
0t090239 0

Name ofinsured

Name of the insurer/broker

Date ofreceipt ofthe Complaint

Nature of Complaint

Amount of Claim

Date of Partial Settlement

Non payment ofassured interest at the time ol.vesting
0.00

Pradip Chatak

Star Union Dai-ichi-Life Ins. Co.

06-Ocr-2022

944020

Rule lj( I )(b) " any panial or rotal repudiarion of clains
by an insurer

02-Jan-2023
Kolkata

Ms. Shamly Balas undaram

By conducting online hearing

02-Jan-2023

Flom Date To Date D(rc hemiun policy Term payirg Term2+MBx-2017 Z4-Max-2022 24_Mar_2()\7 B3OOOO 5 ,":;;- 
- -'5;;

4.

5.

6.

1

8.

10, Comptaint registered under Insurance
Ombudsman Rules 2017

I l. Date of hearing
Place of hearing

lZ, Representation at the hearing

9. Amount ofreliefsought

b)For the Insurer

13. Complaint how disposed

14. Date ofAward

a)For th€ Complainant Mr. pradip Ghatak



COMPLAINT REF: NO: KOL-L-045-2223-0'7 53

Rrief Facts ofthe Case:
Non-payment of interest at the rate of 12 percent on the S ingle Premium paid by the complainant. He was assured

by the official of the Insurance Company that the invested amount would eam Interest @12 p.a. from the date of
maturity.

Contention of the complainant:
a) The stated policy was got done inside the Branch Premises of Union Bank of lndra, Ranaghat Bmnch on
24.3.2017 against payment of Rs. 8,00,000/-. At that time he was convinced that @l2yo p.a. Interest on the entie
amount is to be paid as pension on and from24.3.2022. b) But unfortunatcly, he was given a letter on2.92021 .uirth

instruction to fill up annuity form for entering into pension scheme. In reply on 7 .l2.20Ll, he informed them that he

has already entered into an agreement for yearly pension and then why should he enter into firther agreement. c) In
tum, he did not get any reply in line with agreement made with the company. Einally, he wrote a letter to the

company on 28.3.2022 stating thereir that at the incipient stage the official had assured him for payment of yearly

pcnsion on and fronr 24.3.2022 @ l2o/o p.a. but violating the same, the company is asking to fill-up Annuity Form
lbr pemion in the existing rate of interest. d) F inding no other altemative, he further informed to the company to
credit the entire amount with up to date interest to his account- But without giving any weightage to his request the
company credited Rs. 6,18,6001 to his account and also asked him to fill up Annuity Form for rest amount of Rs.
4,20,8001- for pension. e) He had paid the amount of Rs. 8 Lac for yearly pension to enable him in continuing the

study of his late jssued only son but of no avail. The health condition of himself and his wife is deteriomting day by
day. Both ofthem are Senior Citizens and living under constant medical featment. For this reason he requested to
the company to credit the rest anroult to hrs biink account. f) He was misguided in presence of the bank officials in
regard to the interest rate. He is still carrying thc said audio rccording olthe interaction made at that point of time. In
fact. due to his flnancial stringency 1br medical check-up, he needs money and tbr this reason he requested the
company every now and then to credit the rest amount but they did not heed to his request. g) The complainant has

requested for kind intervention in the matter to settle the long pending issue.

Contention of the Respondent:
a) The Insurance Company vide their letter dated 28.10.2022, addressed to the Hon'ble Ombudsman, has informed
thai they have already paid an amount o{ Rs.4,21,223.'72 to the complainant on 30.9.2022 in his bank account
xxxxxxxxxxx 1326. b) The company representative at the time hearing informed that they have made payment of
totalvested amount as a very special case on humanitarian gound.

Observation and conclusions:
a) The stated policy was issued on the basis of the Proposal Form duly signed by the Life to be Assured./Proposer
24.3.2017. b) As per Proposal Form, Question No. XI, the complainant ticked on Option I ie. S ingle Premium
Deferred Pension Plan available at the time of vesting.c) As per Policy Schedule, Assured Vesting Beneflt was
mentioned Rs. 10,52.000/-. d) The company has paid an amount of Rs. 6,18,600/- on 31.3.2022 and the Balance
amount ol Rs. ,1.20.800/- was kcpt lbr utilization of purchasing ofannuity plan. (Net vesting amount after deduction
of lrrcome'fax ws 194 DAwas Rs. 10,39,400/-). e) From a letter of the lnsurance Company dated 28.10.2022
addressed to this oflice, it is seen that the company has made payment of an amount of Rs. 4,21,223.72 to the
complainant on 30.9.2022 through NEFT. f) The complainant is a Graduate and retired non-teaching staff.

AWARD
COMPLAINT RE F: NO: KOLL045-2223-0753

Taking into accounts the lhcts and circumstances of the case and after going through the documents on
record and submission made by both the parties present during the course of hearing, it is observed that
th€ stated policy has been matured ot 24,3.2022 and as per Option exercised at the proposal stage the
vesting amount was to be utilized to purchase a Single Premium Deferred Pension Plan available at the
time of vesting, But the Insuranc€ Company has made payment of total vested amount of Rs. 10,52,200/-
(after deduction ofIT n/s 194DA) to the complainant as a very special case on humanitarian ground" The
allegation of mis+elling is not considerable after receiving the maturity value. The policy condition was
also clear about the Vesting Benefit of the policy. Hence, the complaint is to be treated as dismissed
without providing any relief in favour of the complainant If the decision is not acceptable to the



complainant he is at libertv to*rp;rd*,rr;;";r;;;ffi;1#. approach anv other forury'court as per Law of the Land against the

/-/d",

2y,1y-*.r.,PlW,.k ,ru, p1p auv or..!hr*\ . ,orl tNsuRaNi
Copy to: l) Complainant: U_ D n,^ ,,r

2)Company, .','_.-tTI 1 U,+olgv--- 
^ "3) ':-r+z Ur,,.-no- Ur.." id/"r" U#*" *

(Ms. Kiran Sahdev)
INSURANCE OMBUDSMAil









PROCEEDTNGS BEFORE Trm INSTJRAI\CE oMBUDSMAN,Kotkata
(States of West Bengal, Sikkim and Union Territories of Andaman & Nicobar Islands)

(T]NDER RULE NO.16/17 OF TIM INSURAI,.{CE OMBITDSMAN RULES, 2OI7)
Ornbudsrnan Name : MS. KIRAN SAIIDEV
CASE OF COMPLAINANT - Aruna Ghosh

YS

RESPONDENT: HDFC Life Insurance Co. Ltd.
COMPI"AINT REF: NO: KOLI-{) t9 -2223 _0t99

AWARD NO:

1. ,Name & Address Of The Complainant

:Tlpe Of Policy: Life
:PolicyDetails:

15293435
SumAssured: FlomDate

500000 :26-Jtil2012

] 
Flat No. 06, I st Floor, Rajmohal, Near Rail Bridge, Vill +

jPO - Domjw, Howrah -711405.

I:?1[,1_ I Doc lPr"rdrlrr: i fcnn i payinst;m1
za-ruzi/7 z6:JLt-2orl, r 50000 , roryp44pv. " os

t.

f |11" Ghosh3.

4.

I:
6.

:Name of insured ]aruna Ghost

,Name 
of thc rnsurer/broker .IDFC Lrfe I

lDate 
of receipt of thc Complarnt jl4-Nov.'ZrWZ;

iNature of Conrplaint ll-ess seuleme

8.

;i.

7. .Amount of Claim

,Less sefflement of maturity amount
-..- .. ..,-- . -,i- . . ,, ... ..

Date of Partial Settlement
l

A-ili;i;;ff;iil;il izooooo

Date of hearing Z2-Dec-2022
:Place of hearing .Kolkata

Representation at the hearing j 
1

I

izooooo - -j
Complaint registered under Insurance 

'Rule 

13(1)(b) - any parlial or total repudiation of claims r

/)mhnn.-^- f)"1^^ tnl4 : I .
.9omnlaint registered under Insurance .Rule 13(1)(b) - any parlial or total repudiation of claims r10.

11.

12. KepresentaUon at me hearing i I

,

nlfr. tt 
" 
lnru.". fr4r. Su*it S"fru ,

,rYlD. ruuld \Juusll

,b)For the Insurer fr4r. Su*it S"fru

1

13.

14.
.:_9-39_1_Tl-,.y*l-"-p--o_.",r i_Bl:_::dTl"_ln gnline hearing 1

1



COMPLAINT REF : NO: KOL-L0I 9-2223-0899
Brief Facts of the Case:
i) The Complainant, Ms. Aruna Ghos[ purchased this unit linked HDFC SL Crest policy bearing no. xxxx3435 on
her own life on 26.07.2012 for annual premium of Rs.50,000/-. The term and premium paying tenriof the policy are
10 years and 5 years respectively. ii) The policy was sourced through Indian Bank (iode No. 0M2751s). iiij ffre
Complainant paid all 5 yearly installrnents of premium under the policy and the policy got matured on 26.07.2022.
The Insurance Company settled the maturity claim against the policy on 27.07.2022 by paymg an amomt of
Rs.3,05,699.48/- through NEFT. iv) The Complainant feels that she has been cheated Uy tfre Insirance Company
by paynrg less as maturity proceeds under the policy as she had paid a total premium oi Rr. 2,50,0001- in fnst s
years of the policy and received only Rs.3,05 ,6991- on completion of policy term of 10 years. v) She approached
the GRO of the Insurance Company twice on A5.08.2022 ond 12.09.2022. Bttther grievances were not redressed by
the Insurance Compgny.

Contention of the comolainant:
I That the Complainant purchased a HDFC SL Crest policy on 26.07.2012. He deposited total of Rs.
Rs.2,50,000/- @Rs.50,000/- per year for full premium paying term of 5 years. if That his investment option under
this unit linked policy was Highest NAV Guarantee Fund for a policy term of l0 years. iii) That on date of maturity
i.e- 26.07.2022,he received an amount of Rs.3,05,6991- fromthe Insurance Company. That it is not understandable
to her how as per definition of Highest NAV Guarantee Fund, this maturity amount had been arrived at. It is
obvious to her that the Company cheated her by paying less amount of maturityvalue. v) That she requested for
issuing directives to the Inswance Company regarding disbursement of legitimate claim with propff cLrification.
Ms. Aruna Ghosh, the Complainant, attended the online hearing from office of the Insurance Ombudsman, Kolkata
on22.12.2022. She insisted that the Insurance Company settled less amount of mafipity benefit to her.

Contention of the Respondent:
The contention of the Insurance Company as per their Self Contained Note (SCN) is as followsi) That the policy
got matured on 25th Iuly 2022, and maturity amount of Rs. 305699.481- has been paid to the policy ho'ldo,,
account on27-07-2A22. ii) That after receiving the above maturity amount, policy holder has issued one letter to the
insurer mentioning that, he is not satisfied with maturity amount. On receipt tf tn" said complaint, Insurer has
investigated and replied to the policyholder with all details. The maturity amount has been paid as per terms of the
policy and there was no deficiency or any short amount paid to the policyholder at matrlrity stage. iii) That the
Pplicy value depends on the unit price of the fund multiplied by the balance number of fund units in ure account of
the policyholder. The unit price depends on the market conditions and the performance of the funds during the
period in which policyholder has paid/ invested his money. iv) That as per thedetailed unit statement fumished-, the
Company has given the highest NAV to the policyholder at the time of maturity of the policy i.e. 1g.37690, while at
the time of policy inception the unit pricing was at 9.76810 and in the entire poli"y tenure, policy holder,s units are
computed with highest NAV which was on maturity date. This is a unit-linkea porcy, ,rrious charges are applicable
during the policy tenure. The Premium Allocation Charge (PAC) is levied oo th" pi"t"i".o. paid by ttre poicynoner
througlrout the policy term which t's 4oh onthe premiumpaid during first 2 years,-3% 1p3rd year md @2%in last 2
years. The Fund Management Charge is levied at l.35Yo of the fund p"r u*r*. policy aiministratlon Charge of
0.3L% of original arurual premium per month will be deducted by cancellation of r:nits on each monthly charge jate.
This charge will increase by 5% per anmrm on each Policy Anniversary; subject to a maximum charge of R.s. 500
per month- Mortality charges are collected towards the cost of providing life insurance cover. The 

"t 
*g" is levied

as per the age of the life assured and the sum at risk. This charge is levied at the beginning of each po[.y month.
Taxes are levied as per the prevailing tax regulations. v) That the charges are debitedL the form of units and thus,
at the time of maturity the final units that were available was 16634.gg641 muhiplied by the NAV 1g.37690 gets the
final rnaturity vafue of Rs. 305699.481'. Thus, Insurerconclude that maturity't ui.r" hu, b".n .oo".tly computed. vi)Th{ admittedly, the policy in question was a Unit Linked Policy, which entirely depends on the market conditions
and solely intended for the purpose of Investment and as such, the law is now well settled that such policies are
speculative in nahne and the same are taken for invesknent pupose and the policy holder of such policies are not
consumers and disputes relating to such policies are not sustainable before the Consumer Forum. trAr. Srrmit Sanu
represented HDFC Life Insurance Company in the online hearing. He reiterated that the lnsurance Company had
settled the maturity benefit as per terms and conditions of the policy, the details of which have been provided in
their SCN.



Observation and conclusions :

i) The Complainant, Ms. Aruna Ghos[ purchased this limited payment unit linked Policy bearing no. xxxx3435
from HDFC Life Ins. Co. Ltd. on her own life on 26.07.2012 ior anmral premium of Rs.50,000/-. the term and
premium paying term of the policy are l0 years and 5 years respectively. if fhe policy was sourced through Indian
Bank (Code No. 00427515). iii) As per the policy terms and conditions, the maturity value of the pollcy under
highest NAV Guarantee Fund option is calculated as follows:Guaranteed NAV is higher ofa) Hrghest of NeV
recorded daily in :rrrrtie,l7 years of the fund (01.09.2010 to 31.08.2017) or b) Minimum duaranteed Nav of Rs.tS^.
iv) The Insurance Company provided clarification regarding computation of the maturity amount in their SCN. The
highest NAVrecorded under the policy is on maturity date of the policy which is B.ileso and the balance unit
available under the policy after deduction of premium allocation charge, fund management charge, policy
administration charge & mortality charge etc. on mahrity is 16634.98@6. The maturity value of Rs. Z,Oi,6gil- has
been arrived at by multiplication of this NAV and the balance unit.

:

Tuh. 
g into account the facts & circumstances of the caJe, ine submissions made by botn tne &rties

**i"g the course of hearing and after going through the documents on record it is observeO tnat t5e.
j{nsurance_lompany settled the maturity claim under policy bearing no. m,3435 to the Complainant in
,due time. The maturif value calculation provided by the inswer is found to be in order as per terms and-
;co$iJiory of 

!tr9 Pflicy. As suc\ the case is dismissed with out providing any retief to the Complainani
.,31d 

the Complaint is treated as disposed of. If the decision is not acceptable to the Complainant, she is at
fibertyto approach any other tr'o1g4/ Court as per Law of the Land against the Respondent Insurer. :

Dated ,,...*.Ll*... , this *.ii:..ouy or...D.l-e.! u&tt ) t t )
Copy to: 1) Complainant: &f"s llrW*ra(-rh,u e h

2)company I Ll Di-C_ tnhn1 lt^1 Lc,[L]
3)

I
14^ l/Lt-

(N,rs. KrRAN SAHDB\)
INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN
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